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ALAN FREEMAN ON NEW SINGLES

SMILE FOR

Weekend show

in April ?
JIMMY SAVILE, the deejay omitted from
the original roster signed for Radio One
last September, is now to have his own

weekly series

Says Radio One chief ROBIN SCOTT
" Jimmy Savile was never actually excluded
from Radio One, but he was not the sort of
person who just wanted to do another deejay
:

show.
" In any case, he just wasn't available to do

-

a

regular show
he was so busy he was a difficult
chap to pin down.
" But we are working on an idea for him and hope
to announce something in due course."
MM understands that jimmy will get his own
weekend show and that it may start in April.
He was previously featured on Radio One in
a " Be

My Guest " item, but this will be the first time he
will be showcased as a Radio One personality with
his own series of programmes.

ALAN FREEMAN, who ends

his

run in All

Systems Freeman on March 22, will be rejoining
Top
Of The Pops.

PETE MURRAY, who will have to leave Top
Of The Pops while he stars in his BBC -One
series,
Mum's Boys-due to start a seven -week run
on

April 3-will then return to TOTP.

FlEATLE -TIME

OFARIMS going
a gold

here
The Beatles'
again.
controversial new single
'Lady Madonna " is reis

leased tomorrow (Friday)and film clips of the group

are

can be seen on Top Of The

millionanE

Pops and Late Night Lineup tonight (Thursday) and

In

extensive lomrn
Press officer
tonY

doing

Sorrow mid they would have
processed

be

second single

Britain.
issued just before
Christmas, was a Bee Gees'
composition
g
Life."

George return from India.
In India, the Beatles have
film

will

it hits the million mark.
It
Is the duo's

feature film In June.
They start recording music
new
for the film and for
LP when John, Paul and

the

"CinderRocketella" - still
record

third

filming.

a

ella
number
Pop 30.

All Systems Freeman! tomorrow (Friday).
And Ringo Starr told the.
MM this week that the group
hope to start wark on their

been

approaching

OFARIMSt near million

back In
It before

London and view
decidlna whether It could be
or
audience
an
by
seen
whether It was purely for the

Beatles personal us
The film includes footage of
actress Mia Farrow, wife of
Frank Sinatra and Reach Ray
Mike Love.
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begin their British tour, opt
rig at the Royal Alfieri Hall,

I. radon, with Dave Der, Dozy,
Foundations and Grapefruit.
They will be backed on that
evening with a 67 -piece orch-

estra and on tour will have a
twenty -piece
The

New Bob
Dylan

CHARITY POP SHOW
THE Move, Dave the and

single
cancelled
"I'll

Co, Cliff Richard, Simon
Dupree and Amen Corner are
among the artists appearing
at a charity show for spastics

Bob
Be
has

Your Baby Tonight,"
been cancelled. In a statement Issued by CBS press
office the reason given was
" unforeseen contractual &IlicUlties."
It was due for release on
March 22, and was to be

Plastic

!tenet's

new

was to he
string hacking on the record
hot it was decided that it
said that lhery

would he superfluous. The H-

Happy Just To Pe
With You" written by vocalanle

ist

Is

Brian

Keith

and organist

Paul Raymond.
Prior to the single, en
album, "Two Sides Of A
Penny," will he released on
March 15. Appearances on All
Systems Freeman, Top Of The
Pops, and Radio Ones David
Symonds show, on March 25.
are lined up.

Louis has been making
records since March,
1923, when he cut

to go on for ever. Louis

Armstrong's HMV recording of " Wonderful World " stands at
19 this week in the
MM's Pop 30. It is his

X21
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Motown

Ot s Redding, Volt

CHARTBUSTER'S

Va. ious A.rtIsts, Tannin Motown
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THE SOUPS

er'

Alan

Freeman,

Don

Moss and Peter Muria)' ill
compere the show which also
Includes Kenny Ball's Jazzmen,

the

Spencer

Davis

Group, Cat Stevens, the Easy beats,
Chris
Farlowe' the
Foundations end
Vaudeville Band.

the

New

DEXTER AT CLUB 43
TENtorlItigT,

aDeriLterrdGaord..o.n,olns

at Club 41, Manchester, fee.
April 11-14. Maynard Eery,
son and
again qt

his big band are
the club tomorrow

Esther end Abl Ofarlm,
follows their sell-out con-

cert at London's Royal Albert Hell on March SO. A
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Noo

They have too days free
lee eres tone to de
from tiroC

the shows.
They tly to Pans tomorrow

is
currently
group
negotiating for premises in

appear on TA' In Knosels Dal
and Pars again 1101
A possible title for rhea

March 21.
The

the centre Or Birmingham in
which to open their own club.
Then hope to have it open by
May

feature

and

1

name

groups on Fridays

tralayi for a TS' show and
next stogie is "Yee' wetktea

NINFTEFN dates have been

set sr far for the Kinks-

Teem...es-Herd package tour
which open at Manslield Grenada On April 6.
It then plays Granada Cin-

Welthattistow
Bedford (81. Exeter 191, GI.,
rester OBE foltowed by the
Capitol, Cardiff (II), Cilsi Hall,
Newcastle 1131 end Blittilimtham Town Hall (IS).
They
then
visit
ABC
Theatres at Northampton 061,
Peterborough (171, Chester.
emas

Slough

than half the sates were Ia
FranAdxplte two cover sets
sfon
The

The

I

spent

base
days

reardtrat1","
material by a Ile. Stngte, het
tat

tar have alerted all

So

The

material they have completed
They

In

are

Ameriian tear

tine for CS
In late AprIl

early- Mtn

o

THEATRE TAKEOVER

Ei

NEW YORK theatre bas
been taken twee kI MR

Gnaw% boa or San

etscsTh Minima bedlam* Mal:ewitined "Fttleistere DAR"

9.

provincial tour kicks
off at the City Hall,
New
castle-oPae,
m
on
March
31 .
followed by Free Trade
Hall,
HMattitLehnersit,etro
t,1onitsrt,ornt

now

top Alp nine iohnnl

Theatheatre IS In fee* The101
East White area. rituIrb

Ken Greratt.

Pinnate Fast opened tad
Fridal alit Bug Rather. and
the Holding Company, Wee
inn Jams topttn, bad The
mbeet Key
RucRley and
Gorham resents trefftc

the
Her,

ales (March 24 week) \Ince
Hill (March 31 week), I ong
John Baldry. (AprIl 71, and the
Teti Heath Read Show (.Arch
14 Week) bustle Eddy Dam.ata
for a week from Maj. I,
-

t

the senile on April 1,`R and

MOVE IN AMMON,
Ts-si 'close 11, se Antwerp.
ll
Rilstuto toolorren froOlfilt for
concert felloned

by two Mies Df appearamen
In Holland
The gaup were itco-n.
Panird by a German It' one

eta team, at an eprealr "'
Monday at Ipswich bat
The
tram are making a Oh, if
the

troop is

be !ha.,

s,

,rtAt

ale

05

MONNO STASON
All 510511s, who ape.
four,week Damn 14I
1. andon'S talk of the teen
a

ilticrotst s, has a off
singlerush.teltaied en Marra
It, It
" One Onsti3le74
51"151

Malt's ittaagatrife.; hurt.
The It aide is "The'
Atone" Matt wears ah stn
time on April R
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attractions

Blues

number

(2M.

similar concert Is fixed for
the 8,500 -seater hall
on

April

the
knights
hate now

'reeds
In White Satin "
passed hart a million. More

ABC, Cambridge

citatin,

I

sy!es

l4R1.1,

at

1221,

member

MOODY BLUES' SALES

field ME Chester (DM, liver
pool Empire (21), Manchester
Othion

Or3r,ftt,

Bo

KINKS TOUR DATES

at
club litchi& the racial'

London Sin

'frays

I

THE Lemon Tree guest in
Time For Blackburn on

Future

too.

-"et 21

tit
days
Gee -a-5. -.xes.4
rd-

Ra"113*'"slions

LEMON TREE CLUB

makes
cabaret
at
Stockton's Fiesta debut
Club her
seven nights commencing nest
Sunday.

Music from the soundtrack
o too tenon Folvesenlavos)

Gordy

rile

s

Delilah" -

Free

-

II

GRAN- t

Trade Halt

lJ hls

Wore

9 1-1 SINCE YOU'VE SEEN GONE
Arelha Franklin Allonfic
10 I-I I THANK YOU
Sam & Do, Sfax

GRAPEFRUIT RECORD

will be in town that evening
for the Toni Bennett Ruddy
Rich

Pm

is

the
benefit of the mans Cans who

141 SIMON SAYS

191 LA -LA MEANS I LOVE

He 1.5 Pee^ added t
'55
hoe oo io- Aro,.

and Sam -

Thidayl Saturday
On

her.

DON IN CABARET

IS tuft

161 JUST OROPPF11911N7nrd'ilCia'n:
ISI I WISH IT WOULD RAIN

sterling be late Ftat. sad a
second at the end gaff Septet..

BEE GUS, Sell ant

Records
Prany

v."

Rase
tom en

.` ended Ms British
Lo,=. bet has ahead) bees
for Re. War; eae

follow-up Mblerlal todiscussing
"Cinder
eiet'
bThey
la Rockettle"
with Philips,

eidv

the

Awing fee two imam

are

riOOgoyal l3bAr'

12) VALLEY OF THE DOLLS

limy Mere Mae whew

on March 23
Esther and Abi are currently
playing concerto and TV o1
the continent They
a
to
Britain this Saturday return
to settle In a Oat and hope
or hhouse

ruary, 1926.

hade.natallathe the
tai "semi Tam

feillemont
bonen*.

Leicester (31, Winter
Gardens.
Bournemouth 101
Odeon, Liverpool
171,
and
Town Hall Birmingham
(vi
There are also concerts at
faithold
Halls
calcion
(March 27), and Town
Hall
Chathant (2k). The
guest.
on the Self Harris duo
TN' Silow

Feb-

Ow sew Lemon pi=

ten

Hall,

(both 1925),
His first real vocal,
though, was a feature
with Lil Hardin Armstrong on " Georgia

Grind " made in

Young have mu t.

(Aril,.bet 1,

" Everybody

for release
tatee,
Keay Beats' Han
gore, 12.4..

a

provincial tour
opens this month
APROVINCIAL tour for

ay

SIMIN.4. 22 Obi my

Woorkjo,

CINIVOk[2,

Esther and Abi's

US TOP TEN

AND TgP
GREATEST HITS
Diana Ron and the STuoPg.rneA,,
S

Cash,

Blues "

Creole
Jazz
Band.
Louis sang after a style
on
Fletcher Hender-

JOHN WESLEY HARDING

DIANA

Wembley's Empire Pool on
March 24.
March
Deejays David Jacobs, Tony
Blackburn, Simon Dee, Dave

Loves My Baby " and
his own " Gut Bucket

" Just Gone," his first
title with King Oliver's

TOP TEN LPs

in

venues

ishes in Belfast on May 3

Page One chief Larry Page

seems

visits

ingham, Manchester Glasgow
Edinburgh, Dublin and fin-

sloe M. on the backing.

style

tour

backing

group

major towns including Birm-

single, "Nobody Knows"
will be released by Page One
Records on March 22. Written by Phil Coulter and Bill
Martin, there will be no ses

Satchrno

Mick and Tien, the

Beaky,

text, heats gkw.,
MethNettorslys ChM

Dee lilac or

2,

Hated to a nearby army camp.
On March 27 the Bee Gees

HE

son's

a

fans
in front of the group000'shole],
while the Bee Gees were eVec-

PENNY'S SINGLE DATE

first big seller since
" Hello, Dolly!" but

1141.

tour, which started on Eel,
ruary 22, was a sell out at
The
every
perfomiance
group played 21 concerts in
used Ill clear away

backed
with
"Drifter's
Escape," both tracks from
the " john Wesley Harding"

SONG STYLES come
and song styles go but

EASY BEATS TV

German

Gees

Bee

Ctelttlelsea

and New Theatre, r..,
rat, 1751

In Munster Brehoses were

proposed new
Dylan single

21

The

Hell.

Winter Gbellen,

their
series of sell-out
concerts in Germany
and Switzerland the Bee
Gees fly 10 America for
an appearance on the
Ed Sullivan television
show on March 17.
A new Bee Gees single
"The Singer
called
Song,"
His
Sang
coupled with "Jumbo,"
both written by the
group, is due for release on March 22.

VOLLOIA'ING

13 (aloes in 13 days,

THE

POP 30 PUBLISHERS
I

STAFFMEN

antral

Ruth

11 (01
n

Ttom mid. April
similes

to

an Wag

Sae

slayri"se

ilser

('tl
the tour.

ve9 4'141

\

'
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Dusty starts
new ATV
show in May
two previous
whose
SPRINGFIELD
DUSTY
will
BBC
the
been
for
TV series have
shows on
30
-minute
series
of
start a new ATV
May 7. A major guest star will be featured each
week.

be " Magic
Dusty's new single will almost certainly
"Up. Up
Garden;' written by Jim Webb, who wrote
And Away." It is scheduled for release early in April.
She is also currently working on a new LP.
Dusty flies to Canada on Saturday (16) for her first

Issy's Club.
Vancouver, on March 21, for three weeks. She then

Canadian

cabaret

smson,

opening

at

goes to Hollywood where she will sing "The Look
Awards. She
Of Love" at the Hollywood Academywhile
in Hollywill also do the Bob Hope TV show
wood.

Last weekend, Dusty's manager, Vic Billings, withdrew her from the Grand Gala Du Disque in Amsterdam. He alleged that there was insufficient rehearsal
time and the hall provided for her rehearsal was not
suitable and crowded with people.

Tom approached
has

been

ap-

proached to appear in Musica
'68, the international pop and jazz

festival in Palma, Majorca from

July 22-27.

Donovan,

clude

tit

qe
d.

it
rn

return to

nd

recording.

a

37.

p
rp,
,es
m-

m

-

on
rise

of

OS

Si.

ens

at

Avti
teW

rah

I

I

was

told

PRICE U.S. TOUR OFF
PRICE'S

American

ALAN
tour has been cancelled

This fabulous 12 -day holiday -of -your -life will cost only
35 guineas and that includes all travel and bed -and breakfast accommodation in excellent hotels near the
famous festival.
The 12 -day coach trip leaves London on Wednesday
morning, July 17, and arrives back on Sunday evening,
July 28.

Last year dozens of MM readers raved about the MM
Antibes Holiday trip.
"The best holiday I've ever had." said Tony Hill of

and he will return home on
April 3.

It is understood that due to
visa difficulties his group
could not join him and in
consequence the tour was
cancelled.

CONCERTS CANCELLED
SI M0Ne.ntnell

Swindon.

"The most fantastic 12 days jazz fans could have wished
for," said Danny Daniels of Dartford.

"It exceeded all my expectations." said Paul Kavanagh
of Co. Dublin.
If you didn't make it last year, don't miss the bus this
time. Just think of all that sun, all the jazz and all the raveups with your fellow MM readers.
FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW AND SEND IT OFF TODAY.

Please send details of the MM Antibes Festival

trip

l

d

Lonlast
weekend following Art Gardon

concertsGarfu ine

and

Birmingham

PIASMIER

funkel being rushed to a New
York Mauna] on Thusuffrsday.
Garfunkel
wassuffering
from a combination of exhaustion and a 24 -hour virus.
He was released from hospital on Tuesday and is cur-

rently recuperating at home.
Garfunkel was to have
flown to London on Thursday
for the duo's Royal Albert
Hall concert last Friday. In
a message to fans in Britain
Garfunkel said he was probably

"111

Dee

do
Feetobeen

at the time I did. It's
myself
sy to do that. Now I want
to try something different"

end

,urs

plans

doing before, although

ist

tit -

back

is

cooling it for a while.
" I didn't like what

Currently being negotiated for Antibes are COUNT
BASIE, RAY CHARLES, MAHALIA JACKSON and BENNY
GOODMAN among others.

IM

"I've got

day:

jazz.

Or -

Jimi

The ex -Walker
Brother is currently without
business connections here but
John told the MM on MonMon -

Cs

net

and

Fame

America,

M London.

MAKER to the Antibes Jazz Festival.
Bask in the glorious Riviera sunshine all day and groove
at night with some of the biggest names in the world of

ifl

He takes over from Sammy Lee
Patrick told the MM: " One of the any things I
hope to see during my term of office is the recognition
of jazz as a serious art form with full support from
bodies like the Arts Council."

JOHN MAUS RETURNS
MAUS, who quit his
JOHN
solo career In Britain to

COME on a Sunshine Super holiday with the MELODY

as

Georgie

Hendrix Experience.

Sunshine
super
holiday

tg

pianist -arranger -bandleader Johnny
BIRMINGHAM
Patrick is the new chairman of the Nadonal
Executive Council of the Musician's Union.

" We have been approached but have not
finalised terms yet. It depends on a number of things."
Artists already fixed for the festival in-

THE ANTIBES JAll FESTIVAL

tw

PATRICK IS NEW CHAIRMAN

Manager Gordon Mills told the MM:

COME WITH THE MM TO
S

school gymnasium for the class of '68. It
happened during Jimi's current American
tour (see Frank Simpson's report from the
States on page 5) and the fact that Jimi was
kicked out of school at the age of 16 seemed
to be forgotten for the occasion.

for Musica '68
TOM JONES

BACK TO SCHOOL FOR JIMI. That distinguished former pupil of Garfield High
School, Seattle, Jimi Hendrix, performs in the

sorry than they
were that the concerts had
to be cancelled, particularly
more

There's a world swing to Premier...

the Royal Albert Hall, as this
was their
venue and

most important
because London

bos always been very good
to them.

LOUSSIER DUE
Jacques

Loos-

FRANCE'S
sier Trio are due to
arrive in London on Saturday
morning.

same evening
the trio guests on the BBC's
The

Rolf Harris Show.
The trio then makes four
concert appearances at Lon-

don's Royal Albert Hall (17),
Newcastle

(18),

...today's most
successful drums

Manchester

(19) and Bristol (22).
rth-

j of

NAME

reek

ENGELBERT AWARD

Soo

Fe(

ding

ENGELBERT
crowned

ADDRESS

ngte

for
.h.

Post to: Antibes Trip, Page and Moy Ltd,

T

Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

fie

rd.n9

221

Humperdinek
a
year
of

achievement by being voted
Showbusiness Personality Of
1967 by the Variety Club of
Great Britain.
Engelbert
was
presented
with his Silver Heart award

by impresario Bernard 'Helfdiff

at London's Savoy Motel,

Tuesday.

on

Successsful drummers in more than a hundred
countries play Premier.
There's one outstanding reason for their world-wide
popularity. It's this. Premier drums help drummers

fabulous sixties sound. Apart from a fair share get that
of the
established stars-like Count Busies Rufus Jones
Premier's list
of younger drummers reads like a Who's Who of
the new sixties
sound.
Keith Moon of The Who and Billy Davenport
of
The Butterfield Blues Band are just two. If you're
a drummer it's
time
you tuned in to the sixties. Turn on with Premier.
Today's 'most successfuldrums..Wowt

-

Premier

FIRST IN THE WORLD
OF FINE PERCUSSION

hue

I

MI 1 oDY MAK I

It

Mari

1068

16,

JAZZ
NEWS

single
Monkees'
out next week
Monkees and the
THESymbols have new

HENDRICKS' London base?

singles

" I admire Georgie Fame
very much," says Hendricks.

tour

was starling out."
On Monday, Annie said she
had been talking things nver
with Jon "1 would love to
do it," she said, "and I
don't see any reason why it
shouldn't co rne off." Georgic.
who was televising in Italy
on Monday, could not he coniacted at press time.
Jon Hendricks is currently
I

from

three-week

tour

of

Hall on March 19, with Simon
Dp
B'g Sound
and the Symbols.

e al th

ron Knights at the Palace The-

atre, Brighton. from June 29.
They go to Germany for two

days of Tv on April 8

for further Paris club, TV and
concert ppearances from May
10 to 12,
On March 19 the group appears with the London Youth

Jazz Orchestra at the Marquee

('Iub They record a new De
ram single on March 26 and

-

28

MANN FOR AMERICA
NAANFRED MANN and his
group, featuring Michael

D'Abo are to visit America for

can charts.

BROCK WILL PRESIDE
EDWIN BROCK will preside
at an Evening Of Poetry

and hue al the Holborn Library Hall on Monday (18). It
Is part of the Camden Festival 1968, and the poets will
Ron

" Hold Back The Daybreak,"
are to be released In Italy In
April, The Italian translations

have been made by Domenico
Medium°, composer of hit
songs " Volare," " Romantics"

t

BOX, currently in
Paris, have been re -booked

Their current hit "Mighty
Quinn " is high in the Ameri-

JOHN
BALDRY
Italian versions of "Let
The Heartaches Begin " and

John appears al

TIME.

mld-April.

LONG

and "Come Prima."

TIME BOX IN PARIS

several top US TV shows In

ITALIAN LONG JOHN

the

Bagshott on March

I

Ballroom,

George

Pan15,

which will take them to

gium, Holland,
Scandinavia.

JACKIE TRENT and her bus band Tony Hatch have a
new duo vocal single. "Thank
You For Loving Me." released

on March 29 and arc working

on an album of duets which
will be released at the end of
April.

will have a new instrueTony album released in May.
mental

NEW BENNETT DISC
CLIFF BENNETT'S new
Ingle," You're Breaking

Me Up (And I'm Wasting
Away)" will be released by
Parlophone on April 5. It has

been written for Cliff by the
M

e'

R yW d

Cliff and his band appear at
Newcastle - Under - Lyme on
March 15 followed by Chelmsford (16), Rasputin Club, London, and the Lotus Ballroom,

East London (19). On March
la Cliff begins recording an
album

France

Beland

The group's second Deram

April

Impulse, and the Prix Fats
Wailer for the best re -Issue
was awarded to " The Bis

Beiderbecke Story, Vol I " on
CBS.

The Prix Big Bill Broonzy-

Otis Redding, for the hest gos-

pel, blues or spiritual record,

Sowent to " The Otis Redding

Feel
released on

will lie

uy " on Stax.

5.

DEE

STUART SPAN OPERA
Mike Stuart Span have

THE.

finished the
15 -minute
Science Fiction opera which
was commissioned
for the

Brighton Festival (April 27 to
May II).
It will be premiered before
the Festival, at London's 100
Club on April 18 when it will
he performed by the Span, the
Electric Liquid Light Show

and the Crimson Ballet, The
work will also be included on
the Span's new LP which will
he released in April.
group

The

from May g to

tours

Iceland

16.

SONG FESTIVAL
AFIVE-DAY song festival
titled "International Es-

scner Song 'rage" Is to be
held in Essen, Germany from
September 25 to 29,
Artists invited to
from countries all
world include Pete

attend
over the
Seeger,

1)onovan, Mothers Of Invention, Juliette
Felix, Jacques
Fogs.

Greco,
Julie
Brel and the

The festival will include two

concerts
is
hours

lasting five
to developments
from folk song to pop song.
each

JAll AWARDS
THE 1968 awards by the
French Academie du Jar.
were announced by the Academies president, Maurice Cullax, at a party held in the Drug
Store at
Party II,
Paris.

the

new

town

of

a few miles outside

The Prix Django Reinhardt,

awarded to the most deserving
French jazz musician, went to
saxophonist Michel Portal.

The Oscar for the best jazz
went

Jim'

Tight" by Archie Shepp on

" How Do You

single,
Today,"

Hinckley
(16) and Bayswater (17).

NEW DUO SINGLE

aylo6slant

day

Marriott and Ronnie
Lane. The Small Faces and
P. P. Arnold top the bill at

Karlin,. first single
under new contract with
Norman Newell will be released by Parlophone on April

April 29 and has signed for a
summer season with the Bar-

NanA11,11,Fg.hY,

Steve

a concert at Newcastle City

The group open at London's
Quaglino's for three weeks on

TINTERN ABBEY TOUR

'Lazy Sunday Afternoon,' by

THE

the

a

The Small Faces single,
also unscheduled,
may he

DEBUT SINGLE

Rubin Quartet.

from April 17 to May

South America.

may make London his base.

by

U.S

The Tremelocs single will
be called " Hellehah," based
on an African traditional tune.
No release .ifime has been set,
althoughi the group were due
hack
Britain on Tuesday

Scott Club. He has business
interests in this country and

supported

is

second

3,

10.

appearing at London's Ronnie

be

group's

The

myself

a.

are
The Jethro Tull grot) Ion.
to start a residency aut May
don's Marquee Club from

MONKEES; Single titled " Valleri "

to

"Mama Too

vision, has agreed to become an official sponsor for

the First European International Pop Festival in Ronle

from May 4 to 10.
letter, dated March 4,
to the Festival's British repre.
In

a

looks as though it should be

a great success."

He went on to say, "As

for

objectives of the
Festival Committee, I find
myself in much more general
the

with them than
with a number of other enter-

agreement

prises

I

ports - not
that

as

have

Festival."

a

supported

In

sponsor

to

the

Other
sponsors
include
Mick Jagger and Radio -1 deejay John Peel.
So far 25

groups have been booked for
the

seven-day festival

being

held at the huge Palazzo Dello
Sport.

Dee

in

Time

the MM would

be

lakes off by the BBC at the
end of the current series at
the end of June.
" Absolutely no decision has

Another ElirsiWright group,
to
Clods, have been invited
tour Sweden with jazz singer
Ingrid Jensen in May

COLLIE IN HOSPITAL
Collie
la was admitted into Beckenham Hospital on Sunday. for
an operation on his ear. C larinettist Roy Pellets takes over
leadership of the Rhythm Aces
in his absence, and Jim Melo.
stosh from Cambridge's Riverside Jazzband is deppIng on
trombone for Max.
Don Aldridge of the Bilk
Agency tells the MM he Is
confident that Collie will he
In time to commence his
St
tour with Australian pianist
Graeme Bell in April.

as with ony other series, the
option for further programmes
could he taken up. As a matter of fact, the option for Dee
Time was continued only a
month or so sgo. The series
is very successful, fluctuating
between an audience of 9 to

million.
" Because of the shows I had
to turn down an offer for
Simon to appear in a film with

Tony Newley and Joan Collins, being shot in Malta."

Max

lafaANDLEADE/r

FUNDS FROM POP

been made," says Lewis. " B I,

FUNDS to send British ash-

Olympic
Games in Mexico this year
will be swelled by money
ictes

to

the

show in Ske"Ill',
a"
Pon
wen, near Swansea, on March
21,

The Dream, Love Scuplture,

Liquid

Umbrella,

the

John

Smith Committee and deejay
iTnonge KA3orwwLtielinaRilheTdkeTTTpLt

Ritz Entertainment Club, Ske-

wer!.

Der
(25).

The group's album, "Round
Amen Corner," is released tomorrow (Friday).
They finish their Scottish
tour at Dunfermline on Sunday (17) and then visit Southport

(19),

(22),

Rumford

Worthing

Stevenagetsmo (20),
(21).

Poruth
(23),

fleld, and ;he Ritz, Brighouse

(12-16), the Variety and Social
Club,

Spennymore, and
Fiesta, Stockton (19).

the

Duane Eddy had nearly 20
hits
in
Britain, including

.Adn d

Egy"UpperEgypt"

and

"Om" In

r
Lowjon
Cole a

con-

cert at New York's Don-

Library Centre last
week. The tenorist was
joined by Dave Burrell
(pno), Cyron Norris (bass)
and George Brown (des).
Eddie Harvery will
conduct the Holborn Modnell

em Jazz Orchestra in
of

a

Quartet,

plus

Montreux Jazz Festival on

June 15.

The Johnny

Cast

it

Sandie Shaw sang

their "Puppet " song and
won

the

Eurovision
Contest for Britain.

Song

Now their song, " Congratu-

lations," has been voted top
British song and will go
forward to the Eurovision
Song finals to be fought out
by 17 countries at London's
Royal Albert Hall on April

T

and the runner-up
"High And Dry" by Roger
song

Cook and Roger Greenaway
are being rush re leased as

Parker

Street, London,
W.C.1,
on
March 20.
Johnny (pno), leads Ches
Chesterman (tpt), Mike
Sherboume
(tmb),
Bill
Greenow (elf, alto), Chris
Capon (bass) and Ian
Castle Ors).
The Ken Gibson Big
Band
is
featured
two
weeks out of four - alternating with name combos
- at a new club in the
Clerkenwell Tavern, near
London's Mount Pleasant
Post Office on Sunday
evenings.
malitginBrnany dGopIrrnfoarnmi

new

in, a
New York's Philharmonic

(Friday),

BBC TV
250,000

above)

viewers

Richard's
tomorrow
sent

in
votes (see picture

after Cliff

sang the
final six songs on
Black's BBC TV show Cilia
last
week. And 171,000
votes'
for
"Congratulation
Altogether there were 19B
Bri
limb entries for
the contest-.

UP 2213

Colyer's Jazzmen play a concert at
!locking tomorrow (Friday) before leaving on
March 19 for a four -day

trip to Belfast
Monty

is
ng
benefit concert at

Hall on Sunday (17) in
aid
of the New York Medical
Centre. The show will
clude classical music inas
well as a set by Goodman,
Lionel Hampton
Wilson, Joe NewMan,itiende

.

.

.

Sunshine

The
band,

Terry Smith Quartet and
folk singer Noel Murphy
are Included in a concert

at London's Chiswick Polytechnic on March 19.

The Four

Freshmen's

only London club appear.

of their British trip
will be at Ronnie Scott's
ance

on Monday (18) when they
are added to the current

American attractions, Jon
Hendricks
Griffin.

and

Johnny

First

release on the
new
Opportunity label
with be " Discussions" by
Howard

the

Riley

-

Trio

early in April. The Trio
Howard (pno), Barry Guy
(bass) and Jon Hiseman

(drs) - are at Ronnie
Scott's Old Place on March
20.

Dick

Morrissey and

the Colin Peters Quintet

play London's Centre Jazz

Club at the Civil Service

Recreation Centre, Victoria, on March 20. Tommy
Whittle guests with the

Peters group at the Olde
Gatehouse,

Highgate,

morrow (Friday),

to-

Blossom

Dearie recorded two singles for
Fontana before leaving
London on Tuesday for

Rome where she has TV
and recording dates. She
then returns to the States
.

.

the Wally

Fawkes

Quartet guests at the Six
Bells, Chelsea, this Satur(16).

Margery

the A and B side respec
lively
of Cliff
single out

Ken

.

Band opens a new club at
the New Merlin's Cave,

Duns

111'1"iert), B(67,'w't'
Birmingham(5'B
Liverpool 7), Manchester (10),
Nelson (II the Savoy, Wake-

performed his composition

at European tour at the

Empire

(tYy °II); Tottenham (3), Pres-

Sanders,
Pharoah
leading his own quartet,

Village Vanguard . . .
pianist Les McCann opens

Phil Coulter have done

aldson.

lowing an MM mention,
over 100 applications have
been
received for the
Faster Jazz Course.

gagement at New York's

'T"te;P:f"LINA.,V,Vnagnd

(gtr), George
Ouvivier and Bobby DeviBertonclni

Manchester to appear In
the University Arts Week
and also at Club 43. Fol-

has opened a ten-day en-

pool, Wembley (24), Newport
(25d), Bristab(ltol 2e(6),30).
Basildon (29)

YR Eddy begins a British tour
April 26.
He open, at
Pontypridd then goes to Wembley
Purley (29), Norwich

COMPOSITION

trumpeter Buck Clayton,

14),

((Birmingham

log the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra. The work,
an oratorio, has
text adapted from and his
the Bible try Dave
wife Iola.
0111.1MTeo Maven,
bla Records A&R Man currently In London, told the
Miles Davis Is
MM that recording
a new
currently
album with Gil F.vans,
Miles Is playing amplified
trumpet and the orchestra
Includes woodwinds, guitar, mandolin and harp.
Youth
The London
Jazz Orchestra plays London's Birkbeck College tomorrow (Friday) and the
Marquee on March 19. On
March 23 they travel to

Johnson

The Corner joins the Gene
Pitney package tour from April
5 to May 7, but because of
other commitments will not
appear on all dates They will
not be in the show at Glasgow (April 9), Wolverhampton
and

RELIGIOUS

I:

The Earl Hines -Budd

March 29.

3

Wild. r

improvisations
with the
Experimental
Theatre Group at London's
Jeanetta Cochrane Theatre
on March 27.

THE Amen Corner, currently
touring Scotland,
will
complete their next single at
a recording session In Edinburgh this week. The disc, an
Andy Falnveather-Low composition, will be released on

(Ilkby Bl(15)ackpoand
ol

.-

series

AMEN CORNER DISC

A MER1CAN guitarist Duane

the past, and I
therefore
happy that you should use my
name

Lewis denied this week re-

sJ

DUANE EDDY DATES

Sponsor for Rome Fest
sentences,
Lord
Harleeh
thanked them for detailed
documents
concerning
the
festival, and remarked- " It

NO DECISION

C1MON DEF.'S agent Bonny

an

LORD HARLECH, chairman of Harlech Tele-

-

II,,'

featuring

unnerved.

Goodnight" is out tomorrow (Friday) and the group
appear on All Systems Freeman the same day.

iehr

wneae:Kuntel

In May.
Is
yet
to Irne A.LecTto the Hill, ,e

"A Lovely Way To Say

corny!,

!Igloos
In

PREMIERES

r l:Yr':

riu:Irhroce

Was,

a tour of Britain and F.urope

loes.
The Monkees single, out
on March 22 in titled " Val.
Jeri" and is on the RCA
label. The Symbols release

Fame.

PePe

:..and

BLUES package
After and
Years
7en
planneTTIT
Jethro Tull Is being
f
Sy the Ellis -Wright agency

Small

the

ion in lieu,

A

Faces and the Treme-

to
Hendricks
wants
lorm a vocal trio with
Annie Ross and Genf&

when

for

BRUBECK

BLUES PACKAGE

And

week.

udf

lir.s Collar"

titles have been set for

to form
vocal trio

"He reminds me of

next

the

S and

they're Young,'

singles released within

Jon hopes

BY

Rouse:,

' Rebel

ATTERTON
&
JEFF
BOB DAWBARN

Pee

Wee

Russell's

nsewpiritImofpuls,e67alhuhrna,s"The

been released in the States
Lebo Schifrin has been

..

commissioned to write a
concerto for the Pittsburgh
Philharmonic Orchestra.
vellOrsitLoy utat5ocroluuth
Uni present
the Alan Eisdon Band at
the Bulls Head, Shel-

tho
March 1, followed by the Johnny JohnA
Stars
the Johnny Scott Quintet
Plays the Phoenix Jazz
Club In London's Cavendish Square, on March 20.
The Fylde Coast
Jazzmen, resident at the
Traditional Jazz Club, Vic,
tOria Hotel, Cleveleys, near
Blackpool, visit Accrington
Jazz Club on March 19.
K
Ball's
Jazzmen
visit Cleveleys on April 18.

March IS. 1956-Psee
MAKER,
MELODY

Films are
the only

TOM (ONES

thing left for
Tom Jones now
Tom JONES, Britain's roving ambassador of rhythm and
song, soars back over the Polar route to Los Angeles
this week after a week at home.

He is going back to the States to star in Lae Vegas, appear
In several major TV shows and discuss a role in a major Holly
weed firm Tom's an International name now, but over a steak
and chips meal at ABC's Teddington studios on Sunday Tom
said: "I could easily be back in Wales singing in the pubs if
it hadn't been for Gordon." Gordon Is Gordon Mills, his mans

ger and his friend-the man
who 'discovered" Tom in

Pontypridd and devoted his
energies to snaking him a star.
He's succeeded in just three

HOW TO

still he back there..
Gordon devotes a tremendous time to Tom. He sees
him every day when Tom's In
Britain,

often
accompanies
him abroad and even does
his worrying for him leaving

PURISTS

Tom free to devote everything
to his performance.
"I'm not a worrier any

AMONGn siirtiacircicri,:ing blues
wen

onc e

how," said Tom. "Even back

Faded as a Pod, then
discarded
by
the
ethnics
when he left John Mayan's

" If

in their aft,

the

-

always been late
I was
always late for school, late
for work. Now I'm late for

may

come as
something or a shock to h.1
fans to learn that he is not
a
raving blues Purist end
et

life as a rok,.

The group has been very successful since we formed it
last August. There Is a big
interest in blues in

Britain,
although not what I call real

am."
Tom's carefree attitude is
reaping rewards. He's made it
from rocker to international
how

star in three years. And now
his eyes are sighted immovably
on films. "I've done every.

thing else

in Britain-hit

re-

cords, cabaret, tours. Films
are the only thin* left for

me," said Tom slicing into a
canteen steak. We were talking
during a break from rehearls of the Eamonn Andrews

-a couple of dead univers,

Tom has, in fact, been of-

try where we don't go down
ties.

Show.

fered countless film parts but

for one
reason or another. Ironically,
one part which did attract
rejected

has

CHOCKED
Mayen

the

been

has

spearhead in reviving interest
in Woes. He's really done a
lot for it. rye been playin
blues guitar for about threge
years, and before that I was
pl"
Veringt fort John, I didn't

them

him. he may not be able to
do because of his April comitment at the London Palla-

dium.

It's a co-starring role in a
new film starring Sean Con-

but

nery, Richard Harris and Sa.11)196 Egg. titled The Molly
Maguires, the story of friction
between the Irish, the Welsh
and the English in the mining
towns in Pennsylvania in the
last century. The part offered
to Tom is that of a rebellious

not?' and he talked me into

"It's a good meaty part, one

want to form a
wanted

to

group.

to

go

I

Chicago,

but It was difficult to be sure

of being safe and ended up
dropping the idea.
I
was
nothing.

happy doing
Mike
Vernon

said

Why

Irishman!

I would have liked to do, but
it looks doubtful because filming starts while I'm at the
Palladium. If they could hold

the film, I'd do it like a shot.
"There's no
is in it as
far as I know, unless I do a
song over the credits." said
Tom. He flies back to Los
Angeles today (Thursday) and

will have talks about the film.
He'll know then whether the

timing can be re-arranged-

or whether he'll have to drop

-

out of the
Peter has been featuring

reek

'n. roil a lot in 515 act, What
did he think of
evival?
I'm a bit chocked about it.

the cut
I

hope people don't think we
doing it because of the re.
vival!

Ina
PICTURE

1 was first interested

in rock
sill Maley
l'hsen
l t has
was
rsunL:e yeadarS old.

big Place in my musical heripicture of
Haley on my bedroom wall.
tage.

we're

I

had

a

all big rock fans In the

out doing ' At The
. Urstrled
Hop as a joke, then
did
Ready, Teddy,' and ' Lutiite

and we really enjoyed them.
A lot of so called blues purists
it,

ut

k.
g
We play what we Ilke-we're

17lo

NEW YORK, Monday. - The somewhat
staid New York Times calls him "a
black Elvis." The hippy -oriented Los Angeles Free Press gets a little more ecstatic:

in a cata" He's an electric religion
clysmic -volcanic -organism finale, we fell
back limp in our seats, stunned and
.

ainasrte
c

not just playing for purisLs.
not a blues Purist.
don't know every record ever
made, or their numbers,
tithe blues all night.
lost play blues - and rock
'iv roll." - CHINS wat.cm.
I

I

part.

Then
he opens at the
Flamingo, in Las Vegas. He

will do the same act as he did

New York's Copacabana.
It's 45 minutes of beat numat

bers and ballads, including his
hit "Delilah which has al-

ready hit the American chart
the

in

eighties

and

seems

poised for et least a Top Ten
placing.

event for Tom,
who also has the added thrill
of a meeting with Frank Sinatra while he's in the States.
And there are rumours, too,
It's

a

.

.

numbed."

This, plus sell-out audiences and even a gang
of teenage ticket forgers, Is the reaction that the
Jimi Hendrix Experience gets from its current
American tour.
Now, mid tour, Jimi Hendrix has four days off and needs them. He's relaxing in his hotel room In
New York after being thrown out of his first hotelmust have thought I was an Indian," he says.

EXTRA CONCERTS

I

blues, more progressive Muff
from Jimi Hendrix and the
Cream.
But it's definitely
spreading.
There are only
two places in the whole coun-

John

BY FRANK SIMPSON

TV shows. It's just me-that's

Peter left Mayall to form his
own
roup. the Fleetwood

started

overslept and missed
bus to work, I just
I

couldn't worry about it. I've

SHOCK
and

to

used

wouldn't go. My wife would
say we'll be short this week.'
If we were, we were.
I

nd

dedication.

Mac

never

I

worry.

frre_
the
guitar and symbol

blues

Wales

in

Bluesbreakers for the Cream.

banes as tar

Black
Elvis

Tom. "I was always waiting
for someone to come along,
find me. If Gordon hadn't I'd

THE BLUES

p:,,ac,e

The

years. Tom had the talent, but
Gordon
"I
promoted
it.
couldn't push myself," said

UPSET

Ttng his

YORK
IN
NEW
MM EXCLUSIVE-HENDRIX

He's tired, says so, and should be. February began
with a Paris -New York -San Francisco trip and then
continued through 28 concerts, city hopping from East
to West Coast, down to Texas and up to Canada. The
other Experiences, Noel and Mitch are in the Bahamas

and the sunshine. Jimi remains behind. "I want to
think about some sessions we're doing in New York.
They're in my mind right now but I've got to think

EREW SINGLES

LONDON CAST
RECORDING OF NEW
WEST END MUSICAL
CS) 70039

THEppl)

about them."

About his tour Jlml says shortly: "Completely sucdessful." A publicity girl, Pat Costello, fills In the
etails. Each concert a sell out, extra concerts were
prompted at several places and also sold out. A counterfeit ticket ring operated in New York, Texas and
Arizona. Jimi outgrossed the Bee Gees in California.
Nearly 100,000 so far have watched the Experience.
Jimi remembers Seattle, Washington. " It's my home

town and I met my family and we were happy for a
change. I enjoyed it. I went to Garfield high school
which is my old school
they kicked me out when
I was 16 - and did a concert for the kids there.
Just me. I played with the school band in the gymnasium. Only thing wrong was that it was eight in the
morning. They cancelled first class to listen to me."

-

GETTING BURNED

AVAILABLE NOW

HANDEL WITH CARE

3333

RODDY MCNEIL: LOVELY LOVELY LASS

Ii1E1

C ABA R ET

3331

OF INVERNESS

LAURIE HOLLOWAY: WINDY
3332
LEONARD COHEN: SUZANNE
3337
ANDY ELLISON: FOOL FROM UPPER

3357

EDEN

rg>

ss

IS THE WAY IN

SAM, ERV & TOM:

SOUL TEACHER

58-3339

And was scheduled to get an
and from Seattle's
mayor but it was Lincoln's Birthday (a national holiday here) so that particular gig was cancelled.

Admitting that, music apart, he doesn't do much,
Jimi talks about his " mechanical life." He means
the travelling, the hotel -motel rooms that are lookallkes, cities and audiences that merge into one. He
isn't fond of three concerts in 48 hours that took him
from Los Angeles, California, to Seattle, Washington,
and back to Los Angeles
The hotels might be better and the money is there,

but Jimi thinks his kind of touring life is not all that
different from his days in backing groups, playing
behind Little Richard, Ike and Tina Turner, King

!NEW CHAR1 ALBUMS
DOS WWI

JOMVIIII1XV1.11

Curtis and so on.

"Bad pay, lousy living and getting burned - that
was those days. With Little Richard, he was the guy

out front and that was it. The King of Rock and
Rhythm - that was him. And he said he was the

only one allowed to be pretty .
that was when I
got a fancy shirt because I was dragged at wearing
his uniform. 'Take off those shirts,' be told me and
.

.

another guy."
Tired, dragged or just being mechanical, Jimi still
reacts to music. Buddy Miles dropped in to see him.

a member of Electric Flag, a West Coast
blues group who shared billing with the Experience.
Talk turns to " jamming." Both Buddy and Jimi want
to get out and jam In a club for the evening, The
first thing Jimi did. arriving In New York and finding
that Eric Clanton there, was arrange to Jam with him.
" You can do this in New York," he explains.
Miles

Is

big

that Tom and Gordon Mills

may meet up with Elvis Presley and his manager, Colonel
Tom Parker.
The meeting with Sinatra
was lined up while Tom was
at the Copacabana. He spoke
to Sinatra by phone and they
meet up while Tom is in Cali-

fornia.

it business or just a social call? " Well, I think he's
interested in me as a singer.
Is

But he also has some business
propositions to put to me, but
I
can't say anything about

that at the moment."

SUCCESSFUL TOUR
The talk turns to cars. Miles knows how to get bold
of a Stingray '68. Jimi Insists he wants one - "with
all the extras, red wall tyres and a nerve bar." Mlles
rings California, meanwhile explaining that a nrve

PETER GREEN'S

FLEETWOOD MAC.

7-63200

BOB DYLAN:
JOHN WESLEY HARDING

IS) 63252

bar is built in to help you if the thing rolls

over.e He
gets Californ
but not the dea
Jimi is cool about hls success)er.
in America-a couple
of years ago he was scuffling in Greenwich
Village
("Nice there, man. The people were more friendly
there than in Harlem. Harlem is cold.") and now he
headlines a fantastically successful tour.
"I knew it would happen. I used to see the numbers 1968 In my dreams. I was just waiting till then,"
he explains.

Tony Bennett
is appearing
LONDON this
in Contorts In
week
GLASGOW and LEEDS end In MANCHESTER,

next week

TONY'S GREATEST
HITS
(V
62821
IN SAN FRANCISCO
(5) 62201
FOR ONCE
IN MY LIFE IS) 63166
CBS Records
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DUKE PEACOCK RELEASES

Fur

Favourite
Song
" Hark On My Feel Agai,"

lllll nt

WHEN QUALITY'

Tony

B ennelt/fluddy Rich tour which
opened atthe Odeon. Hammersmith,

like

looks

winnr.

being

a

drive when required yet never
up -staging the men whom the
bulb of the audience have
obviously paid to see
The band Itself is hardly
great one, but is very definitely
under the drummer. leader elfin
far bolter than the sum
of its parts
Lo
Judas
from the solo work are Pre.,
mediocre parts

theless when
these
work

that; ne ver.
craftsmen like

together

every

Muhl, the music that they can
produce particularly the 0/111.
Is
P at
section,
frequentlY
electrifying.
Of Bennett, I can say little.
He sings most of thew ngs the
learn

to

expect

he

has
e warm engeging slaw; presence
and, to be fair, works really
hard to give the cash customers
value for money,
That It's not my particular
cup or tea le really sus Irro.
levant. A good evening's

enter-

EVLIIIIIL of tradiDonal inosic and song, with only
a couple of
instrumental rap.
time interlude, but mail
consisting
one singer
It
millar and/or fiddle. mandolin
or hardanger accompaniment,
lilt the Queen Elleabeth Hall
and have the audience yelling
for more at the end of IV
knows it can't be
-- and
doneeEvryone
Is wrong,
0,,icially II everyone
the artiets are
Martin Carthy end Dave Soar brick, who did exactly that
AN

ISLAND RECORDS

HIsickleine

talni16.1

155 OXFORD STREET

LONDON, W.1

never

a

It's no less dateline for all that
This

new

sensitivitY

most to the lore when hecame
accompanied Martins solo voice

without guitar sometimes ant,
cleating the Way the melody
was about to move always
tune with the changing moods
of the piece.

For lovers of the unaccornpanted
voice,
however.
the
owning must have been an

delight, for Martin
seems to have now found the
unaccompanied style he seemed
to be looking for in his earlier
absOlolle

reords.

Once a gain, Carthy and Soar brick have p roved that there
Is nothing

so exciting as tradiional music erected creatively
but with
respect. - KARL

DALLAS.

ballads

In

Italken-sounding
rhythms sound pretty contern

orary) with never an electric

instrument In
Carthy and
Swarbrick got across to the
audience in a way I have seen
few rnanelle H.
Instrumentally. of course, they
aro sheer Joy, with
Carthy's
guitar backing up whatever
the
miraculous

Dave

Is

achieving

on whatever instrument

he

Is

al the moment, often
wit
Playing
finger -busting parallel
ns
to Dave's melody line. Druave,
for his part, has found new
simplicity and restraint for his
exuber an e, which has sometimes seemed to stand between

the music end his audience In
the past. His virtuosity has be.
come a vehicle for the music,
rather then vice versa, though

reek teas had
-far from i and re re worm.. We Mrs at damaged
ire
at Ms malty
Gera.reefing kr. a
ItedreEdge crylase arra hale
add drama War terra merged
to Mese tbe rader
dere

pleasantly

nos. 19w.

as

Ai.a
folk famonntes such
as Ms own So trig: Teem
sang

o

ld

Paxton's
Hold On Ts Me
Babe,'
and
introduced
a
McPeakes rersrding CO
leg

Of Punch."

An added bonus for halides
listening in last week was the
Spinners. lively haltrur
the ow
Sunda,' (the
Campbell

BTUs

and

of

the

Ian

Campbell Group's performance
on Saturday's Country Meets
Folk: the BBC are at last d,s-

erIng that Julie Felix 250'1
the
only
British folasinoer
around --JEAN AITCHISON.

MARK MURPHY
WHERE, THESE DAYS.
hear

IT

WAS

A

MISTAKE

for
Carolyn Hester to start her
English tour at the Marquee,
where audiences are notoriously
apathetic
Last Wednesday she did her
hest

-- and thanks to her

nature and professionalism good
her
performance grew steadily more
confident In spit
chattering from onlookersstent
Her
best songs were Joan Maitland
and Johnny Scott's " Half The
World," and Gershwin's " Sum
mertime," In which she had
some beautifully
mad top
";;S;11,,:er::,tIvrybals,,,ge

contemporary

song to lighten the fare (though
some of Bert Lloyd's updated

art
Mary
lair
rat
(Irk
at
Sbelfird risrereity es Tres
abet dat

CAUGHT IN THE ACT

CAROLYN HESTER
AN

trek Pawl large (hart
err
ar Terre Lawrence WM.
day_

POP MEETS
'FRINGE' JAZZ

tainment for the fringe crowd.

CARTHY & SWARBRICK

serer tap dr sore of de
liarth's rest pea erars.
the Eric Edgar Tr.
Few
-

Of buddy Rich all the superlatives have boon used and I
for one have got nothing to say.
e xce pt that the Men Is absolutely superb. It's also interesting
to not that, despite the bombe. and bounce, when it conies
to the crunch he is saw a
terrific pro, melting into the
background during
spot yet still providing liftaW
an

With

Black admits to being unrifled of lifts.
member

the

lost Saturday night.

piloted on each sheet in a
of toilet paper. ShOuld

Art the. It the bottom 01
the chart.
The nine gallant mon d

Mows and

-.CHRISTOPHER BIRD

And 05,11," XPohril he BM,
ale's

fa" .

WIIkN " QUALITY"POPULAR
music meets fringe
reeults are bound to be full

fans

.

TWM*10011. hair
shouted
',Phil

1tI

ON STAGE AT THE ODEON. HAMMERSMITH. ON SATURDAY.

voice singing a variety oe pretty
songs. --JEAN
AITCHISON.

you
a singer with tonalcan
punt,
great technkal command. dissI0Pdetes
an who in turn,
be se
tive, moody, brash.can
sentimental
and humorous,
Well, if you'd been
chester's Club 43 last in Manyou'd have heard tust weekend
such a
singer-Mark
Murphy.
And he was
The tertn tau singernrng
i
is often
misused I've even
heard
Lennon and the Singing John
Post referred to as jazz singer,
When
applied
to
thoug
the term camPio Is
'ea'
meannh g. And he
varres
erogrone to suit an tart..
v,"2 vre was an
adventurous
ersion of "
a knock -'em -for -six (workout ,"
;x14t :f..seen,Goig Times
eoet

il
Roll,"

an

sn -6,yhat is This TP/t.'ing'haY:1
Love,
and

hilarious efl k y
of
"
Mack
The Kni-fe'''
and "Tenderly."
He indulged to
the full in
h
p
h
-of th rut
songs and gate .unning
tam...
and
i n terpretations
" My Ship ' and
of
"Spring
Han You U The
can
Most"
which he P
during
send-ups

MY KIND

OF FOLK

.by Alex

THE l'iRST
Radio One folk
series was introdined la. Wednesday

OF ano.

campeelL
Entitled My Kind Of
Folk,
the programme
sounded like
somebody elses kind

aAtkxfir_st, nobumt .yhalfwayof COUntrY
pt,hordoung.fir

Frances Line - gained
confldence, and a few folk
songs
filtered through.
les personal magnetism
thelrel really come
across on
the radio - the whole
thing
was
Innocuous
and
syrup,. The second halfgently
was

tf

..-

ponied
at the piant'.Tosif

himse
back:
was
by
the.
Joe Patin Trio, and singer local
firo4P II.,,lficrYatestablished and
:oiler all nthlest good such
hi

1^9. however
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`Traffic's

-.
3,.

times!
modern
1 for our
,...

right for

t
1

the States
says Jim

re -0101

-- OW
m

.

NCE
upon
ing in

air j.

castle on
cloud,

a

was

s e

i

magidan called William
Haley who looked down on
the world and saw, like, the
kids weren't having fun
Rosemary
to
listening
Gooney and Jo Stafford.
So he took lots of magic
ingredients called rhythm and
blues and country and wed
tern, mixed them up in a
steaming cauldron and called
roll!

And he sent winged messengers, called the Cornets. to

the four corners of the earth
bearing the good news, and
In
the kids were overjoyed
and cried out, "Go. man go!
Give us more of this magic
stuff!"

And then

powerful

a

wizard, Elvis Aaron Presley.
stretched forth his legs and

sipake! "I am nothing, if not
a hound dog," or words to
those effect
roll had
And soon rock
spread to all the kids of the

planet and much was the
bopping, jiving, and ripping

of cinema seats.
Well, that's the way it hap -

1968
children of
Peeled
Maybe co1.1 think the pop
scene started with Esther and

Abi Ofarire. but peer then gh
the mists of time and you see
what your big brothers and
19ters were raving about in

and why there is a

58.

re-

1968'

in

0 U see,
k

d

i

dies, rock

W2S Mere
than t h e

pop of the

day.

It

WaS a
CAPALDI: ' the playing is getting better'

TRAFFIC,
next album and

may be

single

re-

corded in America,

cross the Atlantic
for a host of personal appearances

in major cities this
month,

the

tour

kicking off at San

Francisco's Fillmore
Auditorium.

Drummer Jim Capaldi explained
the
group's
reasons for recording in
the States in London last
week. "Everything we

are doing now is for an
album

and we would

of

as

like to record as much
it

America
studios

can in
because the
are
much
we

better," said Jim. "Most
of the American studios
have eight track recording equipment and some
have

32.

There

has

never been a sound like
it over here. They're
only Just getting eight

tracks here but they
in
have
had them
America for so long.
" Tamla records, for instance, get a good sound
and separation, and the
cutting is so much better.
The version of the LP cut
for the States is better because the level is higher.
" A lot of groups get a good
level in the studios but
then have trouble with the
pressing because they lose
half the level when the

record is pressed.Traffic's new single,
Name
No
Face,

No
No

Number" Is a track from
their " Mr Fantasy " LP.

Why did they prefer to
use an LP track rather
than Issue a new song?
"We put It out to fill in
time to bridge a gap, a/ -

though actually It was
originally Intended as a

single and it was difficult
to know whether or not
to put it on the album,
but we thought If it Is
good enough to be a single

why not put it out.:'
As well as their own single,
the Traffic are heard on

lotion and a way

°

of life.

To young people starved of

although the B-side was
going to be the A -side, bat

Dave stuck out for what

is now the A -side, and I'm
glad he did," said Jim.
Traffic are extremely pleased

with themselves and the
way things are going for
them. "It's beautiful," reflected Jim, "and we
know where everyone isthe office doesn't-but we
do. We really feel each
other, it's all there and the
playing is getting better.
At every show it really
sinks in and carries over
si
to the next show.
It's
really getting over to the

audiences.
"The mdiences haven't
been like 19 or twenty
year olds but all ages,
we've been doing the

whole circuit. We're managing to communicate on
our groove

with

things

' Blind Man' and
Good.'
We're
' Feeling
like

not actually pop but we're
getting through. It doesn't
matter what you do, it's

the way you do it'.
Traffic are working on the

music for a film called The
Touchables, due for re-

lease in June. "It's not
hard work but It is time
commented
consuming,"
Jim. "Taking on a film is
taking on more than you
bargain for because It
comes in the middle of
bookings."

With the American tour ad
proaching Jim's thoughts
turned to travelling. "I'd

to do a tour on the

like

It's

nice to
keep moving," said Jim.

Continent.

" if stay still, I get stagnant,
can't think. GetI

I

tng from A

to

B with

nothing happening, you
can think. We're travel-

ling by car in the States
which
nice."

should

be

really

The "Mr Fantasy" album
is moving well In America,

particularly on the West
Coast. "The' Mr Fantasy'

track is selling it," Jim
reckoned, He is confident
that Traffic will be right

for America "I am sure
about the States - more
so than this country."

Little Richard terrified the

masses

with

Sally,-

"Good

his

ensational

s c r ea ming on
"Tani Fruit," "Long Tall
Go113,

Miss

Molly," and "Rip It Up."
With a wild pre -Hendrix
hairstyle, and a rocking band,
he made sensational appearances in th e great films of the
time lute Girl Can't Help It.
This milestone movie also
featured Gene Vincent and the
Blue Caps who bit with the
unique -13ebop-A Lula,. and
Bop," not to
" Be-I-Bickey.Bi-BoOthers were Eddie

"Blue Jean

mention
Bo-Go."

mertime Blues," and "Something Else."
Buddy

Holly

and

k

never featured in films, but
their nae lives on to thousands ofm dedicated admirers.
Fats Domino, one of the
greatest million sellers of all

time, exploded on rock with
"Ain't That A Shame" and
"Blueberry Hill," although he
had been getting hits since
1948.

The Everley Brothers gained

worldwide fans with a succession of hits like "Bye Bye

-

dies, t h e

the

Crickets with "Peggy Sue,"
"Oh Boy." and -That'll Be
The Day." were shamefully

d

i

list

of

from

the

great
names
past goes
on, some
achieving lasting farm, others
falling by the wayside.

Piano

Smith,

Frankie Ford.
Johnny and the Hurricanes.
Duane Eddy, the Big topper,
Chuck Willis, Johnny Burnette, the Champs, Neil Sedaka,
Bill Black Combo, Danny and
the Juniors.
Dion and the Belmonts.
Sanford Clark, Dickie Do and
the Don'ts.

Frankie Lymon and the
Teenagers. Platters, Conway
Marvin Rainwater.
Twisty.

Freddy -Bell and the Bell Boys,
Nervous Norms, the Teen-

and Mitchel Torok with that
classic "When Mexico Gave
Up The Rumba To Do The

Baker.
Larry

don'tVruemdeorelayeoru thT,;,7.

Do

o remember
vu

.

.

niers, Charlie Gracie, Laverne
Williams,

Royal

Teens, ihe Silhouettes, Coasters,

Carl

Perkins,

Charlie

Rock And Roll."

you

Oh well, next week the MM
starts a Psychedelic Revival!

top singers -top groups
top sounds by MARSHALL
JIMI HENDRIX

Marshall-the soh d sound

a revelation.
It horrified the older generation and shocked established

THE LOVE AFFAIR

Marshall-world's most power-

time here was a music that

THE CREAM

Mason. "We play on the
B-side, 'Just For You,

Dave

2g0

TWITTY
Huey
Rich,

behind today's top singers and

glamour and excitement in
the ration - book post - war

ex -Traffic mart,

BILL HALEY/FATS DOMINO,JERRY LEE LEWIS/LITTLE RICHARD; BUDDY HOLLY /CONWAY
to our shores for his first visit Cochran who made some of Love," and " Wake Up Little
and sunk into obscurity, until the finest recordings of the Soak."
the hard core revivalists got era like "20 Flight Rock.to work a couple of years
"C'moe Everybody," .SumN D so

EXPERIENCE

lother Island Records reease "Little Woman, -

by

..--

fereWtarErnaMEEVFME

11110011100000

','-

time, liv-

it-rock 'is'

whose

,...
k,

years of austerity, rock was

musns, but

for the first

was the personal property,
the badge and emblem of
young people earning their
first real money and able to

buy the clothes and records
of their choice.
It meant pure freedom and
degree of anarchy

a

never

before possible.

The smashing drum beats.
honking saxes, dangles

guitars and howling vocals
were a battle cry for teenagers
versus The Rest.

Today you can buy Haley's

"Rock Around The Clock "
aiburn and wonder what it
was all about But then it
had all the kick of a rocker's
boot.
But

although

teddy

PROCOL HARM
THE BEE GEES
ROY ORBISON

MOODY BLUES
SPENCER DAVIS

JIMMY JAMES &
THE VAGABONDS

groups

ful, distortion -free

equipment

Marshall-over

amplification

36

separate

units -18 to 200 watts.
Marshall-success amplified.

Write your name and address on a

postcard and send it to us We'll
mail you all the details

AMEN11
EEPELOPOMITIME
ROSE. MORRIS & CO. LTD..
32,34 Gordon House Road, London,
NW5
Telephone: GULliver 9511

boys

and violence were unfortunate
fellow travellers with the new

music, then as now, a lot
was due
ncitement.

it

to

of

newspaper

Fans were told it was the
" in -thing " to dash cinema
seats

during the

first

rock

film. Rock Around The Clock,

and so of course they went
out

wielding

ra zors.
Yer real

Dad's

rock

shaving

fans are

peaceful blokes who like read-

ing handtyped news bulletins
on Gene Vincent. paying £6
for old 78 rprns and going on
pilgrimages to see their idols
even if they are only doing a
one -night stand 300 miles

from home.
They are the ones who have
kept the flame of interest

burning over ten years. One
wonders how they feel as
their kid brothers and sisters
take their first tentative live
steps, a little uncertain after
years of trussing, at the local
hop.
It comes as a shock to hear
16

year -old

innocently:

hippies

"But
Jerry Lee Lewis?"

saying
who was

round children.
Jerry Lee Was, and still is a
phantom blond Louisiana
Gather

piano beater who blew everybody up with ravers like
"Whole Lotto Shakin'."
" Great Balls Of Fire," and
" Breathless."

He got slammed in Britain,
once again by our old friends
the notional press, for having
a child bride when he came

Hide)orris
soo,oer
o

.4.

'your first choice-instrumentally

Little
Giant
in search
of a
club
BY MAX (ONES

NOW IN Ills flfth year as a

Jazzman-41-

E11min,, Johnny Griffin Is enjoying hits latent
stint at Ronnie Seoll's Club and feeling

fairly contented with life on the Continent.
Contented enough, at any rate, to continue
to make his home in Paris and to shake his

head firmly when I asked If he had plant; for
returning to the States.
"Do 1 like it over here?" he said, echoing my ques-

tion "Yes, It's okay. It's a change and the life Is
relaxed. I can think of worse, Arid I can think of

better, bill It's n matter of finding it. I haven't found
It; otherwise I'd lie there."
On the subject of what her would like to do in the
future his view, are not precise. lie Intends to go on

playing Jazz, and he doesn't want studio Jobs.

"I haven't done anything In the studios and I'm

not interested. If I had been I'd have continued with
my clarinet and oboe, because it Is
advantae to
double for studio work. In fact, I'an
m only plagying
teiror.

"A club is something I have In mind. I'm at the

moment looking for a place in Paris. There are many
eyes looking for a place there, and mine arc Included.
it's tied up with forming my own group, There's far
sew in starting band if there's no place to take lt,
If
d atarting
club I'd got together come nice sounds.
" What size group? Well.

I

It would be a quartet for my.

self. Just me and a rhythm
section. I like quartet work.
"But If I was running
club, or putting some Ideas
in one, anyway, it wouldn't

It's
retation,

pul.

often

Heath
r
Kenny
Clarke you haver something

different. It's not just musicianship. They're from where
I'm front and there's that

rapport. We're used to the

sante premiums. I guess It's
that more than anything.

MONEY

"Recently

club
helieves
a feasiblea propo-

are expensive there, I know,"

added

depth

and
dignity to his halladisIng on
numbers such as "Little
Man You've Had A Busy

Day."

people

(including
musicians themselves) often

say that after a few years
in Europe an American jazz
player begins to lose artistic
steam unless he goes home
to re -vitalise his ideas. The
" Little Giant" doesn't agree,
"I have a chance to play
with many American musl.
clens who come over here,
and I hear them all. I don't
hear anything new. There's
nothing

really

new

since Charlie Parker-it's all

offshoots of his music."
But what about accom

for example? How
does Griffin find it working
with local, often pick-up
panists,

rhythm sections?
Difficult, he admits, but not
crucial. " If the musicians
are competent it all works

know, we'll do a father and

son act."

Griffin laughed, then indulged in
me silent finger

exercises on his tenor. The
name Martial Solal came up
and he smiled appreciatively.
" Yes, Soial. The only time

worked with him was at
the Workshop in Homburg.
But I do know hint. He's a
I

This friday, Someday and Sunday

Mar. I S., 16. and 17113
ay enormous demand

MAYNARD
FERGUSON

BIG BAND

THE PROBLEMS

facing the British jazz

make one
wonder why anyone
but a masochist should
For a start, the meagre

In

conversations

is

in my hands it

"But I've settled down

a

bit over here, feel a lot more
relaxed. I'm not trying to
prove a thing-just playing
for the enjoyment of the
music."
When I was saying goodbye I told Griffin he'd been
away from home so long he
was
becoming a regular

He looked inhe

said,

" I'm

not European. I'm still pure
Chicago."

we

could have a studio
where our members could

retary,
bassist
Danny
Thompson, told me. " We
are trying to get the general
public to realise that what

so badly represented
on a jazz festyral
" We are not saying that
our bag bands sound
Ellington or Basic. We like
say

gem tuition - or they could

go to the schools."

Chairman of the Fellowship is Humphrey Lyttelton and the treasurer is Bill
Le Sage. The committee in -

we have is an art form and,
as such, should be subsidised.

they
sound
like
Hayes' band or Stan Tubby
hand and deserve Tracey's
to be

nether and It wasn't

THE REASON I PICK
" BATTLE ROYAL ".

because it's such
good and unusual
album, and not t because I produced It.
The
fact
is,
the
original Idea of putIs

ting the Ellington and
B asle bands together
wasn't mine.
Irving
Tovenshend
was instrumental In
bringing
them
together. He knew Duke
Pretty well and I
think it had been his
mbition for a long
time to do something
like this,

so

the

he

de -

credit.

Irving and I discussed
it, a. when he left
to an to the West
Coast he told me I'd

have to cla the
sion. I Said t'd

ses-

try.

"aseyth.rrcor,c,Inghadtheim

Stales. I didn't like
It, but It was a compromise title.
don't
think Basle wanted

brass

and

10

I

" Battle Royal " because he said it wasn't a battle, more of
a
He
get-together.
was right, of course,
but Duke's " Battle
Roy` al" is the first

saxes

*priancOre.Ththere

anTtme
scores

whearsan.'I

the

were being
written in the
studios.
I
had
separated

the

bands

album

Duke
on
tshaesirnIg
right, Iththe inlkeitan_d

packaged yet In the
States
under
that
name, but it should

and tried to
have
Basle's drum
bass
Bn
his tunes,andAaron
ell and Sam
Woodyeard

tune

on

the

it seemed very
apt. It hasn't been reand

be.

In my opinion the
album is a musical
landmark - two sunk

on Duke's num-

Bbaers.
s:e

t

dAidsn't

warnet"to".

hands

bands

working
to.
anther so successfully,
and two great leaders
in

the studio at the

same time.

I

It wasn't easy get.

ling

the

'7)1:e ;7"u:11'141Y

bands

to -

rd ernt bePr'"bi:etge.

worried

wwaitsh Lys

bectause

it

Rireiheacdt

John San-

e Weidman aid

aeft=
ariga-nall=r
Chris

composts them iridt Mat
9"6.1laeve

"atettleillee.r.""tatea".l
pi.

Macaw arida& smells awl
deserve lobe MartDem, leaks Oat both
abate
teeters and agents mast
carry acme of Me bare tor
the shilloallties at She British
Phi SCeNse.
The promoters say it's
a business and British pea
doesn't sell.- he ezzelans
the prounners never ems
the chats_ They don't knee
who. are the
VIININIA-Ceenehe

eMletlinet.

pots

musician

worlt7Tb'then7e.e
gett'a "slot Setatch;c4
tusiege:tirftto

torThe77"lekoaraikhalp""144,..aolta

partanslar troop mad

a"
at touch with than se
Wass

*or,

oaea

chooses the
Ellington-Basie 'Battle Royal'
We called the album
"First Time' In the

my way of expressing myself,
that's all It is. Truthfully,
the reason is that I'm son ous. Whenever I put the

as well NO other
cottY
has
its own musicians
sentuaed

TEO MACERO

NERVOUS
"They are always saying
that, but what's ' fast? It's

hope that, in the end, he
might make it
"If we were subsidised

my favourite things

about

phone speed is generally introduced before long. " He's
fast," is the usual reaction.
Griffin knows this, and he's
slightly Heed of hearing it.

"Oh no,"

determined to do something
about them.
" We are inaugurating a
campaign backing British
jazz," the Fellowship Sec-

both

pa concert series.
" We are not against Americans coming over..' esPlamed Danny. "Our attitude is let them all
come.
but we want to be repre-

a potential jazz musician has
to do the gigs, the American
bases and the clubs M the

aware of the problems and

thy paying customers will
save their cash to hear
the next American visitor.
The British Fellowship of

Griffin the matter of saxo-

European,
credulous.

THOMPSON: fund-raising

and the finest technique
in the world with which
to say it, the chances are

Union oAprd, protesting at
the lack et British jazz cm
the hat. sad nest. Jazz Es-

"A kid at school who becomes a reasonable violin
player is given a grant and
the chance to perfect it. But

for

become even a competent
jazzman.
And even if you have

Musicians

John Cox.
They have already put
down a motion, to be discussed
by the Landon
Branch of the Igesicians*

musicians.

are

the years of hard work
and study necessary to

Jazz

clodes Pat Smythe, Tony
Roberts. Chris Pyne and

this country it seems to get
harder and harder for people
to become full-time jazz

volved.

Bade Ike

seam-

" We are going to do fundraising concerts ourselves,
but what is really needed is
.nte sort of subsidy. In

choose to become infinancial
rewards
hardly compensation

-.ear&

BY BOB DAWBARN

musician

hell of a pianist."

vibrates.

eta 0360

Backing British jazz

something original to say

SPEED

saxophone

CLUB
43
a ern.. Sam. Mane...

haven't

too. We're on different halves
but I expect we'll get a
chance to blow together. You

he says. "But that doesn't
slop them spending on en-

joying themselves. People
spend big money in Paris."
Listening to Griffin, it
seems clear that he is Play Mg as well as ever and with

I

worked so much with A.T.
hut we are on a concert together on March 29 at the
Mutuallte on the Left Bank.
Ben Webster will be there,

would he
sition in Paris still. "Things

been

I

Tootle

decently treated. Some clubs
at present are lithe better
than toilet/I.'.

But

course,

of inter-

work with Arthur Taylor and
that
helps.
With
AT.,

in. It would he place for
all musicians who come
me to
Europe to play into
they'd be comfortable and

perhaps

matter

"And, of

he just Inc my group to play

Griffin

a

a

Party. they are limned
tacasse skis sn saki peeve
than

kiermines Hermes' poste

to be very

diplomat;

,eau g

things

sessions
P

ecfl

Ds ny

W..."clytatrdl

of course. But
befonre
the

end, sense Payneexcited
jumped up on his
set
of drums and joined
in. That's hove
that
exchange took
plac
The other
time 's
when " ' A
was recorded. TraiWna"
Basi

didn't want to

i
th
airyeS'cro'n'hjorl"
e

refused`

do

it

rwu

trILTt,,e

'

that kind at

-and

befimiti."1131;:e.b2.7""setlinta54

Vomit they

east is ea
Matatioa
am pica

believe the band
applauded Um.
What I rottft shy
and
and

-

love tete reaped
think It neatly
stands

'

I

Nat

thrill

record.

up as musi

the
net en atest
the
You couldn't

is

get the Saund or this
two
kea now

th"*
a grans,
*a
record.

You

wk. re,

lked out there first
heard then,
t

was

was want se Nook Pesti'
Previous attempts to get
jazz musicians to wort to.

el the liscl
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Royal
Ellington

Dliduke

(Philips 0,1
tsh-
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I

phone

d

play thee
piano
part
with
piano
players in the
studio. Duke was chasing
round the studio him
at
one time
but Sas'
aamant I veal
beginning
a

tra sitting about wait.
I
Billy m
to joinpersuaded
Duke on
piano. Finally he got
and
Performed
and it sounded
great -

Basin
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE GROUPS ADDING FLAVOUR TO THE CHART
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ing it are five young men known as the Lemon

AteXemqVge gg
WO
Roark,

h

Pipers.
Fabulous, great to hear it," exclaimed the group's

Wirt

drummer, 19 -year -old

=re=
when Mel
alte,

"Green Tambour.
inc," written for
the Lemon Pipers
by their friend,
Paul
songwriter
Lecher, has been
a number one for

usage their

eat roe ilkrir erra tow,

oboe, wad Peek (Web
tkpowsle
to
01 'tt111...

Manses,
art swee
Wows *oho a*d

prailklwa=
thoff

group
America.

vrksisi

*Rim
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molt

ecord for it recently.
We're more than happy with

said

hl
Lit
erit." load
slow awl we've
put
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ammo It mole go harm.
the Mamkeem came out

dory had a hat of publicits,

bat they an Wrapping off ROM
ahhooga thole music is impeoMg...

..11 yam are gang to be a
pop
Way mot go about
N In the
long? llee press

omit

such a bad word. If you can

-

he up to ohm sou are made

out to be. We can do it
we've got the potential. It's

just going to take time.

"Everybody manufactures a
group as soon as someone
sal
form a group,'
whether it's semi -pro or not.
We're just doing it the right

ore

way. We're starting half-was

"Feuer getup is manufac-

-Some groups start from
the bottom and knock about

clap
tured.'

vas

time anybody says ' yes.' We
might choose it as a single,

Grapefruit
haven't got
the pip yet

VW nursed

Oak

It'll get a plug every

Geoff.

feu WWII es tats

Raft

GRAPEFRUIT: so important to get across to the public quickly

because

oar records anysra.
Manufactured

isn't

but we are not booed to

Various

people,
was
they
couldn't dance to it, and
that's what pop is for

-

pleasure and dancing.
We have made the dis-

covery the simplest music Is
the best. Progressive pop may
be very musical, but it lust
doesn't click like simplicity.

Oh by the way, ' Yes,' is the
first song I've written to be
use.

matter of

a

uorking out if I want to be
Outer until Pm 30 or if I'm

going to succeed in pop.
" We're very pleased with
the way things have pro.
groused
recordingwise. We
worked on a backing track
the other night for a song
called ' Yes,' which is the
best we have ever done. It

shows to me all four of us
have the ideas to make it."
a

don't

we

"It's an up -tempo number,
explained John, "The trouble
with the last one, I hear from

for veers. It's

"It's

anything

lease

re-

good

title,"

The World's greatest drummers

said

"Grapefruit want to go out
and please everybody. We're
capable, I know. We're working very hard doing sessions
from six pm to five am, and
sesterday we only had five

hours sleep.

"We're learning to pull the

appropriate

faces,

up

Jump

and down at the right times,
sod be confident."
Suddenly John peered at the
pen being used to scribble
down his thoughts in
to
form.
Here, that's a Grapefruit

fan club pen, isn't it?" And
Indeed it was, to which John

heartily in a very
familiar manner, just like
laughed

Steve Marriott to whom he

bears
an
blance.

uncanny

resem-

used to live four stops
on the District line away from
him," admitted John. " He's
I

from Barking and I'm from
'ornchurch."
"Without the H," said
keep

on

at

Bill Albaugh, drummer;

-

-

WELCH.

TUNE
FROM

(18), bass guitarists, a New
Zealander; and Ivan Brown

(20), rhythm guitarist and
singer.

SUPPLEMENT
7-

Lencan N

,
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LI, 32 34 Gordon House Rd.,

TNE TUNE THAT Ace Neffercl,
the Move's bass guitarist, was
houwally whistling In a public
se
toilet in his native
ffirminghem may bear fruit In
the chart for the Lemon Tree
as "Will lam Chanter, Time
Machine,"
TWO.' Button of the Move Is
a friend of ours," explained

smerLWe
.T

BirmIngn:m, and
Trevor and Ace Belford came
with us.
Who

In

" We went Into a pub
hand, and I heard Ace whistling this tune in the toilet.
We asked him what it wee
and he said that It was a song
he was trying to finish.
" We asked him If we could
It and the next day
he and Trevor and ourselves
got together and Trevor said
A e would produce It."
The Lemon Tree were In capable hitimaking hands In the
studio, with Ace and Trevor
of the Move, whose " Flre
Brigade" has burned up the

chart a. Andy

Fairweather Le, Amen Corner's
as singer,
bending a.
a brass
arrangement for " William

Chalker's Time Machine...
The Lemon Tree had met Andy
In Wolverhampton during a
gig,

and

asked

his

advice

about moving down to London. and Andy directed them

own agent.
" When we brought
William
Chalker ' down to London to
record It, Andy heard it and

he liked it, but he wasn't involved until the backing track
was out down." continued
Keith.

Name
Address

flose-Alorrissi
SPONSOR., I11,111./M11,1
--

LEMON THE
" He went away and arranged
a brass part. He came back
it to us and it
rddn,tsang
make the least bit of
sense, but we put it on and
that's the way it turned out."
The Lemon Tree come from
Birmingham and were originally called the Agency. They
have been the Lemon Tree
for about seven months and
there are live branches. Derek
Arnold (W), bass guitarist;
I

Mike

Keith

Terry

Taylor

(21). vocalist;
Smart (20), drums;
Meredith (20), lead

time to rehearse." There Is
no leader In the group. all
decisions being made by mutmai consent.
This group have already
appeared on All Systems Free and Top Of The
Their repertoire IncludesPops.
soul

and Tamia material, "mostly
beat and heavy
umbers''n
but they also write a lot f
things themselves.
The Lemon Tree are also planmig changes In their act.
" mot dvastic changes,
but
1,1y, show will

zirr. be a lot

ON

,

PAGE 14

The group formed while
they were all attending college at a university in Oxford, Ohio.

"We all looked a bit dif-

ferent from the ordinary stu-

dents, and we found that

we had the same tastes in
music. So we formed the
group," related Bill.
" We didn't have a name

we did our first job.
We were just about to go
when
on

and

shouted

someone

Chalker's
Machine," described byTime
Keith
as
child's imagination Journey," could be one or
more unusual success of the
or 19Sli

After all, it
that goes

not wory t" n.
from
is

a

TOp 01 The Pops,

toilet to

vat

'Lemon Pipers!' so we have
used the name ever since.

" We'd all been playing

with other groups before

I suppose we just
stumbled on each other," he
continued.
and

"As far as our music is
concerned, we don't like to
give it a label. We play a
wide range of music, we
don't have a particular type.
We just call it Lemon Piper
music."

TEMPLE
and his smash hit

WELL
The group already have a

follow-up to " Green Tambourine" out in the States" It's called 'Rice Is Nice.'
It's doing pretty well," said
Bill.

"But the follow-ups

aald

5 Please send me details Of Slingerland
Chums and name and address of my nearest stockist.

TASTES

THE LAV !

guitar and piano; and Garry
Wortley (al), organist.
The group have been working
ballrooms and universities,
and as Keith said, " The last
month we have been working so hard we have had no

DRUM

Nave (22), organ and
green tambourine; Bill Bart-

G.

ally from South Harrow,
Middlesex; Steve Walmsley

John

- Grapefruit
all timidly - and they said: 'Never
'card of trout Play some of
your bleeding record then!'"
" But Grapefruit will grow
on you all," declared John.
"Like
fungus."
CHRIS

R.

A HIT

pens. Oh, what's the point

said

now. Individually they are

lett (21), lead guitar, origin-

about that as it 'appens. Hap-

"They were three strapping
geezers. We gave them a cup
of tea and they asked, 'Who
are you then?"
Geoff took up the tale: "We

year

it"

me

chortled heartily and
proceeded to tell a story about
three
removal
men
who
recently arrived at their fiat
with a piano.

a

been

Geoff.

People

together for

gold

The Lemon Pipers have
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Bill Albaugh, when he heard the

news over the transatlantic telephone line this week.
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NEW

LEMON PIPERS

" 13 -eat

Nt

telehavoii

yov.

FANTASTIC

are
different in different countries. We have records out
in Italy, France and South
America for example, and

eLovin'

Up A

in each case the follow-up
is different.

ALBUM
" We also cut our first
album, and it's been
out
about a month. That
one is
called 'Green Tambourine'
and we finished cutting
another album this
week for
release pretty soon,
" We write quite
our own songs, abutfew of
the
songs we write
aren't quite
as commercial as the
songs
we usually get.

GREAT
"On the first album,
are all different songs.' there

Some
are ours, which
are not conk! I, and
some are corn.
Lepton

hoping to make Pipers are
a 1,i'
Britain during a f 'sit
to

mg tour this
summer
don't quite
whereI
ere .sve are
know
going
said Bill. "But
Yet;'vill

it
great. We are
be
really
looking1
forward to women

tain."-FoNy

g to Bei-

/VD-SON

Storm'
OUT NOW!
ON RCA1670
V1CToR

ALBUM
COMING
SOON

Fw MUDDY

MAIM, Mao!,

tai,

Kam

LADY
111

MADONNA:

POP SINGLES/CHRIS WELCH

WHAT DO
THE FANS

All hands to the pumps

for

)Al II. JONES: "Anti
llle .5'1111 Will

!
a Paul Jones hit
like
of various effectswhich
harp in the backing
o ps along with healthy
use

(eoltinthin).
A mighty tenni of
young talent hits been
misenibleti In ensure
Paul has a hit.
SIIIIIP "

vigour.s

first hearing, but
Into
gradually insinuates with
one's consciousness
ng ease.
SCAFFOLD: " Do You Re-

Barry, Robin and Maurice
Midi wrote the song.
Paler Amber produced lie

(Parlophone).
member?"
One of their popular stage
irritatingly
numbers,
catchy, and as colleague
You'll
Alan Walsh
soon find yourself hum-

enerdoll. Petll'e es-Manfr cal
Mann
colleague
MlIce
Vicki,rs arranged and con-

ducted the oreltextra. And
I

ming it"

wouldn't mind belting

If this happens to me I shall

Davy Jones brought the
len round for the violin

tape

Strangely enough, the overall effect
kola One of
Mono of Andrew Oldham's

be a smash follow-up to

room

expansive productions sod In the final
.mm114..1111.41
Clinruere,

"Thank U Very Much."

RAY CHARLES: "That's A
Lie" (Stateside). Beautiful

trifle like
Steve
Marriott

Master

a

backbeat, Ray in good vocal form, and a funky

meek Barry (abb.
Name-dropping
Jones'

best

montlia, and

lilt !talus.

tune.

it's

aside,

effort

Reminds a bit of some of

in

Lee Dorsey's things and

cry, out fur

mercial.

If you are concerned with
making

;mph!,
him already been near
breaking Me neck, whon
pulled off stage with his
old group, John's Children. Andy, now solo, has

Ile rocks along with groovy
abandon and threatens to
hem,,,' one of the upheavals of 'I1N,

PINKY &
ManciteNter

FELLAS:

liver -

&

Baron.
The Guardsmen have turned

pool " (Decca). I was hoping this was a football
song, then I could have
remarked on the mob that
rushed past me, hot foot
for some match or other,
last Saturday, wearing
tasteless striped scarves

at my follow Londoners
in braying dialect.
In fact, it appears to he an
apologetic ditty indicat-

A.K.G
D1000

in a straight, popular air

SCAFFOLD: bound to be a smash follow-up

and shouting obscenities

THE NEW

ing the singers and

corn -

posers have some strange

liking for the towns in
question, a view not likely
to be shared by anybody
who has witnessed braying football fans.
ARTHUR CONI.EY: "Funky
It
Street "
(Atlantic).
seems scarcely credible I

know, but someone has

Brown Eyes" (RCA Vic-

actually chosen to put
some worthwhile music In

tor). Fairly predictable
material, produced by
Chet Atkins and unearthed

single form this week.

Solid beat and furious hand clapping
urge
Conley
along on a simple enough
theme.

It's not what they are doing

-It's the way they do It

with soul.
BARBARA LEWIS: "ShoNull (It's Got To Be Your
Love)"
(Atlantic).
A
warm, piping voice, drifts
through curtains of sound
.

.

as

from the secret vault of

Reeves' masterpieces left
for posterity.
Plano and strings move
along at a brighter pace
than

and indeed
Jim's voice Is not quite
so
Imbued with those

.

Barbara

is

carried

along by the strong men
of Atlantic battering at

their drums and guitars.
Superb production, but not
a pop 30 consideration.
JIM
RILVES:
"Pretty

usual,

qualities of
which have

melancholy
endeared

so

him to the millions.
Maybe millions more will be
attracted

as

a

result.

Watch out, Engelbert!
SUN DRAGON: "Blueberry
Blue" (MGM). Two gents
with an attractive name,
and an attractive sound.
Inventive production makes

hr. rotw itn.no
0,10r0

a

shot down the boring Red

a

Go

chart

the

groovier place to live
make this a hit, readers.
ROYAL GUARDSMEN: "I
Say
Love" (London).
Seems like they finally

In

Children classic "Go

com-

reasonably

sounds

ANDY ELLISON: "Fool
From Upper Eden " (CBS).
Watch out for Mr Pigeon.
fle'a looking for a break

distinctive, quavery
voice, and a penchant for
solid organ and drum
backInga, like the John's

over my

adhesive

humming orifice.
Repetitive, and demanding
constant plays to extract
the meaning, it's bound to

players.

Paul 00101411

sounds uninspired

The

without any gimmicks,
and one suspects without
the slightest chance of
success.

The

main

problem

here

seems to be the inability
of

everybody

concerned

to be original, or even

slightly original.
Not actively offensive.
BARRY MAN: "The Young
Electric Psychedelic Hippie
Flippy Folk And

Funky Philosophic Turned
On
Groovy 12 String
Band" (Capitol). A song
to stir the hearts of all
red-blooded Americans.
It sneers at folk singers, pop
success, anti -war sentiments and police brutality
Mr CBria

Mmianeni

with

are famous as a hit song

writing team. It appears

GREAT, good old
Beatles.' then go out and
another
record "

" SAY

raped
Chris Welch about
bus

they ar e upset that young
Americans should express
their resentment against
modern

certain
life.

I mean to say, how can
protest
p

aam?
boutgVietng They
should leave these things
to

the older generation.

After all-they started it.
PEDDLERS: "Handel With
Deejay
(CBS).
Care"
Peter Murray wrote the
lyrics for his favourite
group, a talented trio who
are the toast of the nightclubs and discotheques.
Apart from the pun and the
semi -classical feel, it's a

straight pop ballad sung

with feeling.
DOROTHY
SQUIRES:

"When There's Love In
Your Heart" (President).
"When there's love in
your heart, all the birds
sing in tune," commences

Dorothy.
Well, I haven't noticed many

flat birds, although I did
hear a tit warbler with

pitch while rehearsing a selection from
suspect

Wagner's

"The

Ring"

outside my bedroom window recently.
Maybe she was put off by a

chaffinch scat singing "Oo
Bop Shebam " in a nearby
Japonica bush.
A delicate and restful ballad
from the ever popular
Miss Squires.

DELFONICS: "La -La -Means
I Love You " (Bell). La -la
can also mean I loath you,
Just as goo -goo can often
mean: " I want a drink."
In this case it means a
tasteful ballad sung in
fine style, with discreet
string accompaniment, if
somewhat lacking in lyrical inspiration.
BRIAN JAMES:
"Come
Back

Silly Girl"

(Olga).
Basingstoke
labourer
Brian spent the £1,300
he
and his fiancee
Payne saved to get Linda
ried on producing thismarattractive ballad six months

released on a new

label. With a 20 -piece
orchestra and Mark
Wirtz
arrangement it's
tent enough to hit.compeLots of luck,
Linda and
Brian.

Woitrot

" WHY( WORRY AB01.11
who plays a drum on a
record?" asked MIckle
Most In lust week's MM.
Why indeed. Why, I might
ask, should a gentleman be
!Ned and convicted, just
bemuse

he

took

money

from unsuspecting motorists
on the promise that he
would Insure their cars
!against

"

e.

^^.

,,,,,

allk

loss,

damage,

or

what have you?
he Net that he felled to do
lust this Is surely of no
consequence whatsoever In
our permissive society. 110

lust used his brains - and
other
folks' hard -corned
cash - In order to feather
his own nest.

How then can one condone
what Mr Mike Smith did
when ho used o number of

-

esperlencod session musicians to make
record

than told the unsuspecting,

tr,-g=f

public,

via
the record

the lebol, that
had been made by s group
of youngsters who called
themseiven the Love Affair?

BY JERRY DAWSON

Why doesn't Tommy Trinder,
who Is well -used to the big
money deals of show business, Import two or three
Manchester United players
(or those of Arsenal or
Spurs)
to
bolster
the

chances of Fulham F.C. (of

which he Is chairman) In
their efforts to retain their
status in the First Division
of the Football League?
Why doesn't the committee of
the

Lancashire

County

Cricket Club hire the whole
of the West Indies team (or
thatof Australia or even
India) In order to revive

their fortunes In the world
of cricket?
The answer is - in the name
of fair play - that It just
wouldn't be allowed!
I seem tel remember that very
recently a fur dealer In a
large provincial town was

charged with a wrong des-

cription of a garment he
sold. The offending garment

was made of second-hand
rabbit fur - yet was de-

scribed as new musquash.
Who cares? Why should that
unfortunate gentleman have
been made to salter the
Impact of the law?
If you really want to know,

I will tell you!

Because

what

did

he

as

evendistinct

thereon g s

toltge
between right and wrong.
And it Is still wrong to sell
a recording made by session
musicians, as being a record
made by the Love Adair or
anyone else'no matter how

or had the end product.
good

No

one

expects

Sinatr a or the newt, Frank
on .
singer

bwainthdouotr

to

make

a

t
record
07, ea,ctre:7 pang; ng

- for

But what a scream would
up If the

leader of one gofo
our
famous
orchestras, or evensymphony
petent member of thea comran
and tile, were to
record which was make a
subse-

quentlydebut-diseIssour

as

Willie Plonkltt!"

" the
e

g"Id

Our major record
have built up finecompanies
seson and worldwide busineseputey
n
hat
gsauhrgedgs

oi gb u
a:rteli:
cularly In the I gtworld
of
music.

They

lously

should Jr"
those repute -

By all means
make and
records
egt

sell

e them-

by

from me or from
else
this
accepted embellishmentawnhi%a:n this word enhance
is important-g
performance ofthe

the Beetle..

ah8geggdnogf

orchestracia

cording
t he orchesldOt'tbrreahtIonadns
You
gtno he

dghear

er'hed "
possibleotpbe

squea'ak-

Perforrnmanocse

'records

purchase.
I
In other word
s this is legitimate business.
It is right.
Bat.,perts
record performances
by
and
declare
them
have been
made by
experienced
is far fro_m
members
Islegitiar0o13 mate.
It
Let us n ofg.sink
standards In all our moral
an effortto
protect pop
music, and the
money that is
made out of

Lets

aons

rather acknowledge
whenmtortoapoears.
It and glorify' tale.;

There is
even
Pop worldge,
- but it inIs the
be
not
in
everyan.'"
which
Is

a

"yo"

d
PrePdred

to climb

shoulders of skilled
professional
musicians.

single

last week. And robber; salt
into the fans' wounds by
can't really
adding: "
e

this being a hit

not
stacks of

there's
from
competition
when

Four

Jacks And A Jill and Kay
Starr. A goad try."
Well, was it? More important is what those
people who fork oat their
seven-and-fivepences think.
So the Mel set nut to get
the viewpoints of the fan
in the street.
Shock No 1. Though the
had

disc

been

spinning

merrily over the airwaves
for at least a week (It's
not officially out until toFriday),
morrow,
the
majority of the people we
stopped in their tracks
just hadn't heard it.
Th oug ht for the day:
Just what ever happened
to

Radio

those

raHetings?

what

re's

think:

One

the

fans

CHERRY WEEDER (21),
secretary, 22 Stonards Hill,
Essex.
I
Loughton,
haven't heard it right
through but from what

-

did hear it w
good.
recently
ones they'veetter
done recel
I

PAUL WADE an, newspaper worker. 21 Severn
Rd, Averley, Essex.- It's
very mood. As rock 'n. roll
is coing back. it should
set the trend. I like that

be

Pounding piano
should go high

in

chart.

VAN

SUSAN

It
the

RYSSEN

(17), clerical worker. 20
Braywood
Rd,
Eltham,
London, SE9.
It's basic-

ally rook 'n roll. It's good,

but not as good as " Mello
Goodbye." It'll get to No
1 though.
JANE
GRIFFIN
(19),
audio typist, 3 tishom

Rd, Hampstead London.I
don't usually like the

Beatles' recordings at the
first hearing, but they
g row On you and Mick in
your mind.
expect this
will grow on me too. B.
I don't like this rock 'n'
roll revival. It's going
right back.
I

SUSAN

KNIGHT

(11).

typist, 21 Hedcorn Rd,
B romley. Kent.- It's quite
goed. I prefer It to their
weird things like "Magical
Mystery Tour." But I don't
is will go very high
think
the chart.
shouldn't
think many people would
want to buy it. Why? BeIt's rook .n. tall
andse that's aid hat these
I

-

days.

SUSAN

NORRIS

(13),

computer clerk, 19 Countisbury, Sydenham Hill,
London SE26.- It's not as
catchy as some of their
other numbers but it'll be
a
hit becauie it's the
Neat] es.

You

really

think It's
Beatles; it could

other

PERSONAL OPINION

Beatles

new

the

OOOOO

thd onnos New
wefhidefen

THINK ?

wouldn't
be
be

group.

the

any

SHEILA HOSSEN (22).
shorthand
Witt,
33
Gauden
Rd,
Clapham
North, London
It's rock 'n' roll, SW4.
and
Prefer
more
romantic
thing?. like " Hello Goodbye.'
I
don't like the
idea of rock 'n roll
COT"
Ing hack.
PATRICIA MOORE (2.5),
addressograph operator, IS
Belsixe Park Rd, London,
NW3.-- It's better than the

things

they're recentlY
But I don't like It
that mach. It has a livelf
rhythm, though.
done.

GLORIAGRIFFITHS (23).
92
Marks Rd.
'eeedearY.
Rumford, Essex.- I didn't
know who it was the fire,
time I heard it. But et".
I heard it again and knew
it was the Beatles
liked
it. It's different learn what
I

they've

ZIY.
PAT

been doing re.
hope It gets

I

STODOART

(24).

WO
Blackheath.didn't like It at first. then
I
heard it again
'ICH de.5
',e rg much
finitely
be Na 1.. wouldn't
secretary,
Lee Road

Flat

3.

it's nary much in the
rock 'n. roll style
except
for the piano.
soy

-

So there you are. Sever.),
cent think the
Beatlesrhave done it Mime

Maid. 1i.. 11*8--P.R,
MAKER,
MEWL,'

anewrockandrollcombo
directfromhamburgwith
themerseybeamow
onemiladymadoulla
chddrenatyourfeet
wonderhowyou
managetomakeends
meetseehowtheyrun

THE BEATLES

LADY mpDONNA
AND

THE INNER LIGHT
afabowreleaseoutnowon
parlophol7885675
EMI
THE GREATEST RECORDING
ORGANISATION IN THE WORLD

E.M.I. RECORDS (THE GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.) E.M.I. HOUSE, 20 MANCHESTER SQUARE, LONDON W.1

Pate

12-airicitn. MAKtit, numb la,

1900

FREEMAN
ALANthe new singles
singles out
"lady

12 FAT L ES:
Madonna"

phone).

Oh God

really

Nolo-not

would

ask me about this. I think
the moment you know you

and see how we
go" record.

SYMBOLS: "A Lovely
Way To Say Good.

After "Sgt Pepper"
don't feel they could have
any further
progressed
and still made contact
with their fans. and I do

I

else,

that

night" (President).
The Symbols? I don't
record
a
very
111010110
it's
attractive
arrangement
and there is something
rather nice about it, But
hear

all
contact

above

keeping

with the fans is what they
want to do. I don't hear
this as rock .n. roll at
all, just up -tempo Beatles

and anything of theirs

is

record Jonathan King will
be in love with.

Ah, Spencer Davis! This
one hits me immediately
in the same way that
Manfred's "Mighty Quinn"

LEE

JERRY
" Another

heavens, Jerry Lee Lewis
and
country
singing
don't understand it, there's supposed
western.

have called me a bloody
liar. One can only say
that Jimmy has a huge

I

to be a rock revival

to

said it was fabulous they'd

is.

Can I see the label ? Good

JIMMY YOUNG: "Silver
And Blue" (MGM),

"silver and blue reminds
me of you." All I can say
to that is: "Take it away,
it's not my day." People
will read that and it's
sour grapes-and if I'd

Place,

I've no idea who it

to it.

I've never heard anything
lyrically
nastier
than

LEWIS:

Another Time" (Mercury).

did. This is an instant hit.
It's very good to hear
Spencer Davis going back
to what is obviously a hit
song. They have experimented with a few things
that haven't come off, but
if this isn't number one,
then it will be very close

me! You're trying to put
me on the spot, I hate it.

hit

front the Tremeloes. I
think this is the sort of

GROUP: "After Tea"
(United Artiste),

this

a

think this is ton much like
the stuff we already had

SPENCER DAVIS

do

as

tial because they have
just had a minor hit, I

magic.

can't

it

it must have some poten-

surrounded by an aura of

You

that

happen
it ever

gel In

are hearing the Beatles
you listen more intently
than to any other records.

believe

It

went away. I don't hear
this as a Int. Or as a :toss.
I
hear it as "There's a
roll revival so let's
rock

(Perla-

You

make

following on his radio proand

AT LAST THE

1968

ROCK AND ROLL
SHOW: " I Can't Drive "

and

ever Jimmy Young was
set for a smash hit then

I suppose it's gotta be this
one. P.S. Dear Jim, Will

you phone me on your

programme one morning.
Love, Alan Freeman.

on

the way back. Some

people

say

so

anyway,

and so the vultures are in

and from now there will
be a strenuous effort to

TEENS:
"All Along The
Watchtower" (Decca). 1
Teens?
Nashville
recognised the lead singer.
I've always thought the
Moody Blues and the

NASHVILLE

Nashville Teens were two
groups.
unlucky
very

They've both been bringing out very good singles
anything
hardly
with
happening for them, This
Is niggling me because I
can't remember what it
reminds me of. There's
the

about
or

nothing new
arrangement

the

melody but the sound

is

obviously
and
aimed for the Top 20.
They've made a good
catchy

single and I'd like to see

Inside Love" (Parte-

Cilia! It's almost a bossa

nova

they

it happen because

deserve

a

hit.

Asleep" (London).
Oh, I know this group.
It's the Turtles. I think it's
great. I love the way they
build up to the

finish of a record. What a

phone).

is,

good performance.

always

but I'd say it was
British. And I get the
message-rock 'n' roll is

I've got no idea who it

by Lennon and McCartney.
like the way the song
I
fact
the
and
out
breaks
Cilia
that, when it does, it full
doesn't really give back
forte. She holds, nice.
right through and Itsas an
don't hear this
I
1
but
song,
hit
obvious
think she always gives a

for me.

will take this, but it's not

(CBS).

very reluctant to put them
in the hit parade. But if

Beatles

TURTLES: "Sound

CILLA BLACK: "Step

a

You know, I'd never
was a
guessed that this written
song-it's

here he is doing country
and western. Perhaps it's
a warmer -up record, an
entree for what's to come,
because if there really is
a rock revival then he is
bound to figure in it. I
guess the Jerry Lee fans
huge
following who like his
records. But they seem

gramme

sounds.
up by background
have

arrangement.

Her

last few singles have all
been very dramatic and

very much along the same

lines. It's nice to hear the
voice not being covered

novel idea to interpolate

" Waiting For The Robert
E. Lee." I've liked every-

from
their. It may sound corny
thing

I've

heard

to say so, but they have

happy sound.
great,
infectious
a

It's

a

thing.
very un-

They've been
lucky in the number of
hits they've had here in

relation to the number of
singles they've had out. I
wouldn't think this particular song is as strong
as some of the others that

but it instantly hits me anyway.
have

missed,

Roll on the Turtles.

the
Will
real
Richard
Starkey
please
7
up
stand
OTHERS are in India, I get all
THE
BECAUSE
" KIST
Ringo
Starr
as
we
settled
into
grinned
the interviews,"

armchairs at NEMS new Mayfair headquarters. Ringo
was back in Britain. Chirpy. cheerful, he sipped his sixi
answered questions readily and patiently. Ringo has
shadows: but he has his own views on things. He agl
loosely on Humphrey Lyttelton's 1956 hit " Bad Penn
rishi-and denied he was losing interest in meditation
Beatle Ringo Starr and plain private Richard Starkey.
his private and public lives. There was sadness in his
try and keep them separate, but you can't," he said.
"Lady Madonna" has
been called "almost a
return to rock 'n' roll" Is
this true?
Yes,

almost
'n' roll.

that's what it isa

to

return

rock

Can you explain what
you were trying to do in
this record?
The thing is, we've been
trying to make a rock 'n'
roll record for five years
now. Because rock 'n' roll

has suddenly hit the headlines-the great revivalbecause this one is a rocker
slight one anyway)
people are saying it's a rock
(a

'n' roll record.

When did you

NEXT HIT SINGLE

- OUT NOW

start
thinking about this record?
Paul thought of it originally, He did it like Fats
Waller first. I only heard it
studio,

Paul plays

piano
in h
What
e he's doing on piano
is

a

sort of " Bad Penny

Blues." We said to George

MANFRED
MANN

on

TF 908

THEME
FROM

Martin " How did they do
it on ' Bad Penny Blues?' "
and he said they used
brushes. So I used brushes
and we did a track with just
brushes and the piano and
then we decided we needed

an off -beat,
So we put an off -beat on
it and then Paul decided to
sing it in his sort -of Elvis
voice.

Many

people thought
it was you singing.

a lot of people did.
It didn't sound like me to
Yes,

me,

the
'unction
iOriginal Soundtrack from
the Paramount Picture

Is
this
near
you've got to a rock
as

num-

ber in five

years?
Ever since rock

as

h'

roll,
rock 'n' roll records have
been made, but people
for-

calling ours rock 'n' roll
"Fire
the
Move's
and
Brigade " and Elvis's record.

don't think anyone will
ever go back to rock 'n'
I

roll as it was years agothe re -issues will be the
only ones because there's
so much more musical influence now from all the

years that have gone before.

Rock originally was

inand

fluenced by country
western and the blues

mainly, but now we've had
ten or 15 different types so
all the new rock 'n' roll

records will have a bit of
that in as well. They'll be

Just
tain

it's ca
one is

not a

forwai

just a
It's
song

days i
back,
about
I

v

newst

technically a bit more advanced and have a lot more
musicians in them.
So I don't think it's really

I cam
felt lit

just

I'll

your old rock 'n' roll.

It's

title.

a

This single is very

dif-

ferent to the sort of Beatles
music on Sergeant Pepper,
for example.
We always try to be different, If people hadn't been

saying "the great rock 'n'

roll revival " we most probably still would have done
this record, and it would
have

just the new
Beatles single. It wouldn't
have been rock 'n' roll
been

Beatles.

How do

you feel about

the early days of rock IV

the
it.

la

I

j'

and

gc
i

sun Nu

dis

of
chant
to col
No.

felt

I

still

point
becau

every
would
to as
do

roll?
They were the greatest

But
horn,
hours

of the

every
You'y
don't

days for me. I was just at
the right age, but I don't
even think the re-releases
rock

old

'n' roll

records will sell
It's nostalgia for us-You
and me

the people who
through that. The

went
twenty -fives and over.

Would

you ever

have
can

about

to do
We
It wa,

Bet ss,

Ma,

ever

Yes

got to say rock 'n' roll. All
through

nostalgic that you'd wan'

come out with rock 'n' roll
records but now, suddenly,
everyone wants rock
'n' roll
to come back so they're
)
ing this is a rock record saand.that's a rock record.
They've
picked
u
records that have
an oofft
beat, or a saxy
r.
Duane Eddy thing,thin
They're

would. I don't want to play
again on stage. Not at the

the years, there
have been people who have
e

all arc
step

to play again?

No, I don't think

I

moment anyway.
Is this record a step
in any specific direction for
the Beatles?
It's not a backwards steP,

as some people have said.
Because it doesn't freak out.
people think you're going
backwards, It's just another

as a
Moan
kids.

[Min1%

denly
see

ti

formatee

We

co

,
Iii, 1580-Pate

Mt. WHY MAKi

FM AGE

out to the.
to
go
I
used
London
WHEN I FIRST moved down to times. But if I go now, I sort
clubs every night and I had great
nev or i s.
of expect it to be like it used to

beit

1111 SONGWRITING
write a soon and
Usually
joke.
I HAVE THE odd go. but it's a
sing it to someone and they
then
and it is.

I

say

" Oh aye, Blue M

I

III

'LADY MADONNA
did they do it on

Bad P
on t,
WE SAID TO George Martin " how
off
-beat
put
an
we
Blues? ' He said they used brushes. SoElvis
voice.
of
his
sort
decided
to
sing
in
and Paul
ienny

ROCK REVIVAL
roll as it was years

'n'
I DON'T think anyone will go back to rock
rock
old
of
the
re-releases
ago-I don't even think the
records will sell. It's nostalgia for us.

'n

roll

MAHARISHI

learn
well
might
as
something,
you
IF YOU'RE GOING to learn
on the
He's
put
me
Guy'nor.
it from the boss man, and he's the
road. Now it's up to me.

like it used to be, but it

never is.

Although you blame the

club and the people, it's you
yourself as well, because
you've got older and you've
changed yourself.

get all
ticd into
rs. Ringo
I

ed his sixth cup of coffee of the afternoon and
Ringo has been regarded as the Beatle in the
;s. He agreed that their new single was based

when you're at home?
Half an hour meditation
in the morning, and half an
hour at night. The rest of

Bad Penny Blues ": talked of India and the Maha
neditation and spoke of his schizoid life as both
Starkey. Two people to him, but overlapping into
ess in his final remarks on his dual existence. " I
he said. The questions were asked by Alan Walsh.

you normally do.

-

oil

ire
rd.

11

he
it's
in -

he
re.
innd

es
ad
so

all

of

be
d-

re

ly

is
If -

es

step - and that's what they
all are.

Just because we do cer-

tain things on some records,

it's called progression. This
one is just us doing a record
it's just a record. It's
not a step back or a step
.

or

forward

sideways.

It's

just another step.

just another type of

It's

song from the Beatles.

Yea stayed only ten
days In India. When you got

were you confused

hack,

about why you came back?
wasn't

I

confused,

The

newspapers were confused.
I came back because I just
felt like coming back. That's

the whole simple thing to
it

just thought

I

-

well,

Ill go home. We got there
and it was great and the

sun was shining, Nice place.

if -

Was there any element
of disappointment or disenchantment In your decision

en

to come back?

n'
bte

Id

w
it

III

at

n'
st
at

was just that we
coming back. We
meditate. The whole
of going there was

No, It
felt like

still
point

we were away from
everything and Maharishi
would like you to graduate
because

to
do

as many hours as you can

and while you're there,

you can,
But
is

lo
le

impossible

at

to do ten or twelve

home

hours

really because you

have a
ran do

lot

to do. But you

it

because

everything's

lu

there

provided, and
You've got your room. You
don't have
any worries
about all the work you have
lit do.
We

weren't disenchanted.
it was just a feeling. I think

everyone

.
it
V
rr

P.

must get it somees wherever you go.

Was

Cr

It homesickness?

It can be described
lot of things. I think

Yes.
a

il,ZreF_n

thing

was missing the

That

was

only

one

,,Imean we didn't say stidse

It

was reported that
the Maharishi was disappointed when you left.
We went to see him and
he wanted us to stay because he's helping us. If
you're going to learn something, you might as well
learn it from the boss man
and he's the guv'nor.

"Oh, we've got to
the kids." It was like

hundred reasons which
;Prow,' into one thing: you
ou

:el like coming home, So
Came home.

Were John, Paul and
George disappointed?

No. we just

said

we're

going home, and they said
all right. See you when we
get

back. Not one of

us

been

doing since you got back?
This is the first day's
work. Apart from that, I've
been at home doing whatever you do at home, I've
just taken up enlarging and
developing films. I've been
past

the

few

that
days. That's all really.
You said in the MM in
doing

December that the Maharishi looked like answering
a lot of questions for you.
Is this still true?

He still

does. Somebody

said that I looked at him
and said, "There I am."
But he's a long way ahead

from where I am.
He's so great. There's
something about him. I can't
tell you what it is really.
there's
You just know
.

.

a great man.

Do you

think he'll ulti-

mately lead you to what
you're striving for?
He's put me on the road.
Now it's up to me whether
I follow or get off.

Do you

Intend to carry

on?

I've
At the moment, yes. said,
never, with anything,
" In five years I'll still be
doing what I'm doing now"
because I don't know.

Has

to now?

It's
we're

meditation

because

" householders " that's the word for people
who have to get up and do

can't be
monks and sit in a cave and
jobs

and

who

not do anything. So we do

-

the householder's meditation
half an hour in the morning and half an hour at

night and this eases your

mind in the morning before
you're out doing your job.

Then when you're finished
everyone's mind's a bit tight
and meditation relaxes it

and relaxes you. You're a
better person.

It helped you up

It's calmed me and made
me more relaxed, although
I still have the same emotions as anyone else, But I
feel more relaxed.
What's the practical
application of meditation

What

songs?

No, I have the odd go, but

it's a joke. It's tunes I find
the hardest thing to do. I
don't think words are very
hard.

Usually I write a song and
then I sing it to someone
and they say, "Oh, aye,
and it is.
Blue Moon "

The first ones I used to
-

write used to be pinches

'from Jerry Lee Lewis
his B sides.
Has the fact

out shooting and fighting
before they know what's
happening,

that

and Just work in the studio

these days given you any
appreciation of other types

odd classics.

up that they are not think-

all

you're away from touring

because everyone is so tied

build up and that's when
you get all the aggression,

writing

about

Not really.

I

still appreci-

ate the same music that I
used to, which is country,
rock 'n' roll, pop and the
What about jazz?
I've been through it all

you know. I've bggn through

that way, you relax

trad jazz and that, got boring, and I went through
modern jazz and I still like

to be as big as you make
it out to be.

some modern jazz,
I like small combos
Chico
Hamilton,
Yusef
Lateef, people like that

So,

yourself and relax your
brain and no problem seems

The devotion

of the
Beatles to the Maharishi has

given him a lot of publicity.

Has it been good or

bad

publicity?

The publicity we've tried

to give has been good publicity, but all the people who
think it's something else
have just been saying a lot
of rubbish really.

This has been bad pub-

licity. But you are going to
get this - you get good
and bad with everything
and it's just, a pity that all

the people who have never

tried it are giving it a lot
of bad publicity - like the

press and a few pop stars.
Has it helped you
musically?
I don't think it's helped
me musically, no. Our songs

will be influenced by it

be-

cause of John and Paul. It's
another influence so it'll influence our songs. But I
don't think I'll be a cosmic
drummer.
Have you acquired any

ambitions to go deeper into
music yourself?
No.

I

have

the

phases

-

where I want to play guitar

or I want to play piano
or anything I can play a
tune on because I get sick
of bang, bang all the time,
though some drummers can

make them talk and can

-

small groups more than big
bands. But there's no great
urge in any of them.
I just play an odd LP and
I have to be in that mood to
play that sort of record,

What do you listen to

most at home?

don't think I listen to

I

anything more than anything else. I stick LPs on,

from Tarnla to country.
put them all on.

Away from work

I

in

the studio and elsewhere,

what takes up most of your
time?

Photography, playing with
the kids, answering the telephone

- just being a nor-

mal person who lives in

a

house,

Do you ever miss tour-

ing and the days of chasing
round the country?
No. When we toured, it

was such a frenzy and so

exciting that I'd had enough

at the end of it

five
years of it at the pace we
did it was enough for me.
.

I don't feel at this moment
that I want to do a tour.

Has age had Its effect

too?

Yes, that as well. It's like
when I first moved down to
London I used to go out to
the clubs every night and I
had great times. But if I go
now, I sort of expect it to be

more

years.

still go up and see

that's an Intriguing phrase,

still
nostalgic for rock M' roll
now.

Well, it is. But it's one of

that long really. Maybe in
years,

like

DOT
RECORDS

still make two different
scenes altogether. I try and
I

the phrases you use. I consider myself as Richard
Starkey and Ringo Starr

-

Are you ever nostalgic

:At,

keep them separate, but you
can't.
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up

with it. This is a Ringo
interview. It's no interest If
you write Richard Starkey,
if I wasn't me.

What do you mean.

I'm

And there's Ringo, where

I'm quite willing to Put

"Back to normal" -

We

haven't been away from it
ten

it.

don't know really.

Not yet. Maybe I will M
few

It's just I think Ritchie
Starkey has got his life to
lead, and he doesn't want it
in all the papers or the
whole world shouting about

-

nostalgic for the early days
of the Beatles and Beetle a

I

not.

them, and I still enjoy going
to Liverpool. If this all finished and I was back to not
back no norbeing Ringo
I suppose I might
mal
move up there again but I

mania?

really.

of music?

-

I

haven't done any of that,

All the worries, troubles
and tribulations of the day
if they are there, they

ing straight and they are

holds the other.

What have you

the time, you just do what

life.

Do you ever become

play tunes on drums. But

they are really like two different people.But they're

for the North of England
and Liverpool?
No, because now I have
M own family and my own

tut IIM t Hotta 11/MutlatitatS,

lataAvola I
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Listen
and then

join in
BY JACKIE DOUGAN
quite simply, the drummer's job really is
PUTto listen to the artist he is accompanying and
appreciate what kind of artist he is.

For instance, to take my own case, if I'm playing with a

guy like Stan Getz

I

don't approach it with the same

mental outlook as I would with Roland Kirk because their
minds work differently.

true of all jazz
artists; their minds work in
This

an

is

individual way and they

play themselves. Every reputable artist does, anyway. This
is what makes an outstanding

jazz artist what he
to

is.

So therefore your approach

PROFESSOR OF JAZZ PERCUSSION

JAZZ
Feather,

AUTHORITY
Leonard
in his Encyclopedia of

Jazz, quotes critic Ralph J. Cleeson

and the pocket history of Jazz."

That " suspicion " materialised into
truth when Klook hit London fora sea-

Kenny, now living in Paris ("It's a
nice base for a home -) demonstrated
his sight-reading method, willingly asslated by volunteers from the audience
and his formidable drum technique, both
sole and as leader of his trio, mompleted
organist Eddy Louisa
and guitarist Jimmy Gourley.
Kenny, a pioneer of the bop era,

son at Ronnie Scott's Club, and subsequently pulled 'em in by the score
suspicion that Kenny Clarke, placed at
a Drum Clinic specially staged not
in the rhythm section of almost any
-ring from Piccadilly Circus
group, is the equal of half a dozen by cymbal
the Premier Dn. Company and
poll winners, several thousand volts promotions manager, Philip E. Franklin. is truly a historical figure. His sp.

thus on Kenny Clarke. .1 have

a

Roy Eldridge, Teddy Hill and
Claude Hopkins in the pre-war days,

covers

Dizzy, Tadd Darner., the

and later

MJQ, Bud Powell and Miles Davis. He
also toured with a Billy Eckstine concert unit. His last visit to Britain was
in 1958, with the Jazz from Carnegie
Hall unit including Jay Jay Johnson,
Kai Winding, Oscar Pettiford and Zoot
Skill.

For the past

years he
has lived In Paris, where the

playing with these guys

must be: You listen, and you

join
exactly
they'reindoing.

ONE OF OUR top drum en Jackie Pougan has
won. with a great variety

groups,
bands and
singers. in particular,
has become
in recent
years tor his ability to
or

at in with American jazzmen visiting this country.
saws about the
rolethe drummer as
accopanist
offers

some advice.

a.

with

what

Styles
Let me give an example: I
have an album by Bob Brookmeyer and Friends on which
the drummer is Elvin Jones.
But the thing is, listen to this
record and you don't realise
that it's Elvin on drums.
If you think of the way he
plays with Coltrane, when he
spreads out and does everything he likes, then listen to

how he plays with Brook
Brook-meyer and Mulligandiffe, you'll
find he plays two
rent

styles.

It's not because he wants to
switch styles but because he
is engaged in playing msic
and, being a fine drummer,u he

joins in with the sounds and
feelings around him, He's on

the same wavelength.
You know if you go to a
party where everybody else is

toned and you arrive completely sober you find it hard
to get through to the rest of

the people? It's a bit like that
with music. Unless you really
join in you can't communicate
with the others.
I

find I'm able to do that.

I've worked with Humphrey

Lyttelton's band. for instance.
and really enjoyed it. I have
just as good a time playing
with Humph, Tony Coe and so
on as I do with Johnny Griffin.
And he's another story.
So that's the best advice
I can give: listen and join in.
Most drummers don't. They

shouldn't just be concerned

with playing time; they should
be playing the tune and
following the changes.
Because

if

a

drummer

doesn't know whether it's a
blues of 32 -bar theme he's
playing, how is he going to
have a conversation with the
artist he's accompanying?
If I do a rock
roll session, I try and play it with
as much enthusiasm and intelligence as'I would give to a
jazz date. All styles of music
have a feeling and there's no
good in playing if you don't
inject some enthusiasm into
it.

Singers? Yes, I like working
with a good vocalist like Mel
Torme, Tony Bennett, Dakota
Staton or Mark Murphy. It's
as much of a kick, providing
we all get together, accompanying a singer as anyone
else.

Great sounds from behind the scenes
come from AJAX drums. Listen to the
beat. Catch the rhythm. Sound pure.
Tone strong. Listen to Ajax. Over the air
... in the world's top recording studios...
played in the big bands
by leading
drummers everywhere. Up front, on
stage, behind the scenes, best sounds
come from Ajax, best moderate priced

It's a matter of having this
mental tie-up, which only
comes from experience, from
years of playing with all kinds
of different people.

Again, from my own experience, I can say that I get
as much gratification working with Ben Webster as I
do with some of the wilder
musicians. maybe more. Ben
can play the same notes almost but with a different feelevery night. He's got every
drum kits in the world. See your faVourite ingrevery
going for him.
But you know what? The
music dealer-and ask for Ajax.
mind, of all these great guys
.

heard them pick their bit and
do it their own way.
Stitt,

Hawk,

Ben,

Getz, etc, they're hip to the
whole scene. One of the best
times I ever had was when I
played with Zoot Sims for the
first time.
I was so elated then, and
again when Zoot came back
with Al Cohn. They'asre Mr and

Mr Jazz as far

I'm con-

ned.

Barriers
Another extreme pleasure
was working with a little
giant like Griffin, he's Mr Electric. And then Stan Getz
it's not just artistry, it's
.

m

Notes

.

French have appointed him the
somewhat
quaintly - titled
Professor of Jazz Percussion" at two leading conservatolres.
He makes a speciality of
teaching, insisting it is vital
to be able to read fluently.
"Things move so fast these
days, you have to read on

are so alive to what's going
they listen and take this
thing or that that's nice. I've
Sonny

The fact is, there

are no
barriers with me. As long
as I
can have a conversation with
the artist, I don't care if the
is avant-garde or Dixie
lay d.
It's like tennis; so long as I
hit the ball over the net and he
hits it over the net, okay.
But if one of us keeps hitting it in the net, the other
is going to say: "Come
on,
darling, what are you doing?"

12

sight," he insists. He uses a
small bass drum-an 18 inch

model - and regards
quite adequate.

this as

And Kenny does not sub-

scribe to the view that there
are big band drummers and
small band drummers. "Any
good drummer should be able
to play with either a big band
or a small group," he says.

He singles out for special
mention Max Roach and Joe
Harris among drumming contemporaries. Both for their

"applied
technique"
as
against the " specialised technique " of the great Buddy
Rich.

Kit
(see

used by Kenny Clarke
picture above): Premier
drums, 18 inch bass dnun, 14

inch a 14 inch and 12 inch it
8 inch tom-toms' 14 inch x
51 inch wooden shell snare.
Avedis Zildjian cymbals Is
Inch, 20 inch and 15 inch'bottom, 14 inch top hi -hats.
Premier

E sticks.
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Rich one in a million!
isn't often that any-

IT one

gets a chance to
explain in print about

their boyhood idol and
to find that 25 years
later he is still one's
idol.
i was a member of the
local Boys' Brigade Drum
and Bugle Band when one
evening, on the insistence of
my father, I went to the

local cinema, to see a film

Ship Ahoy, which
among
others
featured
Tommy Dorsey's Orchestra.
called

couldn't take my eyes off

I

the drummer. He played a long
solo and did a wonderful
dance routine with Eleanor
Powell. He really stole the

for me. I went to every
performance for the rear of
show

week and finally decided,
that was what I wanted to bet
my father, a local drummer,
had continually tried
had
me in the drums an
taken me to see Duke EllIng.
ton when I was four and I had
seen every musical film, inthe

donet

which

Syncopation,

cluding
featured

Gene

Krupa, but nothing
had impressed me
like Ship Ahoy.
The drummer, I

KENNY CLARE

he was the direct
my

on

starting to play the
consciously realise that I had
picked the master.
After years of buy rag every
one of his records available
ands ome unavailable, I knew
that

genius in
department of jazz

here

dvery

was

a

rumming.

I went to New York in 1959
and my one ambition was to
see Buddy play. I had been
there nearly two weeks before

found out where he was
likely to be, after asking
everyone I met if they knew.
I

Luckily. he was due to open
at Birdland
the
following
week.

Two drummers I spent a lot

of time with in New York
Jake

Hanna

explained how Ron had
been told it was the following
I

week and next day hod nearly
committed suicide when Eddie
Blair and Duncan Campbell

told him it had been on all
the time. After that we were

a kind of small talk

re

lationship.
I

also finally managed

Buddy.

and

Stu

Martin. We were going to visit
a famous drum teacher, Sam

Ulano, and on our way we

called into Manny Music Store
and there he was standing at

the counter. We spent about

three hours with him. Jake had
worked opposite him and they
were quite friendly.

lie didn't really speak to me
until I had been there about
two hours and then he wanted

to know why Ronnie Verrell
hadn't come to see him play
when he had worked in Chi-

at about four feet

I

from the drums and was con,

pletelymystified by what

other of my top favourite
drummers, on the day of

The sound was beautiful (he

playing Ludwig at the
time). It was swinging from
the first beat
all those little
introductory solos, while they
was

-

decided what to play. His technique was impossible with

he would see me

I

had

the

had done with some of

other great,

players.
The actual

older,

but

night was

in-

credible! The group consisted
of Willie Dennis, Phil Woods.
Earl May, John Bunch, and

rssearie sand me full detail. of

CARLTON DRUMS

--

(1.ILftc..01:

Da.U.4.5

with a wide variety of experience, at 23 years of an.
One of the stalwarts of the

New Jaw

Orthestra, he has
lengthy stints with the
Graham Bond Orchestration and

done

Georgie game's band.
Inventive

An

exciting

and

Wu drummer he aim knows
how to create the drive of a
pop beat.

" The difference between pop
and Jaw drumming is basically f feeling," says Jon. " If
more Jaw drummers had a feel.

1MIHMIR

It's as buss to Jan as Poe.
It's a difference of nuance-a
bit of simplicity opposed to a
bit at complexity. I believe In
simplicity of Ideas and cammgcution.

Th is

although

I'vee

way

do

s

many times for being
being too busy.
sus
ant
raT"1:::ir 1:17iel;
living
rather than In an
Is

extremedlelcult ly

thlee'inse elr.
was with Graham Bond
/June

S

didn't

e

me

about

Young

Poe

The Outstanding Course for Drummers

drummers is they hit the drums
bhard, and they hit them so
adly.
Then there is the length or
time they leave the stick on
the drum alter each heat. They
are wasting time with clumsy
sticking, and
e of the kits
are set up so nobody could
ever play them. You see drums
and cymbals set at all the
wrong angles.
" If
going to make
any artisticarecontribution you
a wide
of work.
has
Ginger Baker has played every.
Ginger
thing In his time. All the best
drummers have.
" I've played with the New
Jazz
Orthertra,
pit bands,
circus bands, and petals bands

BUDDY RICH'S

doing cntortions. It's all water
under the bridge "
0 If you are doing sessions

loom awns

each.

to MON Snow

totem

wi

Suitable for Beginners and Advanced Players

Modem Interpretation of

SNARE DRUM RUDIMENTS
HENRY ADLER
Written in collaboration with
Edited by F. HENRI KLICKMANN

K.P.

M.
AA

!rice 214.2l Denmark Shoes, London, W.C.2

I've even accompanied naked
women covered In Rre and
never

y.il

know

what

you

might have M do. On a TV
Miele you might get rudients,
sit
avant gae de. and swing

in

the snace of fourteen seconds-

and Ws got to be Hess"
What Is

role of the drums
she
modern
groups - pop and
Jaz?
z
"
can only quote Ronnie
in

I

technique
completely
to conventional clrilrnoitn; it's

world," said session

a different
drummer
and

Berm H.r9..

Barry

i

l*' is":= awide
branch

is

one

of

the

I

slowest

eps

Latin

autlit

prises a pair of conga

of allm accept Ste

recent TOP a, the 9.9.paF
me.
',re hod a Pereed
Latint ten years ago .anodes
was
ar.
(1, inq
Various Latin moans, ware
8.1
selling and the cas
Mambo and things like that
Sat alter a
were popular.

few

seseps

ons.
His basic

suer.
Having decided M 9a 'AM

Latin mieSIC, theming
as
study hard andPM)
Latin groups. One of Um (emblems is the Ia. of tuition
the Latin Reid in this mu .rrery."
The pr.:Miens here W that
the least
B ritain is p rha
Latin - mindede coupsntry in the
id Barry.
world,
" think the British are the

percussionist

Tusk requires intelle

mater

Inssuctkiek-

two

ca
drumsm.

while the whole thing fell sm.-

played

again,

heard

have

Buddy

put down for being too military and

not

swinging,

no

see how anybody could

be

taste, etc. I personally can't

Scott who once said a band is
only as gooddrummer.
l'rn glad he saki that and not

drummer.

public still
think of a drummer as an
imbecile or moms who smashes
general

The

The number of people
who come up to me still and
r.f.,;,13h, you have music for
away.

Really, It's an illusion for

a drummer to pretend he can
be
musician in a harmony
sene. In today's free ice, and
Intelligent pop music, all
drummer has Is emotion
the way Ume Is played and the
.

.

called military when they play
those incredible things on the
just throwing
bass drum,
things in with, or against, the
hands. Nobody else can do
that.

The supposed lack of taste
isn't apparent to me. Listen to
the Lionel Hampton Quartet
album or the Webster -Tatum Rich album. I think he has
the perfect way of stamping
his own personality on things
without intruding nn the solo is - a rare gift indeed.

of thickness or sound
that surround the basic beat.
degrees

"The drummer

to

can

Brash

a

large extent dictate the mood

of a piece. He can Be relaxed
or ferocious, andall
all stages In
between. No amount of gentle
Ilfutsth:I'Cl.g?re 'XVI!
VitsrnItid

Buddy, as we all know, can
he very difficult and has a
strung brash personality. I am
sure that if he was any other

. w.f.lost pop drummers

play the way he does, that is,
with such superb confidence
with never the slightest chance

hear

I

have about four basic patterns
they

all night and they

play

=IvIthym`forseeniell'
gigs, all
Baker.

c!;1.

trying to copy Ginger

and

they

symbals,

that takes

and

" The things that really Irri-

tate

Price 17/6

I

ge `ii.

Fame re -

iser uieem=
ands` I learnt a Mt.

Part 2: Modern Style Playing

indeed a drummer's drum-

pair of
tem tambourin.,
and a triangle.
a

a

but
even better than before his

don't think they have to bother
with the basic problems.
" The tenor saxophone player
has the Immediate problem of
producing notes before he can

nil

atonal

Part 1: Drum Tutor

all living proof that Buddy

not only

Z
., 1;`!"
la.alve.ays played.

I

is

PERCUSSION

orites, and he didn't stop tellin me about it. It seems he
caught nearly every show. This

Some few months later I
read of Buddy's heart attack
and thought I would never
see him play again. But he

"When young drummers see
mmebody like Keith Noon, of
the Who knocking his kit over

take ley notice
yywrea

JACK PARNELL

IL

"LATIN

skill. drummers who can also
double perfectly on Latin instruments. He is a regular on
1311C broadcasts like Top of the
and plays on many pap

Sperling, another of my fav-

me

JON HISENAN is already one
of Britain's finest drummers,

played

U

the street outside Birdland at
four in the morning analysing

the

Latin percussionboas...

Into Latin percussion really has
to be prepared to start again.
The two techniques are so dissimilar, et's like learning a
completely new inrtrurnent."

Is

drummers.

Name
Address

around on

of

homage

The other world of

highest kind.
1 visited Hollywood last year
and Just missed Buddy at the
Chez Lounge and while there
I spent a lot of time with Jack

is

Ing for a straight eight to the
bar they'd
be
better jaw

IT

accept

to

is emotion'

seen

land for Buddy to appear, wondering whether I would have
to make excuses about the
style and swing of his Playing
as I

eautiful performance of how

three heart attacks.

New

about 40
drummers ranging from avant
garde to Dixieland and I remembered as I waited in Bird York

great drummers and
A
btrolled off up the road.
these

a

At the end of the night all

the drummers

giving

the praise heaped on him by

111111=111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

that night he was at Birdland,

During my stay in

friendly nods
here and there, shrugging off
crowd

Ronnie's last year.

drummer has

CHART -TOPPERS DO

R

at

had never seen Buddy play and
there.

casually strolled through the

acat performance. With Buddy
it was overwhelming. I hone
never heard applause in a jazz
club like it until Buddy played

`All a

said

finally appeared. all talking stopped. He

end. Birdland is a typical jazz

club-polite applause after

Gus

Jones,

Shaugnessy, Jo
Johnson.
When Buddy

and everybody stayed until the

Buddy's opening and went too
session Don was working on.
He wanted to spend some time

Don

Hamilton, Sonny Igoe, Eddie

to

track down Don Lomond, an-

BEAT
D

I

andm heard.

saw

with me and said he had another good big band date that
night but when I told him I

Friendly
were

Heath.

on

Joe Jones, Charlie Persil:, Joe
Morello, Jake Hanna, Chico

mer in New York that night

cago on the same night as Ted

of the names - Don

Lomond, Sonny Payne, Philly

lectric.
ante was well paced with all
the fireworks happening in the
one am., set, the busiest time.
I saw nearly every big drum-

drum idol.

seriously. I
didn't, of course,

drums

some

His
was
His personality
whole perform

playing.

I'll give you

his performance.

Me Morello or Louis Bellson
over here at that time and I
can hear Into of Buddy in their

has long been one of Britain's top flight
drummers, equally respected in the
worlds of sessionmen, jazzmen and pop
musicians. Here he writes about his

out,
later found
was Buddy Rich, so
influence

both hands and feet.
Remember we hadn't seen

" The

same

'hhOuvem "'tr.

long

a

apPlies

M

p'efti% Lhec'ulelatOhrd

bat

InsMad of watching Keith Noon
smashing around his kit In wild
abandon then trying to do the
same thin
It's a waste, a
terrible waste.
" Any pop drummer should
Spend time working with
piano trio, to learn absolute
control, and listen to what he
Is PlaYlnp."

ngke does
these erring players?
what

J.

" ONE-concentrate
TI..1.theanstIcle

e

on getoff the drum
a:A:reit down.;

old

the sticks corrsstly. l7rns
surprised at the number of
Players who hold their sticks
pino.l.ewai. that makes It len-

"

HREE1;21CM up on your
hand a. arm p51{10113 In year
to the drum.
It's
ludicrous the way some quite
kits

are set up.
People who

knock

nll.

meats are misleading young
people.
Buddy Rich Is n hit

naughty like that. He says he
doesn't bother, but his whole
style
w1.1,me.

Is basedn
no

rudiments.
substitute for hard

way he wouldn't be able to

This is

ilokfasti

I

of a goof or a wrong step in

any direction.
His consistency is remarkable. His stamina is impossible.
Those long solos he plays are

This is a unique snare

a feat of physical endurance
which I am sure many an
Olympic athlete
pleased with.

would

first is the show business upbringing which has given him
his sense of timing, his sense
of dramatics and his sense of
humour. The other is his complete natural talent.
As you may know, he
doesn't read music. He really
doesn't know anything about
Is

lneweuelds:oppnuougssIbeoc

be

I think that two things have
made Buddy what he is. The

what he

drum stand Ifs part of
stands and fittings.They

and

bashed or even kicked
that you might scratch

possible

them a bit you won't
n

move thern.They do that
them to. Lokfast stands

nt

and fittings are sleek,
dealers now

beautiful, and at your
1

See them soon.

playing, he just

plays anything that comes into
Is mind and transmits it
through his hands and feet.
His tremendous playing of
the bass drum is a direct result
of his tap-dancing which enables him to do anything he
wants with it. Because of his
lack of training he doesn't
know what he should or
shouldn't be able to do according to all the rules of drumming.
Consequently he just
goes over those barriers as if

they didn't exist.
I'm not suggesting that

We
all throw over teachers and
become

natural performers because it only happens once in
a million times.

that N what Buddy
Rich lid One Ina million!

.... doo. L..

sw.w. at Newel sweet toren we

rem mod

bar
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Imigains
dealers*
*
advice
McCORMACK'S

NORTHERN ENGLAND

J. P. DIAS LTD.

Scotland's Leading
Music Shop

AP'''C'AL'IG1316?"'",
Authorised !fernier 'I'M

B. A. FOX LTD.

& CO. LTD.

78 Euston Road
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
Tel 2147
Authorised

1*.

/fender

;vim

full range ,.

HAMMOND

HAMILTONS

ELECTRONIC
ORGANS

*

*

and o complete range of
ELECTRIC. SPANISH and
ACOUSTIC GUITARS

"ciund

your

way

into our

Authorised !fernier

selection of sheet music

FRANK HESSY LTD.

and oil

Agents lor-BALDWIN * FARFISA * VOX

Mom Prenher dealers and stock
,its of the world's leading
makes of drums and oil

All types of AMPLIFICATION
repair service

KITCHENS OF LEEDS

-

try

BIGGARS

Leeds

OSWESTRY, Salop

Tel. Oswestry 2018

Premier and Ludwig
Agents

42 High Street
DUMFRIES. Tel. 5603
SU

ggIALT:i"Trn';%Igr'
Coln Dealer for
Premier, Tr's°, for

Ludwig, SI,nglond, Beverley

Rogers, Aro, Troop
12-16 Moore Street
BIRMINGHAM. midtond 3291

MUSICIANS' PARADISE

50 years' e

Drums and

HIGH WYCOmBE, Bucks
Tel. 23682

RON'S MUSIC SHOP

1

Tel. 23577

Musical

c41,41P,S1ruesV,.
Tel 20969

Mom Agents far
Ludwig, TfilKOO, Slingerland
Autocrat, Broadway

1,,

and BeyedeY

PETERBOROUGH. Tel

ALLAN

3691

Tel. 48156

Sollmosed /fender Agent

172-174 Park View
Rd., Welling, Kent
Tel. Bexleyheath 1429

'SOUTH WEST ENGLAND

THE MUSIC STUDIO
41 Hyde Reed

Shop"
"The Musicians'
SPECIALISTS
PERCUSSION

CROWNE AGENCIES

Au"

MUSIC CENTRE LTD.
,

CAMBRIDGE

53 RIO Road
Lestenstene, E.II

Tel. 54452

Tel. LET QM

FOR PREMIER DRUMS

Authorised PREMIER Agent
Premier equipment ex -stock

Musical Instrument Specialists
Repairs, Overhauls-H.P.
Part Exchange
10 GUILDHALL ST., Cambridge
53159
Authorised

!fernier

Agent

for

LTD,
DAWSON
A.
&
J.
C. H.
Leading Musical

Marcnandise

1897

WIGAN

WARRIN,JTON
RUNCORN

and

Authorised fisvnier

Agent

All fittings and heads

NOME COUNTIES

in

stock. Repairs
Tuition by appointment

MERTON

Write, 'phone or call:

MODERN MUSIC CENTRE

17 Victoria Road
WELLINGBOROUGH

Tel. 2689

to
both heeds of each drum my
the same pitch and Hlne the
small tom-tom higher then
snare drum. I've been playing
for eight years and I taught
myself by watching and attaly
ass all kinds of drummers and
practising a hell of a lot! My
special favourites are Art
and
Jones
Elvin
Blakey.
Tony Williams. Rehire start
ing my own bend I was with
Jazz
the Mot., a few modern
and Jef
groups,

-John
AYNSLEYMayoll DUNBAR.f

KENNY CLARE describes
hew he sticks leather

soles an to his bass drum head
but what If one can't afford
to thrown awav a perfectly
good head when the sole
years
For
out?
wears
I've stuck a patch of leather

18-20 Stoke Fields
GUILDFORD. Tel. 5928
Main Dealers for
LUDWIG, TRIXON
SLINGERLAND, AJAX, PREMIER

MODERN READING TEXT IN

4/4 by Louie Bells..

rtyth.14,6nrmi.an.nflati7;4.,SIrt.:

Mon Dealers for

xrup. A complete course on

LUDWIG, ROGERS
SLINGERLAND, TRIXON

(MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS) LTD.
Stockists of th Leadin
Makes of Musicale Instrume nts
and Accessories

technique compiled with the
wisdom cif the old master. PD
beginner,
xl

WALES

and

proRs-

hnw

read and feel
modern rhythm. Feldman, 44.
traces

to

MODERN DRUM TUTOR

Kevi.

Irshoypirhon,acp

FALCON MUSIC SHOP
57 Market Street
LLANELLY, Corms, Tel. 3072

A,,,,.,ed !fender Agebt

Comprehensive
tlP

I pt

EXPERT ADVIC
plc,. of drum head and fixed
it to my boss drum head with
Sellotispo-D. Cullen, Airdrie.

I've never been anywhere
near wearing through the
leather, because the moles I
se are at least I Inch thick
In fact, neither the leethci nor

the head show any aigna of
wearing and use mine about
sIX hours every day! /lend'
hag leather is nowhere near
Burk and hard enough to get
the sound that I want, and

using Sellotape and no
glue, it le not fixed securely
null h. It gives a harder
sound than beating directly
On to the head, of course, hut
Is not herd enough for me.
I feel that hass drum sound
by

should he exactly like a torn tons, Nit a deeper pitch, and
with my system, I've gill as
near 10 this eA possible
KENNY CLARE

-

leacher

byve

dealer.

Bohner,

65layer

.

DRUM TUTOR FOR SEWN -

enterprising young
drummer with the Shados.
Belinda /Lawrence Wright, 15s.
by

MODERN

JAZZ DRUMMING
by Wm Is, Ludwig.
Complete
modern method hir danee band
drummer covering every phase

GAMLIN PIANOS
55

St. Mary Street

CARDIFF. Tel. 20828

& SA.etnier
D PE

rens," Wright, 14s 2d.
RUDIMENTAL JAZZ

by

Morello. Swinging musical pal.
terns showing modern style by
an accomplished jassman Cods

w1g/Arb1ter, 285 (13.
SHARE DRUM RUDIMENTS by
Buddy Rich. Systematic courfle

by the great technician for be.
sinners and advanced students.

DAY FOR DRUMS by
Paul C. Herfurth, Teaches how
to play from the printed Page of
music. Channel].

MUSIC CENTRE

Suppliers of all makes of
Instruments
Musical

DRUMd

CSMMUMM1221

DRUMS by Jack Parnell and
Teddy McVey. Thorough tWo,
book course based on
pro-

fessional

rhythms and their execution on
instruments
all
percussion

Mills, Ts
L.A INSTRUMENTS AND NOW

TO PLAY THEM by Humberto
Muster,
Morale,
Exereines,
troths., eV, showing corhfct

method of playing. Leeds And
Premier. 12x ad
45 OASIS BONGO BEATS by
Ilenry Adler
Exercises and
photos tenswing where to strike
heads o get different rhythmte
effects. Chappell. 4n.
AUTHENTIC

BONGO
RHYTHMS
by

AND

Toil

Rob

descriptive books
conveying the current method

of playing

S

Leeds. Ss 4d each
by
Roy
H91.9.

Selection, car and use of ono.
bats In stagee and dance bands
Leeds, Us ad
ART OF PLAYING CYMBAL
by Sum Denov. Complete Ruldt
for the artistic percussion's:I
Leeds, 12s ed

MAX
ABRAMS
for
HIGHLY SPECIALISED
PERSONAL

performances at two
players.
13
and H.

respelledeach.
THE MIGHTY TWO by Lout.
B095.011

and Cc. Krupa

abynd tclhtgots

ROSSA-NOVA AND OTHER L -A
RHYTHMS by 3ficolo Breathitt]

Joe

KPTULNEticis

SWALES

School of Contemporary Arrang
leg Techniques, 83 105.

Evans.

VIERS by Brian Bennett. Simple
tutor with exercises and example

JAZZ DRUMMING
by J1111 Chaplin Big and smolt
band playing illustrated with
records for personal prof
MODERN

CONGA

of ja. playing. Ludwig /L aw

'

Solos
gais.ogg
originally recordedn
Jess,
.

1

DRUM TUITION
01-730 8332

"11411514611.

TECHNIQUES FOR
DRUMMER
by
Max Abrams. Rudiments. ad.
PROGRESSIVE

For almost a century

...

WAGSTAFF'S

of

North Wales' Sole Agents
for PREMIER and OLMPIC
DRUMS and ACCESSORIES

Aulhonsed !fernier AP.,

Yannd''pdrol;ecshsnlyi

ilia fianttgulrYbly'
knowledgeable Instructor.
mien.
Prtf.
18s Ild.
COMMONSENSE
DRUMMIN

by George Plerstone Centel G
hints on rhythm antl. showM
ship by shrewd player/W.11'er'.
Premier, 3s ad.

HOO

FIRST STEP:
DRUMS AND CYMBAW LST byPLAY
Little. Gives a good start to Eric
the
novice. RPM 35 6d.
AND AUTHENTIC
DRUM
RHYTHMS
bn
Gene
Krupa, Cosy
and
"Ve
Kessler. Dancere
rhythms. drum

duets, lime signatures. marlin
technique, coordination. Mills,.

1

ANd IF In'Adler. Drum breaks and
Ins VIlsing entire Mt.
Leeds,
INSRubylt

01101,,EyAI .5

'fa

STANDARD

percussion accessories

N. IRELAND
76 Uxbridge Road
Haswell, London, W.7
Tel 01-567 0792

M. CRYMBLE LTD.

Tel. TEM 4080

teacher
Mills. 2s.

INSTANT DRUMS by Dick tiad
telt-. Unique new method which

Slingerland, Ludwig, Premier
Autocrat, Olympic and all

ST. GILES MUSIC CENTRE
16/18 St. Giles High Street
London, W.C.2

Gene

by

METHOD

'egg& 244''' ROLL DRUMS by
For the
Palmer rand Hughes.

LLANDUDNO
J. & T. MARSHALL

SyncopodevelOP
In sirshe

tel
Leeds, gls.
MASTER METHOD OF DRUM-

DRUM

High Street, HAVEREORDWEST
FREEDMANS MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD.

KEN STEVENS

JORDANS

I

l.op,rtssional standards. Dal.

LONDON

Accessories

MIDLANDS

calf.

PAIGNTON, Doren
Tel. Pal nnnnn 58251

(766991

31 Spring Bank, HULL
Tel, Hull 215335

Speed King bass drm pedal
and wooden beater.u DOtttins
heads and front head of haw.
drurn ore Weathermaster plus
are
tic skins and remainder tune

st dl di d.sIgn fol
and speed
111e Vtlfiliney

Limos
AUTH

36 Bond Street, Ealing, W.5
Personol attention given
01-579 0236, 01-567 1255

Hire Rental - Hire Purchase
and Part Exchange

J. P. CORNELL

I.udwig

TUTORS

Personal tuition available

WISHER DERBY LTD

1

Premier, Ajax, Rogers
Autocrat and oll -Drums and

A

from an old handbag on to a

The

Authorised !fernier Agent

Sidney

Tel. Ardwick 1705
Main Dealers for
Ludwig, Trixon, Slingerlond

crash. all Avedis
Premier " C " she..

Bobby

AuTHomega DEALER

STOCK & CHAPMAN LTD.

20 inch rivet, 14
Inch
inch hhhals and 602 16
ZIldjtan
are

MARGARET WITHERS
THE MUSIC SHOP

25 Ilford Lane. Ilford. Essex
01-978 2712/0952

EAST ANGLIA

Bender& Selmer

with /2 inch
he.,drum, 13 inch inch 9 x 111011
16
small slim -Ism, IA
14
inch large tom -um and My
5 inch snare drum.
inch

Beck.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

42a Park Rood

DERBY.

MANCHESTER,

Agent

Authorned

RECORDS

101 Normanton Road

E. SMEDLEY
& SONS

verything
experience

LIMITED

BILLINGTON

!fernierRIBED

Tel 22500
ALFRED MOORE LTD.
26 North Parade, Bradford

In

11-emier Agent

GEORGE TRUELEIN

AUTHoLER

Tel. 22222
29 Ridley Place
Newcastle upon Tyne

93 Oxford Rood

NORTHERN ENGLAND

Eel. Southampton 24827/22624

23 Whitehort Street

17 PRINTING OFFICE STREET
DONCASTER 3248
for all musical instruments
and accessones

LEN FROBISHER

PERCY PRIOR
Authorised

Delmer

1

"The Centre of MuSIC"
2715 Souchieholl Street
GLASGOW

Above BO, SOUTHAMPTON

London stock

131 Queensway
Bletchley, Bucks.

sington.
Ludwig kit.

20, 24 Church Street

27-31 Queen Victor. Street

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

2844

Nichol. Tompkins,

American

10 Castle Street, DUDLEY
Tel. DUDLEY 53674

THE DRUM CENTRE
OF THE NORTH

FULL RANGE OF ALL

Buckinghamshire's Muse,
Instrument Shop wsth o

Yuman by appointment

LTD.

ABERDEEN (29230)

CARLSBRO
SELMER

(MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS) LTD.

all percussion accessories

JAMES STANTON b SONS

VOIrTHIARVIrILL

T:LZVIGHT

Tel

8"'E'cluc'arldion'ar=leMom

239 GEORGE STREET

ELECTRONIC ORGANS

I. & T. MARSHALL

CHESTERFIELD 1957

for PREMIER AJAX TRIXON

(MUSIC LTD.)

As, used !fernier Agehr

SHANK:N,

JIMandBECKET
3 Gibbs Rood

Your stockists for

27, 29, 62 Stanley Street
Lancashire's Leading Musical
Instrument Dealer

HARRY LORD

ARGENTS

Aranomee /6//lefer Agent

Slingeriand, Ludwig, Premier
Autocrat, Olympic and

RI NGWAY MUSIC
DRUM CENTRE

LIVERPOOL I. Tel. CEN 1918

For everything musical

HUDSON'S

Agent

In loch everything from
mouth eudon
o church bell

Nut forgetting our tremendous

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

N. E. READ

;tore for the best selection
lf Drums, etc., in the area

All /coding makes of
Orchestral Instruments

86 Nortbdown Rood
CLIFTONVILLE, Norge,.
Kent. Tel Thonet 23205

Tel. 09-082 5487

(Tel. 2318)
35

Musa Shot,

Aohou.d !fender Agent

MIDDLESBROUGH

BOOSEY & HAWKES

KENNARD
AND SONS LTD

17 Connon Street
BIRMINGHAM 2
"Elsrmsnahom's Favourite

MUSIC STORE

*

*

KAY WESTWORTH'S

THE MUSIC CENTRE
3 Market Holl Buildings

W. arm,. a

4

ond 40o Stockwell Gate
MANSFIELD. Tel. 21103

Tel. MIDLAND 9043

Come of and browse around
ow

reusu

90onstteld

Centre '

does Aynsley
use, how long

Mother
has he been playing, did he
he
take lesson., how does

-

MELODY HOUSE

RAE, MACINTOSH

39 George Street
EDINBURGH 2

,

HARDY SMITH

CARLISLE

Tel DOU 8958

I [HOME COUNTIES

IIAr kll

his drums, what hands
and who
has he played with,drummers?
are his favourite
Nen.

Continued

149-151 BOTCHERGATE

CLAS(...0Vv, C 2

MIDLANDS

himself drumming
Lune

dealer
local
and
playing-see
your
For expert advice on purchasing
SCOTLAND

Aynsley taught

1968

58 Wellington Place
BELFAST. Tel. 32991

All Drummers requirements
catered for

SNARE
0
METHOD by Benjamin PiDRUM
ski. Drum solo possages,'d'.3:
Ampler for bass and snore
drip
analysis of tympani
TALKING'"'t "ORUNS by Ed Thig
pen.
Comprehensive
id
bulit un the personal meth
succ:ss

of an all.round jazz drumlin:I.

Luallialar. 2.
of

Amlilnagspwertttsn

kpbni,3311.1noltlY.tioa:y" d";:117.

Feldnmn, Ito.
DRUM TUTOR by Haydn Jack
sLan. Basic techniques and guide
krgiln Piaying. BD and
6s,

BRIAN PICKLES
("PALACE" THEATRE)

Progreuivo Drum Tuition

Phone 01-504 9417

N
Beginners/Advanced

DRUM TUITI
PETERBOITA

I

LLOYD RYAN

per how

23

SIR 4306

VAN

LEARNING AN INSTRUMENT/
THEN YOU NEED

MUSIC-MINUS -ONE
ACCOMPANIMENT RECORDS

This fabulous record series
*natal
you to practice at hems with tap"
t
12 inch L.steP.Recordartists Mut store

feu-Saxes, Era.,. Clarinet

Flu.,

semi S.A.E.

Drum,
nee to Inlidetails,

Bill Lewington Ltd.
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
164SHAFIESIURYMI.,W.C.I. tor an.

March 16, 19118--Patre
MAKER,
MELODY

BOBBY ORR chooses his

.

17

. .

DRUMMING DOZEN
E

had

you

pick

to

a

"dozen of the best" on

/

I

1

ymt choose'.

r

[and one more for luck]

I.

the drum scene, who would

we put the question to nesBobby Orr, Scots -born
gr ocer

and trumpeter who

d rummer

first took up
age of nine,

whens at the
he played

w

with the local Pipe Band in
Csmbuslang.
Heres Bobby personal list
drum greats. "1
of all-time

RICH
BLAKEY/BUDDY
MORELLO/ART
KENNY CLARKE/MAX ROACH/SONNY PAYNE/LOUIE BELLSON/JOE

than thir-

makl choose more

TA.F.4

teen," he says. "But these
will do for a start. Listen

if you want to

these men

to

what drumming is all

loam

about"
CLARKE
A
KENNY
4,
pioneer drummer of the bebop
era who can still set the pace
and
drive.
technique
for
IThough Kenny today plays
with his own trio, I still think

of him es

a

big band rather

band drummer. I
first heard him with Dizzy
than small

Gillespie's big hand and al& ways remember the terrific
ir pulse and excitement he gen-

erated. The way he drove that

hand was something else!

By contrast, Kenny showed
he
when
versatility
hor
worked with the Modern Jazz
Quartet. He produced a beautifully relaxed sound from
the
top cymbal with
his
NUQ.

0 MAX

ROACH.
who
veteran,

hop

Another
was

PHIL SEAMAN/KENNY CLARE/TONY CROMBIE/MEL LEWIS/STAN LEVEY/GENE KRUPA
faster and cleaner than arty actually influenced by Kenny
with Basle of "Old Man
one's. He gets such a clean
Clarke. The distinctive feat"
the snare drum.
sound
from
see of Max's playing is that
Undoubt.
RUDDY RICH.
He can come up to a thunder
he makes the drums sound
to ly the Daddy of them all.
when playing with a big band
very musical. Ile creates such
the context of drummers,
whisper
-then down to a But
variety of tonal patterns.
Rich comes into the same
his
when he wants to.
he almost makes them speak.
"genius" category as Art
piaying Is still as accurateOf all the drummers, he
Tatum with pianists and
perfect is the word-as ever.
gets the best sound out of the
Diougo Reinhardt with guitarhums.
LOUIE BELLSON. Another
fists.
brilliant drummer in similar
SONNY PAYNE. Another
For technique alone, Rich
vein to Buddy. But Louis is
hig-band drummer whose ex is streets ahead of anyone
also a very fine composer and
rising style was showcased
else. If you visualise him as
arranger, and demonstrated
with the Count Basie Orchesbcing on lop of the talent
this-and his drum technique
ladder, then you would have
tra. Sonny seems to throw his
-when he was with Duke
whole body and every ounce
to descend several steps beEllington and featured on
fore you came to the best of
of energy into his playing.
"Hawk Talks" and "Skin
I'll never forget his show - the remaining drummers.
Deep."
stopping solo performance
Buddy Rich's technique is

JOE

-

MORELLO.

with big

Worked
included

Stan Kenton-but will always
he identified as a small band
drummer because of his out-

standing work with Dave Brubeck. A great technician and
master of complex rhythms,

ranging from the simple 3/4
to 5/4 and 7/4.
He is a master at playing

awkward
tremendous solos
time signatures. He has a
fabulous left-hand.
ART BLAKEY. A veteran of

the drum scene whose work
dates hack to Fletcher Hen-

first met him when
I was touring the States with

derson. I

the Vic Lewis Orchestra. Art

in
was at the Cafe Bohemia
Greenwich Village, and I sat
in with his group and Max
Roach.
Art is a very forceful
player, and generates a true

African" drum sound.
CLARE. Kenny
KENNYcriticised
by some
has been

because he has been such a
devoted student of Buddy
Rich. On the contrary,. he is
to be admired for setting his
sights so high. I've listened
to Kenny's work a lot, and

he is such a hard worker he
gets better and better all the

time.

PHIL SEAMEN. Certainly

of our most dedicated
drummers. And one of the
best ja7.7. drummers Britain
has produced,
haTONY CROMBIE. Tony
wonderful gift for
s
a
hrasing. Probably because
he also plays piano. As Tony
one

would himself admit, he has
not got a great orthodox technique, but )ust the same he is
a very exciting drummer.
LEWIS.
MEL
former member of

Another

the

Stan

very
able to
generate a tremendous swing
Kenton
creative

Orchestra.
drummer

A

with a fine pulse on the top
cymbal and a grand thick
tone that cuts right through
the hand.

the book" turn

. play by

up

Don't let the
purists bug you!

at teday'e Pon Peronists-most
of w hom hold
cussi
their sticks like a knife and
fork and similarly violate all
the elementary rules.
Melody Maker Pollrider
thew noses

Ronnie Stephenson, a pro since

seventeen. was " legitimately "
taught, has been through the
hard grind of one-night gigs,

variety dates and ballroom cir.
cults and is nowadays a much in -demand sass on
of
Just the sort
might
musician. one

working

think, to

point the finger of scorn at the
hesitant offer is of many Pon
hays.

Hot

a

plenty

bit of it.
of
good

drummersre

around on the pop scene," says
Ronnie. " Men like Hitch Mitchell, with Jimi Hendrix, and
Jon Wiseman, who was with
Fame.
" Both have excellent
show
a
niques
and
Georgie

techgreat

interest in jar. and music other
than pop. These men can read.
If there are failings among
some pop drummers, it bolls
down to the
that so few
M them can read a part on
ight. These days, it really is

mallet to read.

But reading fluently

is

just

matter of experience, or
epelitive playing.
This waY,
recognise whore
You
get to

phrases rather than individual
notes.
" Technique is another mat.
ter. There's no substitute for
fast reading. but players can
adapt their own techniquesand they don't necessarily have
to be orthodox.
" For instance, the purists
say there is an orthodox way
to hold the sticks-as In military fashion.
" Through a lack of good
tuition, a lot of today's Pop
players have developed their
own technique. I don't knock
this,
think it Is good. But
It is advisable to go to a good
teacher Initially, to avoid de I

ve.loping bad habits.
' But It's rubbish for anyone
to say that If you don't use an
technique

orthodox

you

can't

Pi?.Y, tars t.

is wise Veh:4"9:00%"9*Mn:
d
h
the ry
9
many before even starting to
I

'

play drums.
"There was a time when a
drummer could get by without
reading music. Not today. He
usihas to be as much of a
memberm
of
cian as any other
the band.
' One of my big regrets Is
that I have not had the time to
study harmony. The later you
leave it, the harder it is to
started out, it was
"Womb
to buy dodgy stuff through
k
of advice.
You
hary
hard way by having

learned
to sell

your useless kit at a hopeless
price and have the additional
expense of starting all over

((

(

again.
Nowadays,

youngsters

the

have a better chance of getting
a
good buy, for there are at
least a dozen rnakes of drum
kit to choose from-both British

American-all

and

are good,

or

which

" Remember, a drum sound
is only as good as the man
behind It. If I played Jackie
Dougan's kit, say, I d still get
my sound-and vice versa. A

man like Buddy Rich could
play the biggest lead et old
rubbish, and still make It

1-1.

t

sound marvellous.

*411

" So youve got your savings
or cheque -book ready - and
want to know what to buy?
Before you hand over a penny,
go to a drummer you know or

I

admire

1

* MUCKY

CREME

for Specialised Personal

DRUM TUITION
Beginners to advanced

pupils
41 The High
Streatham High Road
London, S.W.16
StReatham 2702

" If

There's

(AGENTS)

Better still,
take another drummer with you
s:a yth:tt

doubt,

common

a

ask

In

your

alliance

drummers - more so
than with many musicians.
They're always talking about
gear
their
and
technique.

each other.

BIG BEAT

"

Now

pree:

for

the

spending

' Start with a snare drum
and stand. A good snare drum
costs about L25. For that you

should get a new British one or
a second-hand American model.
Stand Is about is. Sticks are

KAT KIT

DRUM OUTFIT

around 105. nd Ll should get
you a good pair of brushes.
" Now, you can graduate to

Plos. to yoor rovovoto sloe vv.

ord or moo- form You
own g

fully we
11., Snare Drum in
...dam sparkle finish 10in
cymbal fully ad
hnlable and chrome-plohrd
wobble
stand and cymbal arm fult

drum,
drum pedal.
bass

Ovitii torowsw.,

old

pedal:

pay

at

A pedal gets en awful
lot of work and is worth a good

least CS.

outlay.

Cymbal,

anything
between 16 inch or 20 inch, and
Top

on

glee

stand or cymbal post to
the bass drum.

no

Here, the

you

whiled

n

y h ea n

airs%

the tone, which always sounds
different at a range.
"Tom-toms: If you're using
a
20 inch
bass drum, you'll
need two tom-toms. One 12 inch
inch, th e oer
th 15 Inch x
05 inch.
If It's a 22 inch bass
drum, it's more usual to use
13 Inch
9 inch and 16 Inch
x 16 inch torn.loms."

STAN LEVEY. Yet another
Kenton man. I collected a lot
of the early Kenton records,
and

Stan

Levey

PIKE

11

GM

.1,110

Moneyho4 GYM .1.0

N. BERRY & SONS LTD.

Dept. MM, 14 City Road, London, E.C.I
Es,. 1866
MON 1784

Hi -hat

and

bass

" Bass drum: about
- L30
(again, new British or secondhand
American).
Size:
not
more than 22 Inch. I'm using

drum for
studio work, but for outside
work, a 20 Inch or 22 inch
an

1e

Inch

ton ensemble.

One tends, on this score,
to categorise Stan Levey as
a big -hand drummer, but he
came to Britain with Peggy
Lee and was a member of the
group backing her at London's
Pigalle. When necessary, he
could play in a whisper.

GENE KRUPA. The roan
who started it all off! Gene
was virtually the first of the
showman drummers-at least,
where the world jazz public
was concerned. But he had
the technique to go with the
fireworks-even though he
would sound a bit dated by
today's standards.

The
BUDDY RICH

Inam
TAKE IT AWAY
vde one

Away We Go
Machine
The Rotten Kid
New Blues
Something For Willie
Standing Up In A Hammock

ae two

Chicago
Luv
I Can't Get Started
DGroupiabotuSshot
LBL, LBS83090E

bass

gives more volume.
" And stick to plastic heads.

These dys, they are very good
and keep to a more consistent

deserves

credit for the drive he generated with that wonderful Ken-

And are always willing to help

HAVE FUN..with this

rushes

in

but Wsrth it

arnong

SURREY

sate Rhythm
Shcits

ef'hde

drummer friend about this, too.

Send for Leaflet

WOODMANST RNE

a

for loosens,
the end.

Beat Donee Orchestral Military

STENTOR MUSIC CO. LTD.

find
you Ilse

you may have to
travel to one of thweig cities
Provinces,

Fantastic Stick Retponse
Instant Brush Pick-up
English, American, Continental
All sizes

Obtainable from your dealer.

advice.

ask

me cloned.

I

THE ULTRA -MODERN PRODUCT
Precision Moulded by exclusive scientific process

Every

his

and

Don't steam ahead on your own
and make the sort of mistakes

DRUM HEADS
purpose - Mee

the one you like.

I

1

BUFFALO PLASTIC

" Bass drum

a

rng,
put
that has a
them all on stands, and pick

f.254.30, and you can get British.
2ildjian or Swiss ones. Size:
inch.

necessarily

" You can spend hours going
through even the very best
Always go to a shed

tension than Calf heads.
" Get the best hi -hat cymbals
you can afford. Cost: between
10

not

ferent notes.

SAY RONNIE STEPHENSON

"There a

Is

guarantee the cymbal will be
what you want. Look for one
that has as little undertone as
possible. The tone has to be
lively and bright but without
many low harmonics: you went
a pure tone rather than Mona
that produces three or four dif-

who

PURISTS

°RUH

NARY

price

Liberty Records
Limited
11 Albemarle
Street. London W1

PM. IS-MEL(IDY MAKIN, March IN

196a

POP LPs

HMV JUN 1100011111
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British
jazz worth
shouting about

Move

REVIEWERS: BOB DAWBARN, BOB HOUSTON, JACK HUTTON, MAI JONES

out. of the wonders

A

With

I

There
Please;
Srlueete Me;
Will Never Be Another

The Shadow Of YourSmile;
SR

,

an album which is consistently

aleevenote, "uses the whole
language of Jazz,"
In its leaders, it has two
of the finest soloists In cur-

satisfying and often brilliant;
throughout Dave Green and

Trevor Tomkin play their roles
superbly, equal to every call

rent jazz, Rendell. the veteran,
better than ever and
playing
njoying an artistic peak
which all his admirers know
he must reach s ometime: Carr,
the dynamo of the group, finally marshalling his talents as

(dig

Green's

solo

bass

on

Marigolds").
A great group, who get het.
ter with every record and
with every week, n group that
British jazurz can be proud of

having ntured,

soloist and composer to the
point where, with Rendoll.
they make up a formidable

-

B.H.

Wood Green. (Colombia
6213.1
Welsh lhati, Ray Williams
(tr.), John. Barnes Mont
aIto), Al Goy (MN, Fred
(ono), Ronnie Rae (bass), Jim

which builds a good
dsivenessof excitement.
degree
He has a slightly unsettling

Dangles igtri, Lennie Hastings
Ida/. November 15. 1967.

effect on Stitt, who tries to
prove he can he just as up-

Fchnburan

to-date as his guest and succeeds in proving that every
musician should stick to his
own thing.
Rufus Harley is en adequate

THIS is

not in
Stites class, and his bagpipes

sonnel

player,

sax
are

a

come

Alex Welsh band. Thanks
to a largely unchanged per-

after

more than a couple of chor-

team

ter the tempo or arrangement.
This could lead to boredom,

uses.

No stars

SONNY

the title implies, this is
the group's third album, and
it illustrates how all five men
.5,

STITT

refuse to stand back and gloat
over past actracks ants. Each
of the five
is a gem.

SONNY
STITT:
Wild... Deuces Wild

-

Tole where there are no stars

lb); Nom' The
(Atlantic 3004.1

excellent solos.

"Crary Jane"

and "Les
Nelges D'Antan " are Carr
cronpositions; Rendell contributed, "On!" and " Bath

stylishly, manipulating the
time changes skilfully.
" D'Antan " is a pensive ballad with a controlled Carr

solo, but the piece de resistance of the album is Carrick's
"Black Marigolds." A starkly
wetting snatch of a theme,
Garrick and Bendel! (on soprano) build walls of atmosphere with a great soprano

solo from Don which just
stays this side of frenzy for
perhaps his most impressive

moment on record to date.
These are the highlights of

Mum

(dial.

Billy

(orgonl,

Mosby

fial
os
Ken

MY

lc).

-

to)

James

plus

Robin

fro (alto,
(alto, sop).

(c)

the

orientated blues" which Carr
and
/tendril soar through

to),

(0) -Stitt ltnr, olio), Witmer

Sheba," while Garrick wrote

On !" is the simplest of
the tracks, with Carr taking
a confident solo which bristles
with ideas; "Jane" is a " dis-

"Deuces

Fool.. Heart (o), Blues Ahead
(al. Sithite In With Stitt Rik
In The Boo thil: Me 're You

Just beautifully integrated
Performances garnished with

Changes

than
B.D.

sustained

listening.

-

hut the Welsh musicians are
skilled

to)

otos

Rufus

Nader (Ina, bogp,c,rsi

FOR one, won't shed any
1. tears when the sax -organ
sound goes out of fashion.
Wilmer Mosby, on this set, is
o

reasonable

couldn't

organist,

but

thinking
throughout the LP how much
I

help

better it would all have sounded with piano and bass.
The first four tracks, which
make up Side One, are all by
the Stitt trio with " Foolish
Heart," the only ballad, the

least successful largely because of the cinema organ
chordings behind the tenor.

Things are better on the three
faster tracks.
Robin Kenyalta sits in for
the next two tracks. He has
the shrill tone, on both alto
and soprano, of so many of
the contemporary school, but
he has a good commend of
his instrument and an aggres-

of the
trumpet players In the world
laf
Proor,
any
Is
needed, Is again vailab on

McLEAN:

"New

bonist of world class.
facility is impressive

-

has heat, ingenuity, entertainment and always swing.
Johnny Barnes is not far behind, especially on baritone.

Kenny Burrell - and it's an
amiable session. True there
is little new. But Mere Is

He plays a tour de force on

"There
Will
Never
Be
Another You," always thrust-

something
rewarding
and
comforting
about
hearing
skilled practitMners

parading their jazz maturity
and eschewing gimmicks and
the temptatio% to cut each
other with flashy effects. The
warmth of this kind of Jazz
radiates from every track.
Apart from the Clayton originals. " Squeeze Me " and
Bailln. The lack
are in.
eluded. Highly recommended
to mainstream fanclers.-J.H.

Mclean (alto), Ornette Cole-

man IMO, Lamont Johnston

I

best of the beautiful melody

and, with a neat change from

F to Ab at the end, hits a

flag -flying finale.

Every member of the band
plays at peak form and great
strength comes from the four piece front line and intelligent
arrangemets.
The

two

BLUES

COLLECTION

ficent mainsteam

DON'T MISS IT

JACKIE McLEAN

missed.

affair of more than 21 minutes

Whatever,

he

and

still combined
McLean have
produce an enjoyable set
have
could
been
which
momentous.
The Coleman trumpet technique, a suhe: of much
controversy, his fir.ecenr ifiLoLedn
steadry, as
proved. Here he holds
concert Pin
the melody state his own
occasionally his
alto,
McLean's free.
with
jousts
the joyous
particularly, on
an
O"Pvi."
Old
wheeling
p"...fiVrevro.
Coleman
excellet
that he's gut

altoist
shows his debt to Ornette, not
so much in what he plays but
in his attitude. Ornette tootles
manfully, often making up for
a deficiency in technique with
some auditions ideas.
Here

sections.

Ornette's two tunes, "Gospel" and "Strange" produce
the most satisfying music of
the album. " Strange" has an
assertive solo from McLean,
his most typical of the album,
and both hornmen have a
good romp with "Gospel'
Lamont

wagingrs7U('''
McLean
by
s

SEE

eltinke7

see

the

Johnson

is

first pianist to go into

the
a re -

.

.

RECORD CENTRE
ASMAN'S
JAMES
(Car MANCH)
OritSITe,.!, leAffn:la
a

ci

Dae .nag"°004

fit FOR tiSIS -

MANCE
Ornette

3, Cementite St, elthettegeN.

I.I.S. Telephone 01.1.3ant
ANON

lam,

D.. E.C.5 isms row Prefeww.)

Both these, and the sprightly

" Run 'Ern," well accompanied
by Taylor and Thompson, are
originals. The first side of
this pleasant trio album is
brought to a close with a delicate treatment of "Falling For

DAVID

NEWMAN

Minnie,

JUNIOR

a

which

lal:

Foiling

(b):

I'm
For
You (c); St James Infirmary
(c); Harlem Lullaby (b); Run
'Ern Around (c), Whoteort Be-

comes Of The Broken-Hed

(Atlantic 14791.
Manta
pno,
harpsicho.
with la)
Gene Teel. (boss(.
Ray Lucas (drs). lb) - Bab
Cunningham (boss), Alan Daw-

VerY

-(

-

(drs).

son

A Wornon, House Of Dowd;
Blue New, The Holy Land, (At-

lantic 1459.1
Newman (tnr, flute), Koala
(organ), Tad Dunbar

tor), Milt Tamer Idrsl.
FATHEAD NEWMAN, as he

used to be known with
Ray Charles, has been away

from the record studios for
several years, living mostly
around his home town of
Dallas, Texas.

stye return with this quartet
set, which shows him to have
into

developed

(best known is " Peepin. And
Hldin. " which Is " Baby
What You Want Me To Do ").
But this Is hardly a disadvannag in the case of Jimmy,
who mores for the individu.
Ili) t his ontamearare but

On this new album, Mance

than
Reed

have

been

changed

practice.

works

harpsichord

for

"Cootin '"
and "St James" and avoids
Uptown,"

some of the pitfalls usually
associated with it. though he

inventiveness. The
harmonise
screeches

British Standard Time
FRIDAY (15)

some

p.m.

(with Al Duncan on drums)
although the muelcians hardly

To Nash stile
(Fri,
Mon.Thurs).
7.0
H2: Jan Rend, 1.23 U: Shirley

One good

Ez

as

rapport M times.

point is the pre -

sense of
of piano on "Buy Me
A
Dog," "t Want
Ramble" and " Peppin'." Ye
It
adds fullness to the rhythm
section and a certain character to the music. An unusual
track
IS
. Dedication," a
talking, pint, Mibute to
Snrnigi :oynnnWillninawinson

which

slantsharp-blawInat.J."

less

startling

4.5

1501

Nat
Maynard

Bassey,

King Cole, 1.50
Ferguson, Kurt

EdelhagOrk.
en
11.10 T: Marilyn

Nan. 12.0 T: Buddy Rich
his Rand. 12.5 a.m. BI and and
2:
Jazz At Night
(Wes Nenly

pry,

bhnson

Pauls

Stoney

°.-^d,
Bethel,

SATURDAY (1k)
12.0
mn B): Jan Record
Requests (Steve Race), 2,0 p.m.

The

single.

a

Move's

strength lies in their instantly

and
melodies
remembered
anarchic lyriu plus uninhibited, zestful performances.

The material here ranges,from

the delightful "Herr We Go
Round The Lemon Tree," with
it's discreet use of a string
quartet, to the big brass and
strings climax of - Cherry
Blossom Clinic " via a nod to
the Rock Revival with "
Grandma," and the off-beatHe
singing of Bev Bevan on

"Zing." An excellent album
also
includes their
which
single hits, " Flowers In The
Rain" and " Fire Brigade."
" Wild
BOYS:
BEACH
Honey" (Capitol). Slightly
better than the basically disppointing "Smiley Smile,"
but it seems that Brian Wilson's muse has taken a vacation since " Pet Sounds " and
the Beach Boys are marking

on

Darlin'."
NANCY SINATRA: "Mavis.'
With Nancy" (Reprise). Great
album. Nancy gets better all
the time. One of the sexiest
voices

showbiz

in

teamed

here with happening backings

and singing great song. She
teams up on some numbers

with

Lee

Hazlewood

(great),

Dun Martin (hrnnn) and father
Frank (uh, uh). But she's best
all by her little self. Includes
"1 Gotta Get Out Of This
Town," "Who Will Buy,"
"Things," "Jackson," and
" What'd I Say."

NAT KING COLE: "The

Beautiful Ballads" (Capitol).
Nat Cole was magnificent singing all songs but especially so
on beautiful ballads. So no

Cole fan can afford to miss
this

collection. never before
available on an album. Songs

include "Felicia,' "Mamie,"
"A Fool Was I," " If 1 Knew."

There are blues and blues}'
themes and plenty of the
hard, stomping modern playing .which the sleeve note tells

Tony Lavello.

Land," etc).

But there am ballads and
even a nifty fluted blues
("Miss Minnie") to change
the mood and texture of the
music. And a wispily expressive interpretation of Dylan's
" JustLthe " makes a quite

surprising contrast to the
" One Room Paradise " kind
of contemporary beat stuff.

The title tune may remind

larity ends with. the name.
"Blue New" is a Newman

more imaginative tracks.
The other players furnish a
few solos and contribute to a
well -knit overall sound which
never deteriorates into common or garden " funk." Maybe
it isn't exceptional jazz, but
it would sound great in the
local club
M.J.

and " When It's Summer." Arrangers include
michael, Nelson

Ralph CarRiddle and

KIKI DEE (Fontana). Kiki

told us she didn't dig this
collection of her work be-

cause of the age of some of
the

tracks. Why, we don't
know because she sings very
well on every one. It's tragic
that Kiki hasn't had big sue.
cess
she certainly deserves
it. A great voice and a real
sense of drama in projecting a
song. Among her best performances here
"Excuse Me."
" Sunshine," " I Dig You
Baby," " Don't Destroy Me."

-

-

FRANCIS A. AND EDWARD K. (Reprise). Surely

jazz record, some will ask. To
usit's pop, and not all that
good pop at that when Frank
Sinatra teams up with
Duke Ellington band. The the
band

loses its identity on many of
the tracks and sounds
like
any other Sinatra accompanying orchestra. Sinatra sings

well but not as well as he has
done on recent albums,
are highlights - on There
tracks
like " Poor Butter"
Indian SumButterflyh".tainhde
great teaming up didn't really

it

pays
Other sides - "I

come off.

Sunrise,"

The

Like

Corne

Sunny " and
Back To Me.
" All I Need Is The Girl."

WANDA JACKSON: "You'll
My
Have
Love"
Always
(Capitol). The plummy voice
of Miss Jackson and the
whining accompaniment from

Party Timers will

send
into es.

the

many country fans
staSy. They, then, should buy

this. Others shouldn't bother.
Titles include " You'll Al ways Have My Love," " Memory Maker," " I'd Like To
Help You Out." "Famous Last
Words. -

THE

&

BROTHER

BIG

HOLDING COMPANY (FonAnother

tana).

ex-

massive

ample of West Coast group

bluespowerful,
oaked album spearheaded by
the fine tutting edge of voca-

power,

list Janis Joplin's voice.
James

and

Andrew

Sam

Gurley

IgtrsL Peter Albin (bass) and
(drs)

Getz

David

it

keep

pretty simple, but driving, in
the background as Janis belts
out " Women Is Losers" and
Moondog's "All Is Loneslines." a hypnotic track which
is the best of the ten. And
Miss Joplin is a better in the
good old tradition, a joy to
hear as is every track. In " Caterpillar,"
are
eluded
"Bye Bye Baby," "Blindman "
and ' Easy Rider."

BELL'S CELLAR OF SOUL,

-

(Bell). Quite a line up
for soul fanciers
Mighty
VOL

I

Sam, Betty Harris, The Ovations, James Carr, Diamond
Joe, Gladys Knight and The
Pips, Benny Spellman, Jimmy

Radcliffe, Curly Moore, Chi -

ford Curry and Barbara Perry.

Our pick is Betty Harris with
" What'd I Do Wrong" and
Mighty Sam's "In The Same
Old WOO." With 16 soulful

tracks you can't go wrong.
THE TEMPTATIONS: "In
A Mellow Mood" (Tamla Motown). The Temptations get
a good feeling going on most
of these tracks but it's marred
by some way out of tune lead
singing especially on " Who
Can

Turn To" and " What

I

Now My Love." Pity because
it spoils the album. But you
just can't ignore it. Also included "Hello Young Lovers,"
"The
Impossible
Dream"
and "That's Life."

NICE: "The Thoughts

Of

Emerlist
Davjack
(Immediate). Exciting, original and
creative, Nice are one of
Britain's hest playing groups,

and their first album successfully captures the musical ingredients that make them so

rewarding live. Nice have their
faults. Their greatest weakness
is in tho vocal department,
while as far as Popcommerciality is concerned they may
have

hard

job

breaking
through to a wider public.
Their strength is in their
original materal, lyrics, ara

rangernents, improvising

ability and sheer musical talent. There are interesting experiments with electronic and
percussive

effects

hut the

most Important ingredient is
sheer
music, drawn from jazz,
classical and pop inspirations,
often
raw,
but
always
atisfying_

KAI WARNER

AND ORCHESTRA: SINGERS
Together" (Polydor). "Happy
you
like to sing along withIfclear
voiced

vocal groups, here you
go.
Get your tonsils 'lb°
" Show
Way
Home." " I Thid..
Wonder Who's
Kissing
Her Now." " Something Stupid"
Only
Have Eyes For You."

by CHRIS HAYES
Radio Jars magazine. 4.2
Jazz. 8.35 6: Jazz. 10.35
Pop

F12:

9:

d Jazz,
Al: Prim Hive New Orleans.15Jazz
U.50
T: Buddy de Franco and Glenn
Hiller Orli1. 12.0 T: John Col.
Mane. 12.0 a.m. 6: Doctor
bhy

lentime.

Pale

Artie
Shaw). 12.35 J: All That Jazz
(Fri., Mon.-Thurs.),

as

than Getz's, though.
From the tunes chosen you
can see that this is more than
just another
soul " organ -

RADIO JAZZ

softly an " Cousin Peaches,"
" Don't Press Tsar Luck,"

of the other tracks, and the
rhythm is as solid n usual

on

"The

Its

" Ain't No Time " a.

restrained

blues; "Holy Land
is a
Cedar
Walton composition
and one of the LP's longer and

see

feeling and beat but showing
his awareness of current jazz

names

a

and melodic tenor player with
are

of the 13 tracks

ve any one
haould

He makes a mildly impres-

playing richly melodic piano
full of Old-time barrelhouse

to

good

IT'S

(boss). Bobby

n't rep nnnnnn him at his bast.
Much of the material here
sounds familiar, though the

way SL10211), though It does-

Like

Junior

Tadylor

Thomason (rs).

den's,

Just

older collectors of Henderson's
excellent 1931 "House Of
David Blues," but the simi-

(C)

Pleesing

Is

"Harlem

IC). (Atlantic 1979.1
That
Mellow
Feeling

(c).

has

MANCE:

=

Most

" Thing Or
Two." " Here Comes The
Night" and their current hit

One Room Paradise, Little 5.s
Miss

(Regal

their first LP and the results

Occasionally

DAVID NEWMAN: "Haase
Of David." i Wish You Love,
ter;

Zono1 phone). The Move have
taken their time in releasing

rFHE MOVE

time. Nothing here to make
your hair stand on end, like
"Good Vibrations" or "God
Only Knows," and on " Aren't
You Glad " and " A Thing Or
Two" there's a distinct similarity to some of the Kinks'
stuff! Flashes of the old form

us is the typical Texas tenor
sound (" Little Sister." "Holy

Mance back in the record
lists. He is a real jazz pianist,

and

WHY ALL LONDON SHOPS AT

form on "Harlem."

and -tenor album.

and Need addicts
should be fairly well salts.
lied wlih his second Elluesway
set, SOULIN' (Stateside Blues you

which breaks down into four

tured in his most emotional

a tone almost Getzian in its
lean, edgy quality. Ideas and

JUNIOR

mixture of rural and city In.
nuances. You like it a lot or

instruments and that he didn't
after all play any alto seems
to me to be an opportunity

instrument, he injects both a
Latin and churchy flavour into
" Mellow Feeling." and is cap-

technique

laxed,

Ornette
was
sieevenote.
willing to play any of his

only quibble is that
fresher numbers might

have been substituted for the
hackneyed " I Got Rhythm "
and the tear -up twelve bar
" Wood Green."
But the playing is muni-

personal style, simple and re-

According to Nat Hentoff's

More

recorded.
Reminiscent
of Hackett, but hotter, and
Berigran, he brings out the

NEXT WEEK
BUILDING
UP A

JImmY Reed

somewhat.

One

ever

-

rrHE idea of teaming McLean
and Coleman is a tantalising one, but when Ornette
sticks to trumpet for the whole
album it loses its attraction

Back on piano, his natural

great

Chance " is the best solo he's

with pianos. Higgins, as usual,
drums superbly, and altogether
this is an interesting and very
enjoyable set,
B.H.

ixinnon.n.Sflt,f), Halt (boss), BON

"lust

Alex's

difference, despite Coleman's
known aversion to working

BST 131262).

to

growling

ing and
effect.

since Bill Evans on the "Jazz
Abstractions" album, but his
presence seems to make little

Inevitable End, Old GospN,
Strange As It Seems (glue Note

technique which
too far and hammer the
senses. as sometimes happens
with this instrument.
effective
most
his
But
" plucking " is done on - Uptown," a very funky piece of
in
Mance material which has,perthis rocking triple -time
formance, the attractiveness of
a bit of good contemporary
soul jazz by, say. Jimmy
Smith. It's a moving waltz,
sure enough.

His

but,
more than that, his solo work

the reissue BUCK 'N' THE
BLUES
(Fontana
Vanguaonrd
Flt..007). Hera Buck is amg
friends
Vic Dickenson
Earle Warren
Hank Janes,'
Aaron Bell, 3o Jones and

cording studio with

And Old Gospel." Lifeline, Ofl
spring, Midway. Verrixone; The

seems to run short of creative ideas on the four-andoc
half minute blues, " Cootin'."
He explores " St lames"
blues
with a rolling. trilling
doesn't go

Roy Williams. now a trom-

Tantalising team
JACKIE

and,

be familiar, their solo explorations always impart
gleaming new ut.
Star soloist is undoubtedly

so-called Ismail stream

best

exciting

and

though the frameworks may

W Buck Clayton

for examples of small band

insinuatingly memorable
" Black Marigolds...

To sum up, this is one of
those records that makes better party Jumping about music

,1

years,

some

over

they have reached a maturity of sound and style which
is always constant, no mat-

gimmick than can be.
horrific

far the best

by

album produced by the

though

pretty

His

And

Welsh

ANs

Band:. II Don't Mann A Thing.
Just One More Chance;
Got
Rhythm, You've Changed; Just

Randall (Ito, sop, fit Ian Carr (tut, flugell, Michael
Tomkin (drs).
Garrick (ono), Dave Green (bassi. T

peter Ian Cart says on the

WELSH: "At Home

ALEX

time and

CARR

RENDELL

WELSH

Marigolds 1Columbia SX6214).

of British jazz, a Marvel thusly fluid group, devoid of
any dogma, which, as Crum.

their

Li -

DON RENDELL-IAN CARR QUINTET: "Phase III."
Crary Jane, On'; Les Nolges D'Atan, Bath Sheba; Black

Tiff Rendell-Carr Quintet
is

take

SUNDAY (17)
REV

SPholr',

t1.0'

511:"The

Jazz
Scene (Humph. Paler
Clayton,
Vase? L eeeee Charles Fox) 1.5
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Jan.
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SHIRLEY COLLINS
INCREDIBLE STRING BAND

Ride tracks, a got.
pet -tinged section from an
item that takes up 12j minutes of the new album. "A

Once again

Very Cellular Song."
In a way. this track sums

up where the Incredibles stand
at the moment, as far as sub-

is it folk?
ae,

N., ,a talk to them

tocy no.' finished record ^Tel Sight Ride
1

.1:.`art

their new
American

'hand.

.Irtu

*wo aa 'airmen., filled
cT *olden, reflective silences
wmittimes felt
wnico
7

fio coml.:cos werelike
6..og thrown into

,

:WV:,

disturbing

I
NEWS
njOMINIC BEHAN jumps
n ' the sun a little with a
' yt Perricies Night Houlie"
anworrows night (Friday) at
'in Royal Albers Hall. scene
at as many Irish victories

English, with the
loinistvirs. kilns over for
..11e event from Ireland. the
the

ee

Margaret
Par-, and Michael Gorman.
he Loudon -Irish Girl Pipers
and Dancers, and Maureen
making
irtedY Martin,
Ter first solo appearance
.lrotran

e:nce

Sisters.

ea,ing the Tinker,

'yea new

its calm. Still,
rocks anyway.

I

threw my

What was the

nificance
I wanted to know, of the new

album's title. "The Hangman's
Beautiful Daughter?" How

did they think of the title?

.In

a

way." said Robin,

title
thought of us. What does it
you

say

could

the

mean? You can explain it at
several levels"
"The hangman is death,"

interjected Mike, - and his
beautiful daughter is what

girl

GU Marlow,

member.

of the Kende., who beat
the Tinkers in the final round
at the Kilkenny Beer Festival
couple of years ago, incilate

dentally.

Noel Murphy will
special guest artist.

Johnny McEvoy, Sean Dunphy,
Earl Gill and the Hcedownera.
Patricia Cahill, the Dragoons
Folk, the Borough Pipers and
Dancers, the Glenside CelBdh
Baud, aTI-Ireland champions in
1967, traditional
1966 and
fiddler Brendon McGlinchey,

arrived, Mike was
sitting on the floor of the conWhen

I

room listening to the
playback of one of their

trol

comedian Mike Newman, and
Michael Molloy, tenor.

German -Dutch Folk Festival Is being organised in
Osnabruck, Germany, on Saturday and Sunday March 30
chairman
committee
David Fuller tells me the
Carthy-Swarbdek concert at

the Blackpool Taverners who

will also compere.
Leeds

schoolteacher

Jake Thaekray, who writes his

and sings to his

because

they

cording contract, and John
Eyres and the Jug Band.

Future guests include Wiz.
Jones, the Exiles, the Halliard,
Kevin Vickledyke and Noel

Murphy. Chart -cracking busker
Don Partridge is at Walsall
on Tuesday, March 2E
Since their old home was
change night as well as
venue. It is now at St Pat-

rick's Club, Abbey Street, on
Fridays with the Couriers Rex
Brisland and Jack Harris as

with

residents.

THE INCREDIBLE STRING

BAND

0 Porloway London N W I

(Friday)
Johnny
Silva,

they

Tomorrow

have

with

Sandy Denny on March 22,
Jon Isherwood on March 29,
the Spinners on Goad
Friday. April 12.
R. and Jack have been

and

THE LONDON NIGHT AGAIN
Cell Shone House

MARTIN

are

club in Leicesterh has had to

A MYSTICAL PANTOMIME

INSO

REDD SULLWIVANR

PETE & MARIAN GRAY

playing a big part in the folk
coverage

of

Radio

local

Leicester, and a regular folk
show starts on the station on
April 2.
When is someone going to
start up a local radio station
for that most neglected of provincial cities, London? Seriously.

e., Cr.,. ballads Broods*. muse
Hall. Pabst, and Jude. Sear Md.,
SA.,. banal Capon. Ponvinp
BAR

sws -.....,

*METERING NOT TO III MISSEDP
5.,

ot dow 11.12 Malay. Mom 29

from
Oriental

lar" track, switching

plaintive,

almost

h
a
.band
clapping gospel section, rnix-

melody

to

e,

ing guitar and Arab
and harpsichord and

fiddle
Ham-

mond organ, one moment reflecting on the joys of " living
the timeless life'. as one of

the simplest of living organisms building up to a quiet
butimpressive coda, which is
like a benediction to the listener.

and Robin

are multiplying as fast as an
amoeba, adding new instru-

ments all the time and sometimes playing several instruments at once.
In "Mercy I Cry, City,"

Robin Williamson play mouth organ, whistle, rattle and
occasionally mouthorgan and
whistle at the same time, and
while it sometimes looks in-

congruous on stage to those
who don't know them, musically it makes as much sense
as Roland Kirk's multi -instrument playing.

their night at the

who has just got a Pye re-

,..

This new album is almost
religious in its sense of the
inter -connection of all things,
which comes to the surface
most tangibly in the "Cellu-

record by a neat sense of the
absurd, as in "The Minotaur's

Former organiser Brian Collie
is giving up to concentrate on
his singing career.
Residents at both clubs will
he the Treunane, Alan Dyson,

rw cww, ww www 001,

whimsically though with great
humour, as in "The Hedgehog Song."

own guitar accompaniment, is
to be a regular guest on the
new Monday night BBC -TV

also taking over the running
of Walsall club on Tuesdays
and Fridays at the New Inn.

J

is

Live, they have added another dimension to their work
by including a couple of beautiful dancers who act out the

own songs

Saturday

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
SATURDAY, MARCH 30th, at 8 p.m.

ABSALOM

replaced by Pete Rodger of

Three Crowns from Friday to

Royal Albert Hall

MIKE

is

changed

I

..., .,, ,,,,.., ,,,

"Or you can make up your
Your interpreown
tation it probably just as good

show for Beryl Reid.
Willenhall folk club have

,o,,es Lloyd present

BARRY AND MICHAEL GORMAN, MAUREEN
KENNEDY -MARTIN and special guest: NOEL
MURPHY'S Nyaaaaa
rcirees: 15,-, 1216, 10/-, 7/6, 5/-, 3/6, from

'sm. ..,,,,,,wt...
...al stommo sewn
s,....,
..,,, ,,i i...i 29,
'''....2 . 2 .. 5 . .2, .5,4*..,',

daughter is now, what we are
able to do as a result of those

to be
the Free Trade Hall
Taylor has
on Apri
out and has been
had to droperemy

KUSH GIRL PIPERS AND DANCERS, MARGARET

P.1. 01.937 293.3
rue 112, 17 Haddon St.
London. W.6

of our life, and the beautiful

In

with DOMINIC BEHAN, THE JOHNSTONS, THE
TINKERS, THE GREHAN SISTERS, THE LONDON

.% I...1mm lid

Or you might say that the
hangman is the past 20 years

folk

"DOMINIC BEHAN'S
ST. PATRICK'S NIGHT HOOLIE"

I

comes after."

On Saturday night, same
place, a St Patrick's concert

aid al the Camden Square
will feature
Centre
Irish

In

concerned.
previous albums, they have
been much concerned with
love and its hang-ups, treating it realistically. as in
" First Girl I Loved," or

Manchester Sports Guild

HALL
ROYAL ALBERT
15th, at 7,30 p.m.

Friday, March

ject matter

and 31.

be

['att.. t's'cl.rhe,
Come at h pm

Shantey - singers

may

learn a little about the people
whose songs they are singing
if they listen in regularly to

Story Time on Radio 4 from
Friday,

March

22.

reading extracts from

They're
R.

H.

Dana's Two Years Before The

Mast -KARL DALLAS,

BUCK BULL, High

259 Old krompton Bead.

ABOUT KIS at OVAL HOUSE
FOLK, TO yds. Oval SW appetite
cricket ground Guests THE LAY-

DARTFORD

Stngers Nista,

MEN, residents "The Rosemary
Branch" admission as

AT IV Folk Club. Ewell REDD
SULLIVAN, Roger Hill

(SITAR).

Central.
Barking Road.
At

The

Adm.

you

Si.

" OCtet1C " SO hard to take and
the false simplicity of an

intellectual trying to come on
like the common people.
They make it to the other
side, and despite their exotic
instruments,
funny
their
clothes, their refusal to take
life on anything but their own
terms, they have something
very relevant to say in their
music.

Is it folk? Certainly it gets
far

from plastic
chartbound sounds as it is
possible to get, and compared
as

111,11Y

with the average Radio One
definition of folk one can only
be glad that they are getting
an airing with John Peel. And
without the revival, music like
this

would have been impossible.
America is about to get

something of a surprise. Having tried with electric rock
and all manner of psychedelic
tricks to create a music which
expresses what is going on in
Haight Ashbury and the minds
of all its young people, among
them these two young Scots
arrive like missionaries, to
explain to them what it is all
about.
I

only hope they have the

sense to listen.-KARL DAL-

LAS.

lienseed

STEVE BENBOW
lTbe COWS

S

STARTING GATE, Stauan Road.
Wood Green. SANDY OEteahY, len

Betmead. Sr. Mythology.
STEVE BENSON FOLK mu.
NOROURY HOTEL, Loaded ROM(
?Maury. Dare Kelsey, Salton

OF WIGHT.

Old tigers Head. Lee, SE.

CORDON GILTILAP

Tony, T000 and Dare. 8 P.m
All singers welcome,

TERRY MUNDAY

RON GEESIN

ST PATRICK'S NIGHT

RALPH Mc.TELL

Te,v,
Club
Horse Shoes. Heath Street Hs -At

The

Takers

THE TINKERS

a s

with

SEAN MAGUIRE
0

Bar extension

TERRY

IMMIK

GOULD

HAM NM

2223

TOE HIDEOUS

Gt"L'aF°'4111"sg41":""-

Neat week SORT JANSCH. Also
row America
Next Friday:
BLAIN SMITH.
Adro Ss
ALLNIGHT SESSION 1.2.7 with
STEFAN

GROSSMAN
CLIVE PALMER

TRAMPS and
Albert.etle lUeNen

BAR

---------

Battier% ROS

WM= IOW Pants
Coss Band tranhaws,

iii.A.PAIBAJEA.....L.MiTTIO

MIK. Rondo

CUMetheallt

..TE _sac Vein
SMITH,

AT THE CELLAR, Cecil Sharp
Camden Town S p.m.
SPECIAL NIGHT with ROY HARRIS and Nottingham Traditional
Music Club. BeHdent Tony Rom

MTH

OltrtTut

FDA CND

" KT maw

11 v,d1Nw.stn ove*,..,.,
isswasil/10 POI

'.)

Frain: Cecil Sharp Haum 2 R
Park Read, London, N.W 1.
Clubs and shops can obtain
hes of 0 cor more at
From, Miss 0 Cook, 34 Musts( Rued,

d=
'

On

Pe'

"SS"'
palie rtl,""a"

AS

litS'AStudeir

ALL

POLK

MONDAY
AT 'THE POENIX tl

Ag,,,,,r,d

Circus.H

towarelt

ore,

"Marble

RALPH
PAcTELL
at S p,m.

CLUB FOLK
Issu No. 3 just out

MAR EARLS

"iud

,

TNIE FQLK SHOP

DYNARSIC

The new mouossrop of new,
Bongs and Features for, and ebbs's.
ritain's Falk Clubs.
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STEVE BENBOW

1.311

Derek Brunstame

'BETNa.AltiStaf

House,

JOE STEAD

JOEDONNE
STEAD
TROUACOUlt,

CAROLYN HESTER

ENOIRSIMOS

THE STRA\1BS

N stain US

In

11010SPIC(..

THE WIMINILMWS

THE PLOUGHSHARE
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THE TINKERS
CAO4MICI,
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JOANNA WHEATLEY
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COME EARLY
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DORRIS

LEON ROSSELSON

opposite stead.

ALEX CAMPBELL

S.W. 11.
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MARIAN SEGAL

MIKE COOPER. MUM.

THE

Vs -

THE JUGULAR N. E'N

SOUTHERN RAMBLERS

FIGHTING COCKS, Loudon Hd. '

their music to make its own
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prettiness that
switched -on
makes Donovan at his most
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THY MULLINGER
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THE ACTORS FORUM. London'
Experimental
Drama
School

season of ship work - GIB 3267
LEAD GUITARISTAocalist seeks Learn acting with cfidenceo.
working semi pro group playing essional training. II week aft
Claret Green llayall material. noon and evening courses. Priv
ate tuition, moderate fees. Fur
LEAD GUITARIST, Pro, im- ther particulars write The Seem
mediate Work only, - 01-678. tam 42 Sandwich House, Sand
wich St., London, WCI T I 01
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MORNSFY WOOD TAVERN
Smart Sillers Road
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JUMPING
KAT
UCENSUI BAR

387 4569

SMIUMECO.
111470PO1E

011E0301

REHEARSAL ROOMS
ERGO
1/4 per word
BAND
REHEARSAL
studio
lenn Ds. ay.liable.-Studio 31, 10/11 Gt,

ther es a.

0.5 Hoar

STEWART PUBLICATIONS IMM21
AnGertoos C *robots Dtmfries. Scotland

Newport

Street,

2071)

FOR HIRE.

mom.
Bull

Stage

W.C.2.

1830.

Large Rehearsal
available. - Pied

Liverpool Road,

NI. TER

IMPERIAL COLLEGE CHARITY CARNIVAL
in aid of LEUKAEMIA RESEARCH FUND
present

IMPERIAL COLLEGE

+SUPPORTING GROUPS
8-11 p.m.

UNION CARD CHECK

DONOVAN

A REAL ROCK 'N' ROLL SHOW

PETER LONDON'S

ROCK 'N' ROLL
LAURIE BEAZLEY

THURSDAY, 21st MARCH
From the Ronal Albert
S
Cormral Ofee Imoonal College Immo,
5"

LONDON CITY AGENCY

Trumpet

Drums

Baritone

Phone 01-580 8251

-

Bass

Lead Guitar

Tenor./Flute

Singer

es, N COVENTRY
Nor IS STAFFORD

,

!echelon College
ROCHDALE

Na IS

Sol.,

Techrncal College

Mar. 11

Sun.

Mon, Mar IS

MIDDLESIIRODON
Excel Bon
SUTTON GOLDFIELD

Tun. Mar le LONDON, 1,, Coils.
CANA VARIETY AGENCY
p AIM.. Sinn Ionian h I MOW Mt

SAT

16th

6 days. week, 7 p

1.30 o.m.

-

Closed Sunday - Members only

y Groups audrtioned every mac

M. and

Sot even,

COLOURED RAISINS
with the

KING OSSIE SHOW and HONEY DARLING
EVERY FRIDAY

THE STEVE

NEXT SAT., MARCH 23rd

MAXTED SHOW AMBOY DUKES
rWILTON
BRUNEL UNIVERSITY
Woodlon. renue, tendon, Wel
HALL

FLEETWOOD MAC

PLAY SOUNDS

BLETCHLEY

with PETER GREEN

OF THEIR

Saturday, March 16th

plus THE FRUGAL SOUND

OWN DESIGN

HEAR THE
FABULOUS

City of London College Rag RoE

YOURSELF
CONTACT:

TONY AITKEN
76 Kew Rood
Richmond

TREMELOES
Dancing 7.45 fill late

Surrey
01-940 4648

01-940 9880

THE
PLOUGH
50 STOCKWELL D
S W.
LONDON

Thursday

CHAMPION JACK DUPREE
SAVOY BROWN BLUES BAND
CHICKEN SHACK
SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 7.30-11.30
p.m.

THE POLYTECHNIC
LITTLE TITCHFIELD STREET,
W.1
(Oxford Circus Tube)
N.U.S. CARDS 7/-, OTHERS

8/-

HARRY STONEHAM pro,
JOH NNY MEN ior.m.)

Fria, and sawed,

HARRY STONEHAM and
JOHNNY EYDEN plus OLAF VASS

GODS
HARVEY BLOCK ASSOC.

101l 493 5012/3/4/5

AYNSLEY DUNBAR
RETALIATION

REPRESENTATION

nir-WW,
ELBOW
OUST

ASTON.81MROOM18161101

P.OP,0
Thursday, March 14
Groove Discotheque with Twitch

Dewsbury.... Yorkshire

Sib

advance

me eve

-

CALIFORNIA BALLROOM
Whoornade Rood Dunne!. AN.

Frocloy, NM, 15th, 8 p.m.-M,dnight

THE FERRIS WHEEL
Saturday, March 16th

THE MOVE

'ROCK' REVIVAL
at the

CITY UNIVERSITY

Friday, 15th, 8 till 12
3 Groups

Tube

Frldoy, March 14
Unique sounds from
THE RARE BREED

Saturday, Morch 16
Folk/Rock wt.
THE MONOPOLY
Wednesdoy, March 20

Nice nol.e._
101000OK and theRACKET

Thursday, March 21
Modern Jas. Iron, the
TYSON.SEELEY DUO

- Angel

22

JOHN EDWARD ENT. AGENCY

Super sounds lot Bgrologharns

exclusive representation
ACTION ENTERPRISES inuk

8 ICI lasepa,
i0/6`;,

KATCH

Sole Representation

UT OF THE STRONG THERE
AME FORTH SWE

Porthester Hall, Osseensway, W.2
(3 minas Bayl.p, Tua1

E.ening HARRY STONEMA.M,o,a,
JOHNNY EYDEN pun.)
'Way
OLAF VASS

W.t

BRYAN MORRISON AGENCY
142 Charing Cross Road, London, LTD.
W.C2
Telephone: TEM 0171(2
0606

CRAZY WORLD of ARTHUR
BROWN and THE ATTACK
FRIDAY, MARCH 15.
Plus Pete Murray end Alan Fe...TM

Sunday Lunchroom JAZZ SESSION

73 SOUTH AUDLFY ST., LONDON

Tel. 0 924 2-3 649

FRIDAY h SATURDAY
Licensed Bar and Restaurant open. g

BURTON'S UXBRIDGE

HELP

Hebble House
Thornhill Lees

I

A GROUP EVERY

a

KING IDA'S WATCH CHAIN
I IN.

01-836 3831

THE ANATOLIAN
DISCOTHEQUE CLUB
Thorne[ Wood Road
Ilickley, Kent

LUCAS

JOHN SHERRY

GEORGE COOPER ORGANISATION
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London, W.1

PALM! S

-

MIKE COTTON SOUND

MARCH

THE FLAME

HALL
mi,. ROYAL ALBERT
Manager. F. J. MUNDY

ENQUIRIES: HARRY SIMMONDS

Fr,

TYRANNOSAURUS REX
JOHN PEEL

BROWN

0

BOOKERS!!!

Piano/Organ/Vocals

CHICKEN
SHACK

SAVOY

0
0

Wallsprowo Nonl

South Kensington
MARCH 16th

SPOOKY
TOOTH

WeeLends

blues,blues,blues!

Thur.

LICENSED BAR

-

Weehlor

CD

-

'

[mires -brook 2894

Admission: Members 15/6, Guests 25/6

-

-

goosing.. Court, W.8. Telephone, N.M.. 3478

10.30 -down

Saturday, Monts 16th

per word

INSTANT MUSIC by CHANNEL
drum tultioN-STReatham 1702.
ONE
discotheque, Instant success
MIDLAND SCHOOL OF POPU.
E XPERIENCED GUITARIST, 22. LAR SINGING. Radio, TV, records for your club, party, dunce.
all styles reader. Can travel. and clubs Individual tuition. Be- Phone HIL 9942
PARTIES, WEDDINGS. Mobile
Look., for pro. group.
Box ginners encouraged - Erdington
discotheques
or groups. - 01.361
5955. 95 Hinton Road, Birming9385.
FEMALE FOLKSINGER. Pee ne. ham 23,
PARTY PEOPLE Make your
tenable. No
wasters. - Tel.
EU.S
DE 501001.0f CONTEMPORARY
party swing! First class DJ/16Cs
Large selection of records. LonARRANGING
TECHNIOUES
FEMALE LEAD guitenst. vocals.
In
ek haw., correspondence cannel don area / Home Counties.
pro seeks resident or pro group
The
Teeing.,
at
Anon.,
and
Oolwore
Ring 534 8369 leveningS).
- Bee 7011
M0Im
ROGER'S
DISC
FENDER twin neck
SHOW.
The
10 pedal "
schnoise,
Sya.....4
Cowen
Hen
grooviest
show
in
Town,
Steel Guitarist with Fender twin
- Ring
Tochno.,
aki
read.,9.
534
8369
(evenings),
Amp_ and Meson Echo_ wants to
atuem..he cso ahve. ervi re...hoe

o n pro c 5. or Folk Gratin.

0
0
0
ft

- Tel

-

to Ppchmond

(D'J')

THE NEW with
JUMP BAND

DRUMMING
TUITION,
PRIVATE LESSONS. - Am. ogaL
CLARINET
SAXOPHONE
Tu. Way, ChiSwell Eson.
Own IT 6E hourly. Jass.:mpro
visation.
beginners.
advanced.
RECORDS WANTED
Winston Ingram, 01.459
0543. Instruments supplied
1/- per word
COMPLETELY OVERCOME ALL
PHINEAS
NEWBORN'S
We
DRUMMING
PROBLEMS
AT Three." - Millard. 139 Charles
ROGER KERR'S DRUM STUDIO. Street, Tredegar.
-POL 11124.
SOUNDS buy all records. Cash

-

TOTTENHAM. - 01-806 1301.

Admosion. Members 10/6, Guests 20/6

RECORDS FOR SALE

1/- per word

5818
Pork Road, East Twlekenham-Popesgrove
Budge)

10 30 -down

stra'''
kLe1
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ORCHESTRA
featuring

PvE TH 17434

VOCALS, young.
experienced.
read.
compere. 565 WTI.
DRUMMER WANTS Mg. lounge.
DOUBLE BASS TUITION. Be- by return.
9 Hillshott. Letch
-TTS .475.
ginners, advanced.
01.769
5453.
worth. Herts.
Ded RUMMER.
YOUNG
eXp
DRUM AND GUITAR LESSONS.
les PAID for full priced un
seeks good working group. 992.7524, MAURICE PLACQUET'S. wanted
LPs or three exchanged
-HOP 3931, after 5 pm.
ERIC
GILDER SCHOOL OF for one new. - 2 Surveyor's
DRUMMER, YOUNG, REQUIRES MUSIC for all vocal and instruGROUP. North London - TI'D mental tuition West.End Studios, Place, Portmadoc, Caerns.
SIM oiler 7» pm
Reg. Office, 4S The Glade. CroyDRUMS. LOUNGE, CLUB, GIGS. don. CRO TOO. Surrey. Tel. 01.
MOBILE DISCOTHEQUES
/

Admission 5/-

'ARTIFICIAL SPIDER SELLER'

-

House NATI EL'S 1100. ext. 192,

0
n

MADINGLEY CLUB

.;,--'.

DOC K'S BLUES BAND
1PITE BROWN'S POETRY BAND
Friday. Minch

ploy every Thursday evening, 8.30-12, at the

Band Management BRIAN RUTLAND, 14 Cumborhand House

g.",: 00000000000000000000

ing,gagna,e. ioeigding available. only 35s each, 20,001
Pop.
piano. electronic organ, p,re.ig. West Coast, Soul, RAIL Folk.
lion. wind and brass. - For fur- Blues, C&W. Jazz etc. Send Is
her details contact
6c1 for lists to
P.
Jenney, 26
Music Co. Ltd. R1V 5524 Western
Drive
or Clici Ripon
Blaby,
Leices.
124S.
tershire
AUBREY FRANK SAXOPHONE
RECORD
50,000 from
CLARINET TUITION, Beginners 25 Write forBAZAAR.
lists.
1142.6 Argyle
to advanced. - 192 The White St., Glasgow.

for
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-
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TUITION
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Marie.
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fg

BRIAN RUTLAND (Trumpet) PAUL SEALY (Guitar)
MIKE ATTERBURY (Clarinet) JOHN BODDY (Bass)
JIM SHEPHERD (Trombone) DAVE RTLANCE (Piono)
COLIN BOWDEN (Drums)

0
0
Admission 5/- 0
0
0
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COUNT SUCKLE
SOUND SYSTEM
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RAY KING SOUL BAND
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A
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under the direction
of RALPH DOLLIMORE
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LEADING
BALLROOM REQUIRES TOP QUALEADERS.
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L
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GROUP
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for
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e
from 1241,
we for
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Anglo French Corr*.
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electronic 0511, Lynen Iwotrack Burnley
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oscillate., Meru preamp
PRN
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GROUPS URGENTLY required
MANS SOCIAL introduellona
21i'g
Latin
American,
Jars.
All
funcclubs,
for
Continental
beat
985 6455.
NN ESDAY, APRIL 3 'ANDNORM' Exeter, Devoe. Friendship, 10110.
tions.
01-980-3099.
247
5531,
CLAYMAN
AGENCY.
PIANISTS FOR SOUTH LONDON
Mee Highly recommended, all
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OF
SALE.
Cols,
ad.
E
DDIE
HINDS
quartet/quintet/
ENTERweekend lounge work, Top rat.. _sext40.7r3g5r6attle. own PA system.
MICHAEL IVANKIV
age% Worldwide
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- Clayman's, BIS 5531 (Day).
PIN.
Ring Mr, Evankiv aP
PIANIST / ORGANIST. Harmony
EXCITING NOTOwN group. The Groups.
PALS. Long Ilan 3e.
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Slater,
Northampton 37931 exl. 4 (Ou.
vocals.
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Pfill Old Lode Len,
Wat.
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Hours), or Northampton
Top West End r.idency, with go.
HOWARD RAKER Bands. Cs 52959.
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ahead vocal / instrumental group bared, anywhere, - 69 Glenwood
A GOOD.
mole sinner
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NORTON YORK AGENCY RE- wanted
P
DYMOND - M. KEITH,
for
modern
hand
Dolor
7025.
QUIRES
GROUPS.
--MI
Turnham
JOHNNY PENN TRIO, seeks
leg mutes .d bram. ?A unt have
PINPRIENDI
WANTED
by
PIANISTS, ORGANISTS, drum- residency, London,
Welwyn Green Terrace, W.4. CIII 4895.
ability
to
do
pope,
mill
find
name
teeny
All
maw
One
mer / vocalists required for Gorden 20980.
ROCK 'N' roll. Band urgently standards, Average Iwo well ,ltd Pen
Soc
le
1y
INg31,
(Worley.
lounge work. Top rates for top
LATIN AMERICAN. - 242 51355, required for management/record engagemente per week, one 01110.
rate. reliable musicians. - Music
LOU PREAGER'S PRESENTA- log.
Clayman's 01.247.5531.
ere In 0.111, Sulteble for
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Unlimited, 874-5524.
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ROMANCE
OM
good nemlprn
All
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11111111111d
PIANISTS. START WORK THIS Glenwood Gdns., Ilford. CRE 4043.
, 1,111,11. Thomall It Or
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AD are s. New increased rates.
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FIRST
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I
original and unpublithod
CLASS
SOCIAL
MANAGEMENT.
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'EXCEL(DIY).
027-071 9419.
LENT
CONTACTS,
HAVING where, friendeldp broellure free
ORGAN QUARTET. 215, - HAR
PIANIST URGENTLY wanted,
KNOWN ARTISTS, WIEN WORK -9WA, Tetreee TuNittay, Devon
I SONGS REQUIRED WAITING,
smart Chelsea hotel, to work with 9547.
THE
APPLICANT attire 1943
PEACHTREE BLUES Band.
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'For
Kure Nlevition mint and kat
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busker reader If possible. Can
SWIDISH 015111,
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by
lop
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and
email,.
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CONTRACT
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Rock
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She
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young,
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Oh.
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NU.
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SINGER
and Mu type menthe. - 977
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hiss Influenced vocal 57x5.

Good conimisslon and prospects. strenAgthen
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- Box 7009.
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- LEY 2120 West
London erre own PA
THIMMY "'X 1114Te
after
perienced
pm,
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TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITA. pro group. - 590 3544,
(LONDON)
for cominemlal ee
TER, Singer, Songwriter, Musician
cording
an
promotion Apprext
wanted to help form new sounds,
mate age. 90. Dein. 'and
own+.
Needs to believe In
1825.
hot

he's doing. K00.1 mYstery tour
is awaiting. - 554 0037. 8.30 to
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MECCA AGENCY LTD.

MECCA

01485-2991.
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AJI. 15 Southwest Road, Ring John Williams. 624 1951 evenings.
0.11. 539 88118.
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ORGANIST/VOCALIST for seml.
pro group re -styling. - Phone l'ttigthts=1Phperre's'en%fgrNor Ica
Ewell 1407.
gro.p.
Details on request from
PIANIST
HOLIDAY
CAMP, 01.537 4978 or Box 8088.
MAY TO 'SEPTEMBER. MUSK /
ABOUT 100 top gr.p, and
READ,
ACCOMPANY,
SING dance bands Immediately mall.
SONGS, TALENT COMPS. ETC, able. Travel anywhere. RemOn.
ALSO
DRUMMER
/ SPORTS able prices,
Clayman Agenc
ORGANISER. - NO CALLERS. 7.8 High Street. E.C.3. Tel. BISy.
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KENT dance trio /
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01.778PIANIST. Modern Sim for ES- 9279,
TABLISHED QUINTET. who put a
next few weeks,RgrIns
music before money.
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success.
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M. Frank 01. with Julie Stevens. 3994489,
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arguments I have seen in
the MM for a long time.
(MM, March 9).
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come to the conclusion if
British songwriters can do
no better than these ditties
then they shouldn't bother!
Surely with eomose
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WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY OF NEW YORK
AS THE 1968 AND 1969 FESTIVALS AGENTS
LATEST ACCEPTANCES

SAMURAI (Japan)
BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD (U.S.A.)

Tours (t.32.15,0 and up-all inclusive) and
tickets (E1.5.0 and up) -32 Tottenham Street,
W.1 (01-636-0010, 01-247-8821 /5844)
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attacks I hadn't made and
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I did. Still, it made good reading, anyway.
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haven't given up that easily
and will go on trying to find

cut about jazz, whether it be
or bad, despite

good
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Long live jazz, whatever it
may he! - RAY TOLLIDAY,
Walthamstow, London.
WHAT twaddle from Ron -

nit Scott! His response
to Ray Tolliday and the tone
in which it is written just
serves to underline Ray's con
tentlon.
Ronnie claims that most
pop is jazz influenced, but
this is simply not true. Fact

that most jazz and most
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Jazz has suffered for too
long from the snobbery of its
fans, its performers and those
who write about it.
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Listen to a BBC jazz
programme and you are made
to feel like an ignorant schoffi
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jazz, well suffice to say that
I, a jazz fan of long standing,
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need
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would like to say first
of all, how much I enjoyed
your recent article in the
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of rational reasoning.
JAZZ and pop fans might
then reach a calmer understanding of each other.
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can at least come up with an
original melody? M. FACER,
Garstort, Watford.
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Ray Tolliday. It's a great pity
a few more bull-headed fanatics don't acquire their tech-

" For my money.
Lulu is the most
dynamic singing
personality
Britain has yet
produced."

latest is a load of rubbish and
I shall he disappointed if it
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the most dynamic singing
personality Britain has yet
produced. Far better than
some I could name who
have been around a lot longer and-lees face it-look
old enough to be her mum!
Anyway, just where is Lulu
at present?-KEN PUGH,
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I've got all
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